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Executive Summary 

ÊX-EGU-T-I-VE-SUMM-A-R-Y 

This thesis aims at analysing some aspects of Venture Capital (VC) and high-tech 

entrepreneurship. The focus is both at the macroeconomic level, comparing venture 

capital from an international point of view and Technology-Based Small Firms 

(TBSF) at Company and founder's level in Belgium. The approach is mainly 

empirical. 

This work is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on venture capital. First 

of ail, we test the impact of VC on productivity. We then identify the déterminants 

of VC and we test their impact on the relative level of VC for a panel of countries. 

The second part concerns the technology-based small firms in Belgium. The 

objective is twofold. It first aims at creating a database on Belgian TBSF to better 

understand the importance of entrepreneurship. In order to do this, a national 

survey was developed and the statistical results were analysed. Secondly, it provides 

an analysis of the rôle of universities in the employment performance of TBSF. 

A broad summary of each chapter is presented below. 

PART 1: VENTURE CAPITAL 

The Economie Impact of Venture Capital 

The objective of this chapter is to perform an évaluation of the macroeconomic 

impact of venture capital. The main assumption is that VC can be considered as 

being similar in several respects to business R&D performed by large firms. We test 

whether VC contributes to économie growth through two main channels. The first 

one is innovation, characterized by the introduction of new products, processes or 

services on the market. The second one is the development of an absorptive 

capacity. Thèse hypothèses are tested quantitatively with a production function 

model for a panel da ta set of 16 OECD countries from 1990 to 2001. The results 

show that the accumulation of VC is a significant factor contributing directly to 

Multi-Factor Productivi ty (MFP) growth. The social rate of return to VC is 

significantly higher than the social rate of return to business or public R&D. VC 
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Executive Summary 

has also an indirect impact on MFP in the sensé that it improves the output 

elasticity of R&D. An increased VC intensity makes it easier to absorb the 

knowledge generated by universities and firms, and therefore improves aggregate 

économie performance. 

TechnologiccJ Opporttinity, Entrepreneurial Environment and Venture 

Capital Development 

The objective of this chapter is to identify the main déterminants of venture 

capital. We develop a theoretical model where three main types of factors affect the 

demand and supply of VC: macroeconomic conditions, technological opportunity, 

and the entrepreneurial environment. The model is evaluated with a panel dataset 

of 16 OECD countries over the period 1990-2000. The estimâtes show tha t VC 

intensity is pro-cyclical - it reacts positively and significantly to GDP growth. 

Interest rates affect the VC intensity mainly because the entrepreneurs create a 

demand for this type of funding. Indicators of technological opportunity such as the 

stock of knowledge and the number of triadic patents affect positively and 

significantly the relative level of VC. Labour market rigidities reduce the impact of 

the GDP growth ra te and of the stock of knowledge, whereas a minimum level of 

entrepreneurship is required in order to have a positive effect of the available stock 

of knowledge on VC intensity. 

PART 2: TECHNOLOGY-BASED SMALL FIRMS 

Survey in Belgimn 

The fîrst purpose of this chapter is to présent the existing literature on the 

performance of companies. In order to get a quantitat ive insight into the 

entrepreneurial growth process, an original survey of TBSF in Belgium was 

launched in 2002. The second purpose is to describe the methodology of our 

national TBSF survey. This survey has two main merits. The first one lies in the 

quality of the information. Indeed, most of national and international surveys have 

been developed at firm-level. There exist only a few surveys at founder-level. In the 

T B S F databcLse, information both at firm and at entrepreneur-level will be found. 
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The second merit is about the subject covered. TBSF survey tackles the financing 

of firms (availability of public funds, rôle of venture capitalists, availability of 

business angels,...), the frarnework conditions (e.g. the quality and availability of 

infrastructures and communication channels, the level of académie and public 

research, the patenting process,...) and, finally, the socio-cultural factors associated 

with the entrepreneurs and their environment (e.g. level of éducation, their parents ' 

éducation, gender,.. .). 

Statistical Evidence 

The main characteristics of companies in our sample are that employment and 

profits net of taxation do not follow the same trend. Indeed, employment may 

decrease while results after taxes may stay constant. Only a few companies enjoy a 

growth in both employment and results after taxes between 1998 and 2003. 

On the financing front, our fîndings suggest that internai finance in the form of 

Personal funds, as well as the funds of family and friends are the primary source of 

capital to s tar t -up a high-tech company in Belgium. Entrepreneurs rely on their 

own Personal savings irt 84 percent of the cases. Commercial bank loans are the 

secondary source of finance. This part of external financing (debt-finance) exceeds 

the combined angel funds and venture capital funds (equity-finance). 

On the entrepreneur front , the preliminary results show that 80 percent of 

entrepreneurs in this s tudy have a university degree while 42 percent hold post-

graduate degrees (i.e. master 's, and doctorate). In term of research activities, 88 

percent of the entrepreneurs holding a Ph.D. or a post-doctorate coUaborate with 

Belgian higher éducation institutes. Moreover, more than 90 percent of thèse 

entrepreneurs are working in a university spin-off. 

The Contribution of Universities to Employment Growth 

The objective of this chapter is to test whether universities play a rôle amongst the 

déterminants of employment growth in Belgian TBSF. The empirical model is 

based on our original survey of 87 Belgian TBSF. The results suggest that both 

académie spin-offs and T B S F created on the basis of an idea originating from 
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business R&D activities are associated with an above than average growth in 

employées. As most 'high-tech' entrepreneurs are at least graduated from 

universities, there is no signifîcant impact of the level of éducation. Nevertheless, 

thèse results must be taken with caution, as they are highly sensitive to the 

présence of outliers. Young high-tech firms are by définition highly volatile, and 

might be therefore difficult to understand. 

CONCLUSION 

In this last chapter, recommendations for policy-makers are drawn from the results 

of the thesis. The possible interventions of governments are classified according to 

whether they influence the demand or the supply of entrepreneurship and/or VC. 

We présent some possible actions such as direct intervention in the VC funds, 

interventions of public sector through labour market rigidities, pension System, 

patent and research policy, level of entrepreneurial activities, bankruptcy 

législation, entrepreneurial éducation, development of university spin-offs, and 

création of a national database of TBSF. 
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C H A P T E R 1 : 

INTRODUCTION 



Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1. The rôle of venture capitîJ and entrepreneurship 

In the 1970s and the 1980s, an increasing part of économie growth switched from large 

firms to small firms (Wennekers and Thurik, 1999). Since the 1980s a lot of attention 

has been directed to small business and entrepreneurship. Many economists and 

politicians seem to agrée that entrepreneurship has become the engine of économie and 

social development throughout the world. According to some studies like the one of 

Audretsch and Thurik (1999), an increase in the rate of entrepreneurship leads to 

lower levels of unemployment. 

The European commission is also convinced that European SMEs are one of the key to 

deliver stronger growth and more jobs. The Lisbon European Council (2000) set the 

objective of making Europe the most compétitive and dynamic knowledge-based 

economy in the world by the year 2010. The Lisbon process also aims at making 

Europe a more attractive place to invest in R&D. Therefore, European countries have 

to boost the entrepreneurial initiative and to create a productive environment where 

innovation capacity can grow and develop. 

The European Commission also want to promote a bigger Venture Capital (VC) 

industry in the EU so as to better compete with the United States in creating new 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

firms to boost employment and growth (see for example the Innovation and 

•TechTiology-E-qxiity-Gapital-pilot-project^)T-lTideed7'there~are~rargeniiffëre^^ 

American and European entrepreneurship. It is commonly accepted that the United 

States, on the one hand, offer a favourable environment to the development of 

entrepreneurial activities. The market size and the deregulation of high-tech and 

innovation enterprises are very important déterminants of US entrepreneurial 

activities. In Europe, on the other hand, the development of high-tech companies has 

been more modest in the récent years. According to Bloch (2000), several paradoxes 

can explain the low level of European entrepreneurial activities when compared to the 

United States. For example, governments intervene more often on the labour market 

than in the United States. For Bloch, the prédominant social model in Europe, with 

rigid rules of employée protection, seems to be the cause of lower entrepreneurial 

dynamics. Moreover, another différence between Europe and the United States 

concerns the way entrepreneurs handle the risk of failure. European entrepreneurial 

model could adopt some US best practices, taking however into considération that 

copying US practices may inflict heavy social costs. 

It seems to be important to develop favourable conditions in Europe. But experts do 

not agrée on the process to do so. According to some, this process does not imply 

heavy money transfers to the création of companies (Block, 2000). Others however 

believe that , under the hypothesis of market imperfections, governments have several 

ways at their disposai to intervene in the économie process (Grilo and Thurik, 2004). 

The concluding chapter will présent some of them. 

Research objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to shed light on some aspects of the rôle of 

entrepreneurship on économie growth and on employment. We research three main 

' Launched in 1997, the Innovation and Technology Equity Capital (I-TEC) pilot project is an initiative 
of the European Commission to encourage early stage investments in technologically innovative SMEs. 
Thanks to this pilot project, innovative SMEs can access a network of 28 capable Venture Capital 
investors, interested in business projects with a high degree of innovation in technology, product, service 

or process and with a high potentiai for growth and new job création. 
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questions. Firstly, we concentrate on the impact of the stock of high-risk finance on 

the-productivity-of-OEGD~countries~in-order"to~anaiyse"to~wh'at~extent~V'C~c"ontrî^ 

to économie growth. As the resuhs seem to show that VC can effectively be considered 

as an additional factor explaining variations in économie performance of a country, a 

second question appears: why the relative VC investments vary substantially across 

eountries? Therefore, we secondly investigate the reasons that explain this 

heterogeneity between eountries. We estimate the impact of the entrepreneurial 

environment and of the technological opportunities on a country's intensity in VC. 

Finally, the second part of this thesis focuses on the growth in Belgian Technology-

Based Small Firms (TBSF). More specifically, the last chapter assesses the rôle of 

universities in the development of employment in Belgian TBSF. Indeed, in addition 

to the économie growth analysed in the first part of this thesis, the employment issue 

is also at the heart of coneerns for a lot of European eountries. 

The concept of entrepreneurship 

The concept of entrepreneurship in this dissertation takes inspiration in différent 

définitions. Indeed, when studying entrepreneurial activities, académie researehers 

have proposed a broad array of définitions and measures. The absence of a unique 

définition cornes from the fact that entrepreneurship is a multidimensional, eomplex, 

social, psychological and économie concept. Hence, the research on this topic can be 

found in varions domains such as, for example, labour économies, économies of 

éducation, and industrial économies. 

The modem définition of entrepreneurship was introduced by Schumpeter in 1934. 

Aecording to Schumpeter, managers of already estabhshed businesses are not 

entrepreneurs. The entrepreneur is defined as the innovator who implements change 

within markets by carrying out new combinations. This proeess may come in several 

forms: the introduction of a new good or quality thereof, the introduction of a new 

method of production, the opening of a new market, the conquest of a new source of 

supply of new materials or parts, and/or the carrying out of the new organisation of 

any industry. 

Based partly on Schumpeter 's définition. Carton, Hofer and Meeks (1998) présent 

entrepreneurship as the pursuit of a discontinuons opportunity involving the création 
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of an organisation (or sub-organisation) with the expectation of value création to the 

paTt-ieipants^-T^he-entrepreneur—is~the—individual~who~("or~teani~that)~i'dentifies~thie^ 

opportunity, gathers the necessary resources, créâtes and is ultimately responsible for 

the performance of the organisation. Therefore, entrepreneurship is the nneans by 

which new organisations are formed with their resulting job and wealth création. 

Another possible définition is the one by Wennekers and Thurik (1999). According to 

them, entrepreneurship could be defined as the willingness of individuals - on their 

own, in teams, within and outside existing organisations - to perceive and create new 

économie opportunities (new products, new production methods, new organisational 

schemes and new product-market combinations), and to introduce their ideas in the 

market , in the face of uncertainty and other obstacles, by making décisions on 

location, form and the use of resources and institutions. 

This thesis defmes entrepreneurship as the création of new companies with an 

emphasis on the innovation aspect, which can take différent forms such as new 

product, new process, and/or new market. Entrepreneurship is indeed a key to 

accelerate the création, dissémination and development of innovation. Even if 

entrepreneurship in the United States is not only based on high-technologies and 

innovation, it is a highly debated issue in the description of the American model 

(Hellman, 2000). According to Schumpeter (1934), "The function of entrepreneurs is 

to reform or revolutionize the pattern of production by exploiting an invention, or 

more generally, an untried technological possibility for producing a new commodity or 

producing an old one in a new way". 

T B S F were chosen as a base for our analyses because as long as they survive and 

develop, they may drive the future économie performance of countries. In fact, TBSF 

are amongst companies with the highest growth potentials on the middle and long run 

(Weigand and Audretsch, 1999). Certain new and innovative companies in more 

tradit ional non high-tech industrial sectors may also benefit from high employment 

growth. However, thèse companies generate less positive externahties to the rest of the 

economy. High-tech companies generate knowledge, compétence and a demand for 

quality services and intermediate products that have significant repercussions on the 

rest of the economy. Moreover, they are able to establish and maintain relationships 

with universities and research laboratories, sources of future innovation. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

For the purpose of empirical studies in this thesis, two main éléments are used to 

define—technology-bcised—activities:—The—first—is~the high-tech chara-cter ui thS' 

firms' activities. We therefore focus on companies operating in sectors defmed as high-

tech and medium-high-tech in the OECD classification. The second type of activities 

relate to académie research. Hence, we include ail university spin-offs. 

1.2. Structure of the thesis 

The objective of this dissertation is to shed light on three questions regarding 

entrepreneurship: the effect of VC on économie growth, the reason of the observed 

heterogeneity in VC aeross countries, and the employment growth in TBSF. As 

outlined in the Table 1.1, thèse three questions condition the s tructure of the thesis. 

The first part of the thesis focuses on VC as an important factor underlying the 

création and development of TBSF. Indeed, VC funds are made available for start-up 

firms and small businesses with exceptional growth potential. Managerial and 

technical expertise is also often provided. Access to finance is seen as a key factor in 

the process of R&D's translation into commercial outcomes. VC, as a spécifie type of 

finance for high-risk projects, has an important rôle to play in favouring the 

commercialisation of innovative products (OECD, 1996). Most government bodies in 

industrialised countries now recognise the importance of VC as a factor underlying 

firm création and sustainable growth. 

From the entrepreneur 's point of view, VC represents a monetary resource, a financial 

intermediary aiming at satisfying the needs of innovative start-ups. TBSF are 

generally associated with large growth potentials and high levels of uncertainty. From 

the investor's point of view, investing in high-tech start-ups is yery risky. Hence, 

notwithstanding the high variability of returns linked to this risky context, a venture 

capitalist selecting a successful project could expect very large returns. Therefore, the 

high volatility of returns is more than offset by the expectation of outstanding 

incomes. 
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Table 1.1: General outline of the dissertation 

Chapter 1: In troduc t ion 

PART 1: Venture Capital 

C h a p t e r 2: T h e E c o n o m i e I m p a c t of Ventiure 

Capi ta l 

Question: Wliat impact has the stock of high-risk 

finance on the product ivi ty of an O E C D country? 

Does this VC stock have an impact on the 

absorpt ive capaci ty of R&D? 

Chapter 3: Technolog ica l O p p o r t u n i t y , 

Entrepreneur ia l E n v i r o n m e n t ctnd V e n t u r e 

Capi ta l D e v e l o p m e n t 

Question: W h a t explains the large différences in 

the VC intensity from a country to another? 

^—• What is the impact of the entrepreneurial 

environment of the country? 

U W h a t is the impact of the technological 

opportunit ies? 

PART 2: Technology-Based Small Firms 

C h a p t e r 4: Literatm-e a n d Survey o n T B S F 

I 
Chapter 5: Stat is t ics of an Original Sinrvey 

in B e l g i u m 

C h a p t e r 6: T h e Contr ibut ion o f Univers i t i e s t o E m p l o y m e n t G r o w t h 

Question: W h a t is the impact of universities in the development of employment in T B S F ? 

[s this impact concretized through the function of formation of the universities? Through its 

function of research centre or its fimction of création of spin-offs? 

C h a p t e r 7: Concluding S u m m a r y and PoHcy Impl icat ions 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

Two main questions are addressed in the first part of this dissertation. Chapter 2 

présents the first question that handles with the funding aspect of high-tech companies 

by analysing the impact of VC stock on productivity for a sample of OECD countries. 

We take the stock of VC as a proxy for entrepreneurial activity and we evaluate 

whether and to what extent, VC contributes to économie growth. 

The second main question of this thesis is presented in chapter 3. This chapter studies 

the factors tha t explain the heterogeneity in VC intensity across OECD countries. 

More specifically, it évaluâtes the impacts of entrepreneurial environment and 

technological opportunity on the countries' VC intensity. In order to answer this 

question, we model the demand and supply of VC. Results show that entrepreneurial 

environment and technological opportunity contribute to explain a part of the VC 

intensity across OECD countries. 

The second part of the thesis focuses on the technology-based small fîrms in Belgium. 

Its objective is to analyse the employment growth in high-tech small firms. We take 

the définition of high-tech companies presented above (i.e. high-tech and medium-

high-tech companies as defined in the OECD classifications as well as university spin-

offs) adding however another spécification to the approach: the size of the companies. 

Indeed, we only focus on the small firms according to the European Union définition. 

In order to get a quanti tat ive insight into the entrepreneurial growth process in 

Belgium, a survey of TBSF was launched in 2002. The subjects addressed by the 

survey relate to three factors of entrepreneurial development: the framework 

conditions, the socio-cultural factors associated with the entrepreneurs and their 

environment, and the fînancial System. From a database including 607 companies that 

matched the criteria of small size and high-tech industry in 2002, 103 fully filled-in 

questionnaires were received, which represents a response rate of 17 percent. This 

allows us to gather a wealth of new and original information. 

The last question of this work concerns the employment performance of Belgian 

TBSF. Several intermediate chapters are necessary before answering the main 

empirical question in chapter 6. Chapter 4 takes inspiration in the literature review in 

order to présent the différent possible measures of the development of entrepreneurial 

activities. This chapter also explores the method of the original survey carried out in 

Belgium on TBSF in order to build our quantitative analysis. 
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Chapter 5 présents descriptive statistical évidence on Belgian high-tech companies and 

theiT-entTepreneursr-This-chapter-provides-a~first~insi'ght^int'o~thie~issu'e~of~TBS'F~il^ 

Belgium and présents évidence concerning companies' and entrepreneurs' 

characteristics, technology transfer and innovation, and financing. It describes the 

characteristics of the sample of high-tech companies, the technological transfers and 

innovation activities, the social and educational culture underlying entrepreneurship, 

the entrepreneurs ' opinion on physical, social, commercial and professional 

infrastructure, with the aim of better understanding T B S F entrepreneurship, and 

finally the reasons and perceptions behind entrepreneurs' activities. Moreover it 

introduces the econometric study presented in the following chapter and describes 

some of the variables used in our empirical analysis. 

Finally, chapter 6 handles the employment performance of TBSF by studying the 

contribution of universities to TBSF's employment growth. Our database actually 

gives us the necessary information to assess the rôle universities can play in the 

employment performance of firms through research, spin-off création and éducation. 

This chapter contributes to the literature on the déterminants of jobs création in small 

technology-based firms. Firms ' type (i.e. académie spin-off vs. s tart-up) and the origin 

of the innovative idea are included amongst the potential déterminants of job création. 

The first section of the concluding chapter reviews the main findings and contributions 

emerging from the three questions asked in this work as well as some ideas for future 

research. In a second section, recommendations for policy-makers are drawn from the 

results. 
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Chapter 2 - The Economie Impact of Venture Capital 

2.1. Introduction 

Venture capitalists intervene as intermediaries in fmancial markets providing Venture 

Capital (VC) to small firms with high growth potential. Venture-funded firms are 

generally very small and young, often called "innovative start-ups", and are plagued 

by very high levels of business uncertainty and an important information asymmetry 

between investors and entrepreneurs (Gompers and Lerner, 2001a; Berger and Udell, 

1998). The venture capitalists provide both fmancial support, i.e. equity to spur fast 

growth, and non-fmancial help such as management guidance and expertise (Sapienza, 

1992). They may sit on boards of directors and may perform key corporate functions 

for the venture-backed companies or provide valuable governance and advisory 

support. 

A growing number of empirical investigations outlines the crucial importance of VC 

for high-tech star t-up growth (e.g. Timmons and Bygrave, 1986; Engel, 2002; Davila et 

al., 2003), product marketing strategy (Hellemann and Puri , 2002) and survival 

(Manigart and Van Hyfte, 1999). The aggregate rôle of VC in the economy also begins 

to be an important area of research but very few quantitative investigations have been 

performed so far. At the aggregate économie level, Baumol (2002) argues, with a 
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theoretical model, that entrepreneurial activity may account for a significant part of 

the-''nnexp/aOTed''-proportion-of-the-histoTical~growth~of"tte 

The objective of this chapter is precisely to at tempt to provide évidence of Baumol's 

conjecture. We take the stock of VC as a proxy for entrepreneurial activity and we 

evaluate whether and to what extent VC contributes to économie growth. We adopt 

the hypothesis that VC can be considered as being similar to expérimental 

development activities performed in large firms, i.e. the "£)" of R&D. In this respect, 

the contribution of VC would take place through two main channels: innovation (i.e. 

the effective introduction of new products and processes on the market), and 

absorptive capacity (i.e. the development of know-how and skills that induce an 

effective use of existing knowledge to improve the production System). 

The chapter is structured as follows: the next section focuses on the existing literature 

about the potential effect of VC, at micro and macroeconomic levels. The empirical 

model and the data are described in the third section. Section four présents the 

econometric results. The final section concludes. 

2.2. Existing investigations 

A number of factual évidences on the économie impact of VC have been published by 

specialized institutions, especially for the US economy. According to a study carried 

out by DRI-WEFA'^ on US VC-funded companies over the period 1970-2000, "venture 

capital-backed companies had approximately twice the sales, paid almpst three times 

the fédéral tcixes, generated almost twice the exports, and invested almost three times 

as much in R&D as the average non-venture capital-backed public company, per each 

$1000 of assets" (NVCA, 2002). The same study also shows tha t VC fosters local and 

régional économie growth in the USA. During the period 2000-2003, Global Insight 

(2004) confirms the positive impact of VC-funds on employment, sales and wages of 

the VC-funded companies. Based on their own statistics, the European Venture 

- Baumol (2002), pp. 58-59 

' DRI-WEFA, now called Global Insight Inc., was formed to bring together the two well-respected 

économie and fmancial information companies, DRI (Data Resources Inc.) and WEFA (Wharton 

Econometric Forecasting Associates). 
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Capital Association studies (1996, 2001, 2002 and 2004) argue that VC has an impact 

on—economic-growthr~Axcording-to~E~V6A~venture-b'a"cked~compan'res~sti^^^ 

economy through the création of jobs**, their exceptional growth rate, their heavy 

investments and their international expansion. In addition, VC is thought to play a 

rôle in the substantial decrease of the required time to introduce an innovation on the 

market. 

Empirical research on the impact of VC on firms' performance has been performed at 

the micro level. Hellmann and Puri (2000) implemented a survey of 149 recently 

formed firms in the Silicon Valley. Their empirical results suggest tha t VC stimulâtes 

innovative activities of firms. A start-up financed by a venture capitalist requires less 

time to bring a product to the market. They do also admit that firms pursuing an 

"innovator strategy"' ' potentially have better and quicker access to VC funds. 

Nevertheless, their results should be interpreted with caution since the authors face a 

problem of causality and geographical concentration of firms. Indeed, as far as the 

causality problem is concerned, it is possible that the more a firm is innovative, the 

more it applies for VC. In this sensé, it is not the VC that would stimulate firms to be 

more innovative. The validity of thèse conclusions is also limited by the diversity of 

the sample, which 'only' includes Silicon Valley start-ups. For the authors, VC can 

have an impact on the technological trajectory of a s tar t-up company, and in 

particular on its product market position. According to Gompers and Lerner (2001b), 

a simple model of the relationship between VC, R&D and innovation is likely to give 

misleading estimâtes because both venture funding and patenting could be positively 

related to a third unobserved factor - the arrivai of technological opportunities. 

Adopting a similar perspective, but relying on a panel dataset of about 1000 German 

start-ups, Engel (2002) shows that the surviving German venture-backed companies 

seem to achieve significant higher growth rates due to financial involvement and 

services provided by venture capitahsts. The author also shows that the impact of VC 

•* For more détails on the vital rôle played by VC in the création of employment, see EVCA (2005), 
"Employment contribution of Private Equity and Venture Capital in Europe". 

•'' Innovators are those firms that are the first to introduce new products or services for which no close 
substitute is yet offered on the market. Imitators are also engaged in relatively new products and 

technologies, but they are not the first movers in their markets, and therefore tend to compete on 

aspects other than innovation. 
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on new firms' growth rate does not differ between high-tech and low-tech industries. 

"HellmanTi~and—^Puri~(2002") aiso~exarnin'e~th'e"~e£ddïti'Ona;l~rUlë~played~by venfurë ' 

capitalists compared to traditional financial intermediation. The authors focus on the 

development of 170 young high-technology firms in Silicon Valley. They fmd that 

venture capitalists intervene in a wide number of activities tha t are important for the 

professionalization and the development of a s tar t-up company (i.e. managerial advice, 

strategy formulation, communication skills, the formulation of human resources 

policies and the adoption of stock option plans etc.). 

From a wider point of view, Kortum and Lerner (2000) perform an évaluation of the 

relation between VC and innovation. The authors examine the influence of VC on the 

propensity to patent inventions in the US from 1965 to 1992, with 20 industries and 

530 venture-backed and non-venture-backed firms. Performing a wide variety of 

spécifications, they find that VC activity significantly increases the propensity to 

patent , to a much larger extent than corporate R&D. They further show that , while 

from 1983 to 1992 the ratio of VC to R&D was on average smaller than 3%, VC may 

have accounted for 8% of industrial innovations during the same period. Tykvova 

(2000) provides further empirical validation of thèse results with German data. 

The causality issue between VC and innovation is analysed by Engel and Keilbach 

(2002) who compare 142 venture-funded firms with more than 20 000 non venture-

funded firms in Germany. Their analysis provides évidence on several levels. Firms 

with an innovative performance, proxied by a patent performance indicator, are able 

to benefit from venture funds with a higher probability. Once- a s tar t-up is venture 

funded, it shows higher employment growth rates but no significant différence in 

innovative output compared to non-venture funded firms. 

The récent analysis of Ueda and Hirukawa (2003) also focuses on the causality issue of 

VC investments and innovation. They use Multi-Factor Productivity (MFP) growth 

as a measure of innovation in the US manufacturing industry. They find that M F P 

growth is significantly and positively associated with subséquent VC investments. 

Furthermore, they add tha t , in computer and communication sectors, VC has an 

impact on innovation and vice versa. On the other hand, in drugs and scientific 

instrument industries, they find that MFP growth and VC investment are often 

significantly and negatively related. 
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Audretsch and Keilbach (2003) perform an aggregate analysis and evaluate the impact 

of~entrepreneurship~capital~on~the~econ'omi'c~p'erfOrm"a'nîré~D'f~German régions. They use 

a Cobb-Douglas function of the following form = aKf'Lf-Rf^ Ef'e''' where K 

represents the factor of physical capital, L représenta labour, R représenta knowledge 

capital, and E represents entrepreneurship capital. Their results indicate tha t 

entrepreneurship capital' ' is a significant and important factor shaping output and 

productivi ty. This chapter investigates the same causal relationship by using VC as a 

proxy of entrepreneurship capital. 

In a nutshell, there is some évidence that VC and entrepreneurial activity foster 

innovative, patent ing and growth performances, at least in the USA and Germany. 

Nevertheless, there is no formai évaluation of the impact of VC on aggregate économie 

growth and very few are the investigations carried out in other industrialised 

countries. In what foUows, we a t tempt to evaluate the macroeconomic impact of VC 

in 16 O E C D countries, over the period 1990-2001. 

2.3. The empirical implementation 

2.3.1. The model 

Our basic hypothesis is t ha t VC investment is somewhat similar, in its nature and 

function to the expérimental development mainly performed by large firms - the "D" 

of R&D. According to the définition of the OECD Frascati Manual (2002), Research 

and expérimental development (R&D) comprise créative work undertaken on a 

systematic basis in order to increase the stock of knowledge, including knowledge of 

man, culture and society, and the use of this stock of knowledge to devise new 

applications. More precisely, this définition can be divided into 3 types of R&D: basic 

research, applied research, and expérimental development. Basic research is 

expérimental or theoretical work undertaken primarily to acquire new knowledge of the 

underlying foundations of phenomena and observable facts, without any particular 

application or use in view. Applied research is also original investigation undertaken in 

" The entrepreneurial capital is proxied by the number of start-ups in a région, relative to its 
population. 
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order to acquire new knowledge. Applied research is, however, directed primarily 

-towards~a—specific~pr(rcticai~aiTn~oi—obje'ctiv'e~Fin'ally';~~exYërini^ 

systematic work, drawing on existing knowledge gained from research and practical 

expérience, that is directed to producing new materials, products and devices; to 

installing new processes, Systems and services; or to improving substantially those 

already produced or installed. This third définition of R&D is quite similar to the 

activities that are performed in small innovative companies. This idea is somewhat 

supported by Tykvova (2000), who argues that large and estabhshed companies may 

be less innovative than young small firms. This is due to their structure and internai 

organization. New companies with pioneering ideas and with a flexible structure can 

react to the concerns of the customers more appropriately. Tykvova argues that VC 

can solve the lack of capital and managerial expérience that young and innovative 

firms face. Indeed, venture capitalists share their expériences with the managers of 

firms they finance in order to stimulate the transformation of inventions into new 

products and processes. 

Moreover, the O E C D Frascati Manual (2002) spécifies that R&D is not the only way 

to introduce new products or process. According to this manual, the acquisition of 

patents and spécial equipment, the training of workforce with the necessary skill... 

may also be considered as innovative activities. Since VC is a source of funds for risky 

new companies and since venture capitahsts may give important ad vice to firms, it 

seems legitimate to assume that VC is a key engine for thèse companies. In other 

words, because VC improves the performance of new firms, it can be considered as a 

major déterminant of économie growth. To this regard, Baumol (2002) also argues 

that entrepreneurial activity may account for a significant part of the "unexp/amecf' 

proportion of the historical growth of Western nations' output (pp. 58-59). Audretsch 

and Keilbach (2003) test this impact of entrepreneurial activity on économie 

performance. In this chapter, we would like to test the same assumption for OECD 

countries and we take VC stock as a proxy for the entrepreneurial activity carried out 

within each country. 

Beside the first direct effect, VC exerts an indirect effect on companies' performance. 

The ability of a firm to recognize the value of new, external information, assimilate it, 

and apply it to commercial ends is critical for the firm's innovative capabilities (Cohen 

and Levinthal, 1990). Venture funded activities can be assimilated to intensive 

learning processes. We therefore assume that it allows developing a rapid and effective 
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absorptive capacity of outside knowledge. The contribution of VC to aggregate 

"pTodu'ctivity~growth~~c"an~th''er'efî)re~'be evalûfîtëdThrough^two main mechâHisms. Thë" 

first one would be the direct contribution of VC to productivity growth induced by 

the création of new products and processes. The second mechanisrn would act through 

the development of the firm absorptive capacity. 

In order to test the assumption that VC is a déterminant of économie growth, we use 

VC as an additional source of knowledge in a traditional knowledge production 

function. Various sources of technical change are therefore taken into account 

including business and public R&D capital stocks, and a stock of VC. Business-cycle 

effects that strongly influence productivity in the short run are also included as 

'control ' variables. 

The model, on which the estimated équation is based, is a traditional Cobb-Douglas 

production function. The Hicks-neutral production'' function can be written as: 

Y = F(K,L,t) = T(t)xF{K,L) (2.1) 

Where Y is the flow of output produced at time / , L and K are measures of labour 

and capital inputs, respectively, T(t) is an index of the state of the technology, and 

T{t) > 0 . 

T{t) = G{R,VC,0) (2.2) 

Where R is the measure of accumulated research capital (as a proxy of the stock of 

knowledge), VC is the measure of accumulated venture capital, and O s tands for the 

other forces affecting productivity (among which disembodied technical change). 

(2.3) 

Where R is the measure of accumulated research capital, measures gross R&D 

expenditures in period t, and connects the level of past research to the current 

s ta te of knowledge. 

' Technology is implicitly assumed to be output-augmenting (Hicks-neutral) instead of labour-

augmenting (Harrod-neutral). In fact, there is no reason to prefer a labour-augmenting or a capital-

augraenting technology as we assume that technology may well have an impact on both labour and 

capital. 
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Where VC is the measure of accumulated venture capital, / measures gross VC 

-investTnents"in~period~?7'an'd~w~connisic;tB~the~lEvël~of past~VC~tcrfhe current~st"ât"ë~ôf' 

VC. 

The Cobb-Douglas production functiou of a country / can be written as follows: 

Y,=cxp[<P,t + L':^K;'^-RfVC[ wi th / = l,...,/7 (24) 

Where O is approximated by an exponential trend (t),^ is the disembodied technical 

change, // is a random term and a , , a , i ^ ï ̂ -̂ e respectively the output 

elasticities of labour, capital, R&D capital stock and VC capital stock. 

The natural logarithm {L) oî Equation 2.4 is: 

LY.= (j).t + a^LL. + a,LK. + fiLR. + yL VC. + n-, (2.5) 

From Equation 2.5, we dérive an index of the state of technology (multi-factor 

productivity -MFP): 

LT(t) = LY.-â^LL.-il~âOLK.=(/>.t + j3LR. +rLVC. + ^. with a , = ( I - a , ) (2.6) 

The above équation requires the assumption of constant returns to scale with respect 

to labour, capital and the payment of thèse traditional inputs (i.e. a perfect 

compétition environment). Therefore, the output elasticities with respect to labour 

(capital) are assumed to be equal to the labour (capital) cost share in total output and 

ûr, is equal to ( l - û r , ) . 

As you can see in the following section, for the purpose of our empirical study, we 

separate the varions sources of technical change: domestic R&D, public R&D and the 

VC. We also include times dummies, and two control variables. 

2.3.2. Construction of the data 

Index of the state of the technology T(t) 

MFP is an index of multi-(total)-factor productivity. This has been computed in the 

usual way (OECD, 2001), as the ratio of the domestic product of industry on the 

weighted sum of the quant i ty of labour and fixed capital stock, the weights being the 

annual labour cost share and the capital cost share respectively (under assumptions of 

perfect compétition and constant return to scale). The séries come from the OECD 

National Accounts database. 
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It must be noticed tha t Ueda and Hirukawa (2003) use the MFP-index as a proxy for 

-innovation":—^In—this ^ch'apter'; we'~inve:Bt1'ga:të t s what ëxtënt vâriôïïs sources ôf" 

knowledge, including VC, contribute to this index of technical change. 

R&D cayital stock 

SBRD is the domestic business R&D capital stock and SPRD is the public R&D 

capital stock, which includes R&D expenditures performed in the higher éducation 

sector and in the government sector (public laboratories). The séries come from the 

O E C D Main Science and Technology Indicators. 

The R&D capital stocks have been computed using the perpétuai inventory method 

from total intramural R&D expenditures, in constant 1990 GDP priées and US 

Purchasing Power Pa r i ty -PPP . The stock at time t is equal to the new investment at 

t ime t plus the stock at time t-1 minus dépréciation: 

/î,=Ev,-. (2-3) 
SRD, = rd, + (1 - SRD,_, ^ ^ ^ 

SRD, = rd, +il-S) rd,_, + (1 - Ô f rd,_, + (1 - S f rd,_, + ... (2.3.2.) 

To construct the initial stock we assume a constant annual rate of growth of the past 

investments, 

SRD, = rd, +i\-ô)À rd, + (1 - S)' A" rd, + (1 - Sf à' rd, + ... (2.3.3.) 

SRD, = ^-^ (2.3.4.) 

l - A ( l - J ) 

where SRD, = R&D capital stock at time t. 

rd, = R&D investment at time t. 

^ — Dépréciation rate (constant over time). 
À = —^— and î] is the mean annual rate of growth of rd,. 

I + /7 

The same formula has been used to calculate the Business R&D Capital Stock 

(SBRD) and Public R&D Capital Stock {SPRD). The dépréciation rate is 15% for the 

two variables. Guellec and van Pottelsberghe, (2001 and 2004) use the same R&D 

da ta and make sensitivity analyses which demonstrate tha t the results of the 

régressions do not change significantly with respect to the dépréciation rate. 
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Business R&D capital stock is used as the proxy of knowledge capital at the beginning 

-of"the"perïod~Th"erefore7"Busin"eBS~R'&"D~ca:pita:l'^toclrhas a one-year lag iïTfhe modêl" 

Since public R&D activities are net performed by the business sectors, we expect a 

longer delay than one year before they affect business productivity and therefore 

include them in the model with a two-year lag*. 

Venture capital stock 

SVC is the stock of domestic venture capital. It has been computed, as for R&D 

capital stocks, using the perpétuai inventory method from ail types of venture 

investments by country", in constant 1990 GDP priées and US P P P . The séries come 

from the EVCA and the OECD. 

SVC, = vc,+(\-ô)SVC,_, (2.3'.l.) 

SVC, = vc,+(l-S)vc,,+(l-Sy-vc,_,+il-ô)'vc,_,+... (2.3'.2.) 

To construct the initial stock we assume a constant annual rate of growth of the past 

investments, 

SVC, - vc,+(l-S)Àvc,+il-S)-À-vc,+il-Sy à'vc,+... (2.3'.3.) 

vc 
SVC, = (2.3'.U 

' l - A ( l - J ) * ^ 

where SVC, = VC capital stock at time t. 

vc, = VC investment at time t. 

5 = Dépréciation rate (constant over time). 

À = —î— and Tj is the mean annual rate of growth of vc . 
i + TJ 

* The same spécification with différent lags (i.e. three- and four-year lags) has been tested. It led to 
similar results. 

" Total investments by country are both private and public funds. Some additional information is 
available for a part of the initial sample: décomposition by type of funds and even by stage of 
development of the fmanced company. However, for our purpose, a larger géographie coverage with 
aggregated data, has been preferred to more précise data on a limited sample. 
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We have included a table (Table A.2.1.) with the various multiplicators / l , calculated 

-for-each-depreciationTate-in~the~App'en"dix"9rl~p'a"ge"l'74': 

It is extremely difficult to fmd aggregated data on VC activities. Moreover, thèse 

datasets often contain serions errors. Indeed, the industry may overstate its rôle in 

order to get wider récognition. For example, many deals may be classified as VC 

instead of leverage buy-outs (LBOs)'". 

The majori ty of the da ta used in the first part of the thesis, cornes from the European 

Venture Capital Association (EVCA). We tried to fmd a non-trivial amount of VC 

provided by national governments but thèse amounts are difficult to compare between 

countries. We know that EVCA définition of VC is not exactly the same as the US 

one. It includes management buy-outs (MBOs)" and management buy-ins (MBIs)'". 

Therefore, although we know that private equity finance in buy-outs may also be 

associated with innovative activity (EVCA, 2001a), in the présent analysis, and in 

order to have homogenous définition of VC, venture expenditures include only seed, 

s tar t -up and early stage capital and do not include replacement capital and buyout. 

Since VC is a highly risky investment and since VC concerns more development than 

basic research, the VC stock is rapidly depreciated. Therefore, we rely on a high 

dépréciation rate to compute the stock of VC. The annual dépréciation rate retained is 

30%. We have carried ont sensitivity analyses showing that the régression results do 

Leverage buy-out (LBO) is a strategy involving the acquisition of another company using borrowed 

raoney (bonds or loans). The acquiring company uses its own assets as collatéral for the loan while 

hoping that the future cash flows will cover the loan payments. 

" Management buy-out (MBO) occurs when the managers and/or the executives of a company 

purchase from existing shareholders a controlling interest in the company. In most cases, the 

management will buy out ail the outstanding shareholders and then take the company private because 
it feels it has the expertise to grow the business better if it controls the ownership. Quite often, 

management will team up with a venture capitalist to acquire the business because it's a complicated 
process, requiring significant amount of capital. 

Management buy-in (MBI) refers to a group of investors outside a company purchases a controlling 
block of shares, while keeping the existing management. The investors involved in the MBI believe that 
the company and its current management are of great value. A few représentatives from the group of 
investors will usually be appointed to the company's board of directors. 
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not change significantly with the chosen dépréciation rate (for further détails, see 

"Ta"bie~2:6'pTesente"d~in~th'e"reBU'ltB"S'ei:tTorr): ' " 

The variable of VC stock represents a stock of entrepreneurial expérience and funds of 

venture capitalists at the begirming of the year. Therefore, it has been introduced with 

a one-year lag in the model. 

Control variables 

A range of control variables is included in ail the régressions. 

U is intended to capture the business cycle effect: it is equal to 1 minus the 

unemployment rate. This should be a better proxy than the usually used rate of 

utilisation of capital, which applies to manufacturing industries only (which account 

for about 20% of GDP in OECD countries). In the context of this study, it is also 

better than the output gap, as the OECD calculation of the output gap relies on 

certain assumptions on MFP growth: by using it, we would be faced with simultaneity 

problems (if MFP is the same on both sides of the équation) or inconsistency (if two 

différent MFPs are used on the two sides of the équation). The séries corne from the 

OECD. 

G is a dummy equal to 1 for Germany in 1991, and 0 otherwise; in order to take 

into account the exogenous shock of the German unification. 

^ are country dummies which allow country-specific framework conditions tha t 

might affect long-term growth. 

çi are t ime dummies which take into account exogenous technical change and 

exogenous shocks that are common to several countries. 

After having explained ail variables, we introduce the model that will be used to test 

the différent expected impacts of VC on the productivity. 

2.3.3. The estimated model 

In order to evaluate whether and to what extent VC contributes to économie growth, 

we transform Equation 2.6 into a long-term form of the model expressed in logarithm, 

except for the dummy for German Unification that is expressed in level, and the 

employment rate that is expressed in first logarithmic différence: 
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(2.7) 

where A represents the first logarithrnic différence and L the natural logarithm. In this 

équation, the parameters that are to be estimated are assumed to be constant across 

countries and over time; they are defined as follows: 

P,^^ The elasticity of MFP with respect to VC. 

P^^^^ The elasticity of MFP with respect to domestic business R&D. 

P^^„.,i The elasticity of MFP with respect to public R&D. 

cTy The elasticity of MFP with respect to the business cycle. 

CTc The impact of the German unification on MFP in Germany. 

The interprétation of thèse elasticities must take into account the fact that the 

explained variable is not G D P but MFP. This implies that we capture mainly the 

spillover effects of R&D and VC, not the total effect on output growth (which also 

includes the direct effect on private return). This especially concerns business R&D 

and VC. Indeed, part of the private resources devoted to R&D and/or financed by VC 

(labour and capital) is already reflected in the calculation of MFP. They are in fact 

included in the economy's stock of capital and pool of labour. Hence, if the social 

returns to R&D and VC are equal to their private returns, and if the private returns 

to R&D and VC are equal to their output share (and if the assumptions underlying 

the calculation of MFP, notably perfect compétition and constant returns to scale at 

the aggregate level, hold) then the elasticity of MFP with respect to business R&D 

and VC should equal zéro. A positive elasticity would therefore signal the existence of 

spillovers and a risk premium. Positive spillovers exist when the marginal social 

benefît of production exceeds the marginal private benefit. As knowledge cannot be 

perfectly appropriated, this means that there are externalities which profit to others 

enterprises and to others sectors. The risk premium is the excepted reward for holding 

a risky investment rather than a risk-free one. 

The VC does not generate new knowledge with high potentials of externality but 

rather organisational compétences and tacit intern knowledge of the firm. This 
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strongly limits the possibihty of international spillovers or inter-industrial spillovers, 

contraTy"to~the~R"&D"whtch~circu"lKt^e^ffrofF~gasily^ 

A further caveat is that the assumptions used for calculating MFP may not be 

completely satisfied: increasing returns to scale and imperfect compétition are often 

associated with R&D (e.g. Romer, 1990). If this is the case, the MFP-index that we 

explain might be subject to some measurement errors which might be correlated with 

the right-hand side variables. In their analyses, Guellec and van Pottelsberghe (2004) 

discuss this issue and in order to mitigate this problem, they rely on instrumental 

variables. This method controls for potential simultaneity biases, due to the possible 

influence of the dépendent variable on some of the right-hand side variables. They 

show, using the same panel as the one used in the présent analysis (except for the 

stock of VC) that there are no significant différences between the parameters 

est imated with this technique, hence underlying the robustness of the estimâtes. 

Concerning the possible endogeneity problem of stock of VC, we have also shown 

using instrumental variables'^, that we can continue to use fixed effects régression 

rather than 2SLS-method because of the results of the Wu-Hausman Test'"*. 

The estimâtes are performed with a longitudinal data set of 16 O E C D countries over 

the period 1990-2001. Thèse 16 countries are Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 

Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, 

Sweden, United Kingdom and United States. The choice of the sample has been 

dictated by the availability of the data . The period slightly varies across countries 

according to the availability of information. 

Sargan test is a test of validity of instrumental variables. The nuU hypothesis is that instrumental 

variables are uncorrelated to residuals. In this case, the P-value is 0.68 so we don't reject the null 
hypothesis. So the instruments axe accepted. 

In this case, the statistic of the Wu-Hausman test is equal to: F= 2.1931 and this value is lower than 

the tabulated value of the 95 percent quantité of a Fisher distribution with (1,115). So, we cannot reject 

the hypothesis that SVC(-l) is not endogenous. 
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Table 2.1: Descriptive statistics (%) 

Country Period 

Business R&D 
capital stock 

Public RfcD 
capital stock 

Multi-Factor 
Productivity 

VC 
Investment 

VC stock 
5 = 15% 

VC stock 
6 = 30% 

VC stock 
6 = 45% 

VC stock 
5 = 60% 

Business R&D J 
V( 

Intensity 
!î Intensity 

Yeeirly average growth rates (%) % Shares 
1 

/\ Uatl alla 1 nr» c 1 c\c\o 

1995-199o 5.79 4.z3 2.09 -3.65 -36.14 ,1 Q A 
- 4 . o 4 

/I on -4 .yu - 4 . 0 0 n Cl n 1 1 

U. 1 i 

i 9 9 U - i y y / O.O / O . o 4 0.78 14.51 8.35 o.OD 0 99 l u . uu 1 'îl 1 . j 1 n 07 
U . U ( 

Q X1 d Ci innt^ 1 non 1 no 1.18 38.14 33.51 OC5.0D '^f^ J9 o o . i o 1 9'̂  1 . n 99 

1 non 1 Qoo A no 1.46 23.51 12.82 15.10 17.24 19.16 1.75 0.03 

Fiuland 1000-9000 4.17 3.22 28.31 30.81 30.29 29.80 29.32 2.40 0.09 

France 1 OQO 0001 9 fi7 1 . o u 0.88 6.91 7.54 9.25 10.03 10.04 1.89 0.09 

Germany 1 nan l QQO l y y u - i y y y 1 'ïQ -0.46 20.52 22.62 91 21.46 21.20 2.09 0.06 

Ireland 1000 9000 1 à V7 'i 47 3.62 19.87 14.73 16.50 17.74 18.62 1.28 0.10 

Italy 1000 9000 9 1T ^ .ou 9 n? 0.75 23.36 9.76 12.84 15.59 17.99 0.86 0.05 

Jâpdn i y y 4 - i y y î 5 o . o o Q 7 0 O . / Z 0.11 8.46 2.25 iO.OO 1 0 . 0 4 1 9 'ÎCl 9 9 (1 u . u o 

Netherlands 1990-2000 2.26 3.18 0.85 23.27 20.08 21.15 21.94 22.51 1.50 0.20 

Norway 1990-1999 3.31 3.90 1.63 13.54 29.66 25.07 21.52 18.71 1.48 0.09 

Spain 1990-1999 4.16 1.21 0.69 26.23 13.57 16.02 18.33 20.54 0.70 0.04 

Sweden 1990-2000 6.33 1.96 1.69 27.15 19.84 22.25 23.94 25.20 4.18 0.09 

United 1990-2000 0.97 1.65 0.91 19.82 5.84 9.66 12.67 15.04 1.79 0.15 

United States 1990-1999 2.96 1.56 1.24 30.85 13.26 16.83 20.11 23.11 2.22 0.16 

Sources: OECD, MSTI, EVCA and own ca lcukt ions 
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Country-specific descriptive statistics of ail variables for the 1990-2001 period (or the 

longest available period) are presented in Table 2.1. The MFP growth ranges from 

-0.46 % a year in Germany to 3.62 % in Ireland. This weak rate for Germany is 

mainly due to the unification process. Most countries, however, are very close to 1 % a 

year. The MFP growth is high for Ireland, as this country has been catching up over 

the period. Business R&D (capital stock) growth ranges from 0.97 % (United 

Kingdom) to 8.33 % (Finland) and to an outstanding performance of 14.37 % for 

Ireland. Most countries are between 3.5 % and 7 %. 

The growth of publicly performed R&D was much lower than that of business R&D 

over the same time period. It ranges from 1.02 % (Canada) to 5.47 % (Ireland), with 

most countries reporting between 3 % and 5 %. The two major reasons for this lower 

growth rate of public R&D seem to be on one hand the end of the cold war, and 

therefore the réduction of government defence spending, and on the other hand the 

strained budgetary conditions characterizing many countries' économies. 

VC investment is much more volatile, ranging from -3.65 % in Australia to 38.14 % in 

Canada with the United States and Finland above 28 %. Note that we only have da ta 

from 1995 to 1999 for Canada and from 1995 to 1998 for Australia, which can explain 

thèse high values. The descriptive statistics for the VC stock with 15, 30, 45 and 60 

per cent of dépréciation rate show that despite a higher volatility, the average growth 

rates of VC investment and VC stock have been much higher than the growth rate of 

business R&D capital stock, except for a few countries. 

The R&D intensity (R&D investment divided by the domestic product of industry) 

varies between 1.2 % and 2.1 % for 9 countries. Sweden, Japan, Finland, and the USA 

are the best performers in terms of relative effort in R&D. Regarding the VC intensity 

(VC investment divided by the domestic product of industry) the best performers are 

not necessarily the countries that have a high R&D intensity or high M F P growth 

rates. Japan is the least intensive in VC. Australia, Ireland, the Netherlands, the 

United-Kingdom and the United States are above 0.11 % and Canada is at the top 

with 0.22 %. In other words, some countries with relatively low effort in research turn 

out to be very active in terms of VC. 

The corrélations between the average annual growth rates of each variable are 

reported in Table 2.2. The MFP is quite highly correlated with the business R&D 

capital stock, witnessing a positive long-term relationship. This long-term impact of 
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R&D on growth could be expected from the évidence available in the existing 

hterature. The MFP is also positively correlated, though to a lower extent than 

business R&D, with pubUc R&D. With regard to the VC stock, there is no apparent 

relationship with MFP, or with pubhc or business R&D. 

Table 2.2: Corrélation matrix between average annual growth rates for 16 
OECD countries, 1990-2001 

PubUc RfcD 
capital stock 

Multi-Factor 
Productivity 

VC 
Investment 

VC stock 
ô = 15% 

VC stock 
ô = 30% 

VC stock 
6 = 45% 

VC stock 
ô = 60% 

Business R&D 
capital stock 

0.643* 0.848* 0.085 0.043 0.120 0.117 0.111 

Venture capital 
stock 5 = 60% 

-0.342 0.081 0.932* 0.894* 0.946* 0.987* 

Venture capital 
stock 6 = 45% 

-0.277 0.092 0.866* 0.916* 0.985* 

Venture capitéJ 
stock 5 = 30% 

-0.196 0.105 0.775* 0.916* 

Venture capital 
stock 5 = 15% 

-0.204 0.027 0.758* 

VC Investment -0.438 0.060 

Multi-Factor 
Productivity 

0.585* 

Sources: Tab le 2.1; * indicates the significance of the corrélation at the 5% probabili ty threshold. 

As we have seen in the hterature review, there are a number of papers focussing on 

the causahty issues. Indeed, VC seems to encourage innovation and, in turn, the 

marketing of innovation is hkely to spur a larger demand for VC. A major concern of 

Kor tum and Lerner (2000) and Ueda and Hirukawa (2003) is to understand whether 

VC spurs innovation or rather whether venture investment responds opportunely to 

the perception that innovations are occurring (or are likely to occur) in a given area. 

In particular, thèse authors use instrumental variables that are correlated with the 

level of VC activity, and that are orthogonal to the level of innovation in a given 

culture, in order to correct the reverse causality issue. 

The objective of this s tudy is not to provide évidence on the causality issue between 

VC and économie performance but to perform an évaluation of the macroeconomic 

impact of VC. In order to avoid the potential effect of causality, we have used a one-

year-lagged stock of VC (as opposed to VC yearly flows). In addition, Table 2.2 shows 
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tha t there is little évidence of cross-country corrélation between M F P growth and the 

VC stocks: the countries with the highest M F P growth rates are not those with the 

highest VC stocks. So, in this chapter, and as we have seen before, we can assume 

tha t the stock of VC is exogenous. This corroborâtes the results of the test carried out 

previously. More specifically OLS estimation is preferred to 2SLS given the higher 

efficiency (and the small bias). 

After the description of the model and the data, let us présent the results of the 

estimâtes. 

2.4. Results 

Based on the Equation 2.7 in log-levels, our aim is to identify simple, long-term static 

relationships between MFP and its déterminants. We can assume that there is a 

country-specific effect on productivity. This effect must be caught by différent fixed 

constants. Therefore we would like to carry out a fixed effect estimation but another 

candidate could be to use random effect estimation. Then, the Hausman test is used to 

choose between thèse two models. The Hausman statistic of test is equal to 305.16. 

Tha t is higher than the tabulated quantile value of X\s (which is equal to 25). So, we 

reject the nuU hypothesis of independence between the random effects and the error 

terms and then we eliminate the possibility to use random effect estimation. After 

this, we have used the Show test to know if we have to follow the hypothesis of a 

constant country effect. The statistic of the Show test is equal to 817.88 that is also 

higher than the tabulated quantile value of X\5 • Then we will use fîxed effect 

regressions^^ The GLS spécification allows us to correct for a possible 

heteroscedasticity problem but not to correct for temporal corrélation in the 

covariance matr ix of the errors inside a country. For this problem, we use a feasible 

GLS spécification correcting for both cross-section heteroscedasticity and 

contemporaneous corrélation. Sometimes the Parks estimator is used for this problem 

The Breusch-Pagan test was also used. The statistic of test is equal to 8.11 that is also higher than 

the tabulated quantile value ^^ equal to 3.84 and then we reject the nul! hypothesis of null variances 

between countries. 
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but as Beck and Katz (1995) have shown, this estimator underestimates the standard 

error. Therefore, we use their estimator. (see Table A.2.2. in Appendix 9.1, page 175). 

As far as the direct impact of VC on MFP is concerned, we star t by estimating 

separately the effect of each variable. The results are reported in Table 2.3. Ail 

variables have the expected signs and are highly significant. 

Table 2.3: Multifactor productivity estimation results in log-levels 

Dépendent variable: Log MFP 

Régressions 1 2 3 4 

Log Venture capital stock (t-1) 5 = 30% LSVC 0.014*** 

Log Business R&D capital stock (t-1) LSBRL 

(4.88) 

0.213*** 0.195*** 

Log Public R&D capital stock (t-2) LSPRL 

(15.31) 

0.392*** 

(12.09) 

0.161*** 

Control variables 
(9.29) (3.66) 

Employment ra te growth (t) 0.809*** 0.435*** 1.021*** 0.651*** 

Gernian réunification d u m m y (t) 

(4.42) 

-0.0002 

(2.72) 

-0.017 

(5.76) 

-0.001 

(3.85) 

-0.015 

(-0.003) (-0.55) (-0.02) (-0.43) 

Country-specific intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Time dummics Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Adjus ted R-squared 0.941 0.976 0.990 0.986 

Note: Panel da ta , 16 O E C D countries, 1990-2001, 148 observations. * Indicates the parameters that are 

significant a t a 10% probabil i ty threshold, ** 5% probability threshold and *** 1% probability threshold. The 

econometric method is GLS. T-Stat is t ics in parenthèses. 

The econometric results with the progressive introduction of each variable are reported 

in Table 2.4. The variables of business R&D capital stock tha t represents stock of 

knowledge, and VC stock that represents entrepreneurial expérience and funds of 

venture capitalists, have been introduced with a one-year lag (or the stock at the 

beginning of the year), and two-years lag for the public R&D capital stock. R&D 

performed by universities largely concerns basic research and, as it takes time until 

basic R&D affects industrial productivity, a longer time lag is justifîed. 
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The results for différent spécifications are reported, in order to test the stability of our 

estimâtes. The control variable 'business cycle', as proxied by the growth of 

employnient rate, is associated with an expectedly large and positive parameter. This 

confirms previous fmdings that the measure of productivity is substantially affected by 

the capacity utilization rate. 

The progressive introduction of other sources of knowledge significantly improves the 

overall fit of the raodel. The estimâtes suggest that the accumulation of VC 

significantly contributes to total factor productivity growth. The estimated parameters 

remain stable (columns 5 and 6) after the withdrawal of the control variables and /or 

t ime dummies, witnessing the robustness of the estimated parameters. 

The most appropriate estimâtes are displayed in column 3. Thèse results include the 

three sources of knowledge, the two control variables, and country and time dummies. 

The elasticities of output with respect to the stocks of VC, business R&D and public 

R&D are 0.9 %, 19.9 %, and 13.6 %, respectively. In other words, the output elasticity 

of business R&D is higher than the output elasticity of public R&D and nearly 20 

times as high as the output elasticity of VC. This resuit is probably due to a high risk-

premium and by the large potential spillovers or knowledge externalities associated to 

VC. 

As the direct impact of R&D and VC on output is at least par t ly accounted for by the 

MFP, the positive parameters must mainly capture spillovers and possibly a premium 

(coming in addition to normal rémunération of capital and labour) arising from R&D 

and VC. In addition, thèse estimâtes are elasticities: relative increase in output due to 

a relative increase in the stock of knowledge. For instance, a 1 % variation in the 

business R&D capital stock would yield a 0.2 % variation in output . In order to 

quantify thèse estimâtes in monetary terms (€), one must compute the marginal 

impacts of thèse sources of knowledge. 
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Table 2,4-' Multifactor productivity estimation results in log-levels 

Dépendent variable: Log MFP 

Régressions (GLS) 6 

Log Venture capital stock (t-1) 5 = 30% LSVC 0.014*** 

(4.88) 

Log Business R&D capital stock (t-1) 

Log Public R&D capital stock (t-2) 

Control variables 

Employment ra te growth (t) 

German reunification dumni j ' (t) 

Country-specific intercept 

T ime dunimies 

LSDRD 

LSPRD 

0.012*** 

(4.17) 

0.214*** 

(14.98) 

0.809*** 

(4.42) 

-0.0002 

(-0.003) 

Yes 

Yes 

0.519*** 

(3.07) 

-0.014 

(-0.40) 

Yes 

Yes 

0.009*** 

(2.92) 

0.199*** 

(12.18) 

0.136*** 

(2.92) 

0.629*** 

(3.57) 

-0.012 

(-0.34) 

Yes 

Yes 

0.047*** 

(9.59) 

1.60*** 

(7.89) 

-0.036 

(-0.87) 

Yes 

No 

0.006*** 

(2.53) 

0.197*** 

(12.91) 

0.135*** 

(5.52) 

0.828*** 

(6.62) 

-0.017 

(-0.45) 

Yes 

No 

0.007** 

(2.40) 

0.214** 

(15.83) 

0.142** 

(5.67) 

Yes 

No 

Adjusted R-scjuared 0.941 0.953 0.971 0.753 0.989 0.974 

Note: Panel da ta , 16 O E C D countries, 1990-2001, 148 observations. * Indicates the parameters tha t are significant a t a 10% probabil i ty threshokl , ** 5% probabili ty thn 

and *** 1% probabili ty threshold. T h e econometric method is GLS. T-Stat is t ics in parenthèses. 

ihold 
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Table 2.5 shows the marginal impacts, or social rates of return, of the three types of 

knowledge stocks. They correspond to the elasticities presented in column 3 of Table 

2.4. The rates of return are calculated as the elasticities divided by the average 

intensity of the knowledge stock^^. For instance, the marginal impact of business R&D 

is 0.199/(0.0998) = 1.99. The marginal impacts of public R&D and VC are 

respectively 2.69 and 3.33. In other words, an increase of 1 € in the business R&D 

capital stock would yield an increase of 1.99 € in output growth. The rate of return to 

pubhc R&D is slightly higher. What is striking is the social rate of return to VC, 

which is significantly higher than the social rate of return to business R&D. This is 

probably due to the high risk-premium of VC and its induced spillover effects on the 

economy. Indeed, by définition, venture capitalists invest in highly risky projects such 

as the introduction of highly innovative products and processes on the market. In 

large firms, development activities also concern more incrémental innovations (product 

and process improvement) that yield lower returns than a successful introduction of a 

breakthrough innovation. 

Table 2.5: Long-term elasticity and rate of return of multifactor 
productivity 

LT Elasticity Intensity Rate of return 

Venture capital stock ô — 30% 0.009 0.0027 3.33 

Business R&D capital stock 0.199 0.0998 1.99 

Public R&D capital stock 0.136 0.0.')0.5 2.f)9 

Sources; own calculations, with the parameters presented in Table 2.4, column 3. 

Analyses on balanced sample are reported in Table A.2.2. (Appendix 9.1., page 175). 

The results of thèse régressions are not significantly différent. The inclusion of the four 

countries with the smallest temporal coverage (Australia, Belgium, Canada and 

Japan) does not change a lot the significance and the sign of the coefficients obtained 

with the largest sample. 

Since there is heterogeneity in the amouiits of VC investments, we choose to compute constant 
elasticities. The rates of retm'n are coinputed ex-post in this chapter. 
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Table 2.6 shows the results of sensitivity analyses. The tests are made for VC 

dépréciation rates of respectively 15, 30, 45 and 60 per cent. Here also, the results of 

the régressions do riot change signiticantly depending on the chosen sample and the 

chosen dépréciation rate of VC. 

The second potential effect of VC on économie performances is an indirect one. Since 

VC activities can be compared to an intensive learning process, it is assumed tha t it 

would improve and speed up the absorptive capacity of firms. The potential 

mechanism is similar to the one emphasized by Griffith et al. (2003) and Guellec and 

van Pottelsberghe (2001 and 2004) with R&D outlays. Thèse authors show that the 

countries with a higher R&D intensity have a higher impact of their business R&D 

capital stock, thanks to an improved absorptive capacity of existing knowledge (inside 

and outside the firm's boundaries). 

In order to test the hypothesis of an absorptive capacity associated with both R&D 

investment and VC, we estimate a model similar to Equation 2.7, but where VC 

intensity and business R&D intensity (i.e. the ratio of business R&D expenses on DPI , 

the Domestic Product of Industry) interact with the various knowledge capital stocks 

(Equation 2.8). The results are presented in Table 2.7. 

(2.8) 

A country's business R&D intensity has a positive effect on the elasticity of the 

business R&D capital stock as shown in column 1 of Table 2.7. This fmding confirms 

to some extent the existence of increasing returns to investment in research activities. 

Increasing returns to scale is the basic assumption of the theory of endogenous 

technical change (see Romer, 1990). By spending more on R&D, firms are able to reap 

internai économies of scale, to set up networks, and to benefit from each other 's 

discoveries. It also dénotes an improved ability to absorb the knowledge generated by 

other firms and/or industries. The intensity of VC funding has also a positive effect on 

the elasticity of the business R&D capital stock (column 2). When we simultaneously 

introduce the product of the business R&D capital stock with the R&D intensity and 

the VC intensity (column 3), we observe that the positive impact of business research 

is much higher in countries were the R&D intensity and the VC intensity is higher. 
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Table 2.6: Multifactor productivity estimation results in log-levels (with différent dépréciation rates of VC stock) 

Dépenden t var iable Log M F P 

ô = 15% ô = 30% ô = 45% ô ^ 60% 

Régressions l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Log Ventura capital stock (t-1) LSVC 0.011*** 0.006** 0.014*** 0.009*** 0.013*** 0.008*** 0.013*** 0.008*** 

Log Business R&D capital stocl\ (t-1) LSDRD 

U.66) (2.21) 

0.200*** 

(488) (2.92) 

0.199*** 

(4.96) (2.90) 

0.199*** 

(4.84) (2.85) 

0.198*** 

Log Puljlic RLD capital stock (t-2) LSPRD 

(12.30) 

0.128*** 

(12.18) 

0.136*** 

(12.27) 

0.141*** 

(12.39) 

0.145*** 

Coutro l variables 
(2.69) (2.92) (3.07) (3.19) 

Employment ra te growtii (t) 0.831*** 0.595*** 0.809*** 0.629*** 0.827*** 0.629*** 0.839*** 0.625*** 

German reunification dumniy (t) 

f4.41) 

0.001 

(3.36) 

-0.013 

(4.42) 

-0,0002 

(3.51) 

-0.012 

(4-45) 

-0.001 

(3.59) 

-0.013 

(4.42) 

-0.002 

(3.58) 

-0.014 

(0.01) (-0.35) (-0.003) (-0.34) (-0.03) (-0.35) (-0.05) (-0.37) 

Country-specific intercept Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

T ime dmiimies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Adjus ted R-squared 0.941 0.963 0.941 0.971 0.943 0.971 0.945 0.971 

Note: Panel da ta , 16 countries, 1990-2001, 148 observat ions. * Indicates the pa rame te r s t h a t are significant a t a 10% probabi l i ty threshold , ** 5% probabil i ty threshold and *** 

1% probabil i ty threshold. T h e econometr ic me thod is GLS. T-Sta t i s t ics in parenthèses . 
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Table 2.7: Multifactor productivity estimation results in log-levels: VC and R&D as factors of absorptive capabilities 

Dépendent variable: Log M F P 

Régressions 6 

Log Business R&D capital stock (t-1) 

LSBRD (t-1) * R&D intensity 

LSBRD (t-1) * VC intensity 

Log Public R&D capital stock (t-2) 

LSPRD (t-2) * R&D intensity 

LSPRD (t-2) * VC intensity 

Control vîiriables 

Employment rate growth (t) 

German reunification dumray (t) 

Country-specific intercept 

Time dummies 

LSDRL 

LSPRL 

0.175*** 

(9.75) 

0.093*** 

(3.01) 

0.204*** 

a.5i) 

0.554*** 

(3.36) 

-0.016 

(-0.53) 

Yes 

Yes 

0.204*** 

(12.68) 

0.387*** 

(4.02) 

0.168*** 

(3.83) 

0.599*** 

(3.82) 

-0.015 

(-0.44) 

Yes 

Yes 

0.188*** 

(10.28) 

0.065** 

(1.99) 

0.362*** 

(3.44) 

0.202*** 

(4.63) 

0.572*** 

(3.72) 

-0.015 

(-0.49) 

Yes 
Yes 

0.176*** 

(9.85) 

0.203*** 

(4.51) 

0.098*** 

(3.06) 

0.554*** 

(3.35) 

-0.016 

(-0.53) 

Yes 
Yes 

0.204*** 

(12.69) 

0.166*** 

(3.79) 

0.401*** 

(4.00) 

0.598*** 

(3.81) 

-0.015 

(-0.44) 

Yes 

Yes 

0.189' 

(lO.iô) 

0.201 

(4.5^) 

0.069 

(2.0$) 

0.373 

(3.4 

0.571 

(3.7. 

-0.015 

(-0.4 )) 

Yes 

Yes 

Adjusted R-squared 0.970 0.977 0.973 0.970 0.977 0.973 

Note: Panel data , 16 countries, 1990-2001, 148 observations. * Indicates the parameters tha t are significanl at a 10% probability threshold, ** 5% probability threshold aii|d *** 

1% probability threshold. The econometric method is GLS. T-Statist ics in parenthèses. 
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The elasticity of pubhc research is also higher when the business R&D intensity is 

higher. This shows the importance of the business sector being able to seize 

opportunities raised by public research (column 4). Thcrcfore, part of the effect of 

public research on productivity is indirect, flowing through the use of its discoveries 

by the business sector research activities. Stronger links between public and private 

research, which governments in most OECD countries are trying to build, should 

enhance this effect. The intensity of VC investment also positively affects the impact 

of public R&D (columns 5 and 6). More VC allows firms to absorb more knowledge 

from outside the firm's boundaries. Therefore, VC is expected to increase the 

innovative performance of firms and the aggregate impact of business and public R&D 

activities. 

2.5. Concluding renicirks 

Our analysis constitutes a first attempt to evaluate the économie impact of VC. The 

start ing point of our investigation is that VC can be considered, in several respects, to 

be similar to expérimental development performed by large firms because the 

définition of R&D is quite similar to the activities that are performed in small 

innovative companies. Moreover, the OECD Frascati manual (2002) spécifies tha t 

R&D is not the only way to introduce new products or processes and that venture 

capitalists can give important advice to firms. It seems legitimate to assume that VC 

is a stepping stone for the growth of firms benefiting from it. The econometric results 

confirm our assumption that VC contributes to growth through two main channels. 

The first one is the introduction of new products and processes on the market. The 

second one is the development of an improved absorptive capacity of the knowledge 

generated by private and public research institutions. 

The social return of VC is much larger than the return of business or public R&D, 

probably due to a high risk-premium and large potential spillovers or knowledge 

externalities - large firms dévote the bulk of their research activities to product or 

process improvement which is associated with lower risks and lower expected returns. 

A high VC intensity further allows to improve the économie impact of private and 

public R&D capital stocks. In other words, VC improves the "crystallisation" of 

knowledge into new products and processes. 
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According to our estimâtes, VC must be considered as an additional "link" explaining 

variations in économie performances. In the line of Audretsch and Keilbach (2003)'s 

empirical results, we confirm Baumol's conjecture that entrepreneurial activity may 

account for a significant part of the "unexplained" residual in the traditional 

production function. Thèse results therefore call for innovative policy instruments 

aiming for a stimulation of the participation of the private VC funds available on the 

market . 
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Chapter 3 - Technological Opportunity, Entrepreneurial Environment and Venture Capital Development 

3.1. Introduction 

The previous chapter has shown the large impact of Venture Capital (VC) on 

productivity. Thèse conclusions are in line with other empirical studies on the 

économie impact of VC like Engel (2002), Hellmann and Puri (2002), and Kortum and 

Lerner (2000). Broadly, the main results are that despite this wide récognition of 

venture funds as key players underlying économie performances, there are huge 

différences across industrialized countries with respect to the relative amounts of VC. 

It is relatively high in the USA and Canada for instance, whereas it is very low in 

Japan. The diversity of national financial Systems is undoubtedly one important factor 

explaining the observed international différences (Black and Gilson, 1998). 

However, several authors have shown that other factors also play an important rôle. 

Jeng and Wells (2000) using a panel dataset of 21 countries, show that labour market 

rigidities, the level of Initial Public Offerings (IPO)'", government programs for 

entrepreneurship, as well as bankruptcy procédures explain a significant share of cross 

country variations in VC intensity. Gompers and Lerner (1998) focus exclusively on 

the US market and identily several factors influencing the level of VC. Finally, 

' Initial Public Offering is the first sale of stocks by a private company to the public (stock market). 
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Shertler (2003) looks at the driving forces of VC activity for 14 Western European 

countTiës (iTë̂  liquiSity o f ~ t ô c k marKëts and~fhe availaBnity o f~human capital" 

approximated by R&D intensity of the countries). 

The objective of this chapter is to contribute to this récent stream of research. Our 

central hypothesis is that two broad factors so far overlooked by the existing empirical 

literature, might also contribute to explain the heterogeneity of VC intensity across 

countries. Thèse factors are related to the entrepreneurial environment and to 

technological opportunity proxied for example, by the number of patents. It is striking 

that the literature more focused on the fmancial aspects such as Black and Gilson and 

Jeng and Wells ignore the fact that venture capitalists overwhelmingly invest in 

technology ventures. 

We first develop a theoretical model which takes into account the factors that affect 

the demand and supply of VC. They include the growth of GDP, interest rates, 

several indicators of technological opportunity (the business R&D expenditures growth 

rate, the level of business R&D capital stock and the number of triadic patents), and 

indicators of entrepreneurial environment such as the level of taxation, an index of 

labour market rigidities and an index of entrepreneurial activities. In order to evaluate 

the parameters of the theoretical model, we exploit a panel dataset composed of 16 

countries over an eleven years period (1990-2000). 

The results show that GDP growth, technological opportunity and interest rates 

significantly influence VC intensity. The number of patents stimulâtes the level of VC 

intensity. The countries with lower labour market rigidities benefit from a higher 

impact of the GDP growth rate and the available stock of knowledge on the relative 

level of VC. Higher levels of entrepreneurship - i.e. the percentage of people being 

involved in the création of nascent firms - induce a positive and significant relation 

between the R&D capital stock and VC intensity. 

The chapter is structured as follows: the next section summarizes the main findings of 

the few existing évaluations of the déterminants of VC. A theoretical model of demand 

and supply of VC and the econometric model are developed in section three. Section 

four présents the data. The empirical results are interpreted in section fîve. Section six 

concludes. 
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3.2. Literature review 

Four main streams of research have identified varions déterminants of venture capital 

intensity. The first one focuses mainly on différences in fmancial Systems. For 

instance, Black and Gilson (1998) provide évidence that an active stock market is 

crucial for the development of strong venture capital market because of the potential 

for VC exit through an Initial Public Offering. A second stream of research analyses 

the historical and socioeconomic context influencing the development of a VC industry 

(see Feldman (2001), Kenney and von Burg (1999), Kenney (2001), and Avnimelech et 

al. (2005)). The third one is more interested in behavioural analyses at the 

microeconomic level. Few articles have so far focused on the déterminants of VC 

performance (Hege et al. (2003), Manigart et al. (2002)). For Gompers and Lernèr 

(1998) the individual firm performance and réputation, measured with the firm âge 

and size, positively affect the capacity to raise larger funds. Hellmann and Puri (2000) 

show that the product market strategy of a company is one of the déterminants of VC 

investment when controlling the âge of the company and its industrial sector. If the 

strategy is an innovative one'^, it has a higher probability to benefït from VC 

compared to companies that follow an imitation strategy^". 

In this chapter, the focus is on a fourth stream of research: the macroeconomic 

déterminants of VC. To the best of our knowledge, only a few articles a t tempted so 

far to evaluate quantitatively the macroeconomic déterminants of VC. Jeng and Wells 

(2000) develop a model aiming at identifying the déterminants of VC and test it on a 

cross-section of 21 countries over a period of 10 years. Gompers and Lerner (1998) 

focus on the US economy over the period 1969-1994. Schertler (2003) analyses the 

driving forces of VC activities for 14 Western European countries between 1988 and 

2000. Their results are summarized by type of variables used (e.g. Labour market 

rigidities. Capital Gains Tax Rate, Level of interest rate. . .) in Table 3.1. 

The company is the first to introduce a new product or service for which no close substitute is yet 

offered on the market. 

The company uses existing technologies to develop and improve products and processes. Imitators 
and innovators are engaged in relatively new products and technologies, but they are not the first 

movers in their markets, and therefore tend to compete on aspects other than innovation. 
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Table 3.1: Potential déterminants of VC 

{^nmriprç ïinfl TiPrnpr (IQQKl Jeng and Wells (2000) Schertler (2003) 

U S , 1972 -1994 21 countries, 1986-1995 
1 

14 European countries, 1988-! !000 

Initial Public Offering 
No effect a t aggregated level of the Market Value 

of I P O 
-1- Except for early stage funds n.a. 

Gross Doniestic Product + Not significant n.a. 

Stock Market Opportunities " + Not significant Not significant 

Finance reporting s tandards n.a n.a. 

Labour market rigidities n.a. 
Not significant for total VC investment 

but - for early stage funds 
+ on early stage investniei its 

Private pension funds 
(Dummy for changes in ERISA's prudent man rule) 

+ 
(Level and growth of pension fiuids) 

+ Over time but not across coimtries 
n.a. 

Capital Gains Tax Rate Not significant n.a. 

Levé! of interest rate + At aggregated level and - at s ta te level n.a. n.a. 

Industrial and académie R&D 
(expenditures) 

+ 
n.a. 

(number of employées) 
+ 

Number of Pa ten t n.a. n.a. Too small number of observa ;ions 

" This variable is proxied by an indicator of equity market return by Gompers and Lerner (positive and significant), by an indicator of market capitalization growth by Jeng and 
Wells (not significant, but probably correlated with G D P and IPO), and by an indicator of growth rate of stock market capitalisation by Schertler (positive on ear y stage 
investments). 
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The impact of IPOs have been analysed in the hterature. Gompers and Lerner take it 

"as a proxy fôF~fmïd performance Sût cannot"~~find any signi'ficant effect in tEëiF 

empirical estimâtes. Tt seems that the IPO variable is strongly correlated with the 

expected return on ah.ernative investments and with the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP), which might also be considered as a proxy for exit opportunities. On the other 

hand, according to Jeng and Wells, IPOs are the strongest driver of VC because it 

reflects the potential return to VC funds. GDP and Market Capitalization Growth 

(MCG) are part of the impact of IPO's and therefore turn out to be not significant for 

them. However the reverse is true for Gompers and Lerner who fmd a positive and 

significant impact of equity market return and GDP on VC but no impact of IPO. 

Higher G D P growth implies higher attractive opportunities for entrepreneurs, which 

lead to a higher need for venture funds. Although Schertler fmds tha t the growth rate 

of the stock market capitalisation does not have a significant impact on VC 

investments at early stages (this is also demonstrated by Jeng and Wells), she fmds 

tha t liquidity of stock market has a significant positive impact on VC investments at 

early stages. She uses either the capitalisation of stock markets or the number of firms 

listed as a measure of the liquidity of stock markets. 

For Jeng and Wells, getting the basic légal and tax structures in place appears to be 

an important factor influencing VC. Gompers and Lerner also recognize the 

importance of government décisions on the private equity funds. One of thèse 

government décisions is the labour market législation. This législation is typically put 

in place to protect employées from arbitrary, unfair or discriminatory actions by 

employers. Some authors argue that venture financing can suffer from the rigidity of 

the labour market in Europe (e.g. Balboa and Marti, 2001). Jeng and Wells show that 

it does not significantly influence total VC but affects negatively the early stage of VC 

investment. According to Shertler, the effect of labour market rigidities is positive and 

significant. We cast doubt on this resuit since we can expect that incentives for 

entrepreneurship are higher in économies with flexible labour market . Shertler justifies 

her resuit by pointing to the différences in the labour-capital ratio of high-technology 

enterprises. Indeed, she argues that high-technology enterprises operating in rigid 

labour markets may demand more capital than comparable high-technology 

enterprises operating in flexible labour markets. 
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With the clarification of the Employée Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) 

""prudent man" rule ofT9797~t'he share of money invested'by pension fiIn3s~irrVC~lïâ3' 

risen to more than 50 % in the United States. Jeng and Wells find that the level of 

investment by private pension funds in VC is a significant déterminant of VC over 

time but not across countries. Gompers and Lerner use a proxy for the amendment of 

the "prudent man" rule to show the impact of pension régulation and reach a similar 

conclusion. After 1979, the additional capital provided by pension funds led to a 

dramatic shift in commitments to VC. 

Capital Gains Tax Rate (CGTR) on VC activity is often considered as a potential 

déterminant of VC. Gompers and Lerner show that a decrease in C G T R has a positive 

and important impact on commitment to new VC funds. In fact, they confirm the 

resuit of Poterba (1989) who built a model of décision to become an entrepreneur. 

Poterba found that decreases in CGTR might encourage the raising of VC funds not 

through stimulation of the supply side (i.e. the potential fund providers) but rather on 

the demand side. Indeed, decreases in C G T R often encourage entrepreneurship and, 

thus, the désire of people to create their own firm and to engage in R&D activities. 

Anand (1996) also highlights the fact that the level and composition of investments 

appear to be negatively affected by increases in the CGTR but investments in one 

industry may be affected by a myriad of other factors like technology shifts, tastes, 

etc. 

Interest rates seem also to be an important factor influencing VC. However, only 

Gompers and Lerner introduce this factor in their analysis. They show that it 

positively affects the demand for VC funds in the United States. Indeed, from the 

entrepreneur's point of view, if interest rates increase, debt financing becomes more 

costly implying an increase of the use of an alternative source of fund like VC. 

Both industrial and académie R&D expenditures are significantly related to venture 

capital activity at the State level in the model of Gompers and Lerner. For them, the 

growth of VC fundraising in the mid-1990s may be due to increases in technological 

opportunities. Shertler tests the number of employées in research and development 

and the number of patents as instrument variables for human capital endowment. She 

finds a positive impact of the rmmber of R&D employées. Also, she highlights that the 

coefficients of the patent variable are positive and highly significant. However, this 

resuit could be biased due to the low number of observations because patent data are 
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not available for 1999 and 2000. Neither Gompers and Lerner nor Jeng and Wells test 

"flîë~impact~ôf"infëriëctllâl propertyTiglîts on t'lîë~lëvël~ôf"VC~fi3nds] 

3.3. Modelling the amount of venture capital 

As Poterba (1989) and Gompers and Lerner (1998), we argue that changes in the level 

of VC funds come from changes either in the supply or the demand of VC. The 

demand comes from the entrepreneurs willing to set up an innovative start-up. The 

supply of VC corresponds to the share of risk capital provided by private investors, 

pension funds and banks. The actual amount of VC invested represents the 

equilibrium between the demand and the supply of VC. 

The supply and demand of VC can be modelled through Equation (3.1) and Equation 

(3.2), respectively. They characterize the supply price of VC, , and the demand 

price of VC, . We can assume that the VC quanti ty is linked to the two priées 

that represent the risky interest rate (Figure 3.1). 

Figure 3.1: Demand and Supply of VC 

The supply price of VC is assumed to be a positive function of the available VC funds 

{VC), the interest rate ( r ) and the corporate tax rate {TAX). 

P v c 

d( VC, Y, TO, EN, TAX, r) 

s( VC, TAX, r) 

Q v c 

ac+ VC + a^TAX + a^r (3.1) 
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The rationale for the various explanatory variables of the supply price of VC are the 

"fôllôwing: 

Rationale 1: The more VC is available on the market, the higher will be the supply 

price of VC. This cornes from the increasing marginal costs (a^ .̂ >0), which is due to 

the fact that the more venture capitalists invest, the higher their risk. 

Rationale 2: Interest rates are likely to affect the amount of capital that venture 

capitalists can expect to receive from investors in order to make investments. If 

interest rates increase, the VC fund providers will increase their return requirement"" 

implying that the VC supply price will increase as well (<ar^>0). 

Rationale 3: The tax rate is integrated in the model as it could influence the price of 

VC. The objective is to détermine whether an increase in the corporate income tax 

rate would increase the return requirements (<3,^>0). 

The équation of the demand price of VC reflects the entrepreneurs' point of view. The 

factors that are assumed to influence the demand of VC are the available VC funds 

(VC), the GDP growth ( 7 ) , technological opportunities (TO), entrepreneurial culture 

( EN ), the level of corporate income tax rate ( TAX ) and interest rates ( r ). 

P"^ - bc+ KVC + b,Y + TO + b^ m + b^ TAX + b^ r (3.2) 
VC 

The rationale for the various explanatory variables of the demand price of VC are the 

following: 

Rationale 4: Decreasing marginal returns to VC is assumed, indicating that the 

projects with the largest excess returns are selected first. The more VC is available, 

the lower the demand price of VC {b^^ <0). 

Rationale 5: Countries with a high GDP growth, large technological opportunities and 

a strong entrepreneurial culture are more likely to be associated with a strong demand 

for VC (and hence positive effects on the demand price of VC: èj,>0, 6,o>0 and 

6^„>0). Indeed, high GDP growth is représentative of a good conjuncture, which 

otherwise they would opt for alternative investments opportunities 
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induces dynamism leading to companies' création. Moreover, technological 

opporfïïnifies spur the innovation and~t'he création of start-ups to develop and' 

commercialize new processes and products. This mechanism raises the demand of VC 

and thus the VC price. Finally, a real entrepreneurial culture in a country stimulâtes 

the création in ail sectors and hence, the number of high-tech start-ups also grows. 

This will generate a higher demand for risky investments by funds providers like 

venture capitalists. 

Rationale 6: Similarly as for the supply, the level of taxation might have a négative 

impact on the demand for VC. Indeed, a high level of taxation reduces the rate of 

entrepreneurship and thus the demand for VC (therefore 6,^ <0) . 

Rationale 7: Innovative start-ups need important amounts of money. Interest rates are 

included as an indicator of alternative offer of funds. Indeed entrepreneurs could ask 

banks for additional funds if interest rates go below the implicit costs (return 

requirement and loss of control) linked to VC. Conversely, if the interest rate increases 

entrepreneurs are more likely to switch from the banking sector to the venture fund 

providers ' ' , which will be able to increase their price. Hence we assume a positive 

effect of the interest rate on the demand price of VC {b^ >0) . 

Equat ions (3.3) and (3.4) show the equilibrium level of VC that equalizes the supply 

and demand of VC. 

- K) VC ^{b, - a,yr b.Y+ b,^ TO + b^m + (b^-aj TAX„ + (b-a,) r (3.3) 

where . 
a,,̂  > 0 ^ increasing marginal cost of VC Investment 

b^^ < 0 —> decreasing marginal return 

(«VC - ^vc) always positive 

Although, the literature seems to show that bank financing could be an inappropriate funding source 
for start-ups, a survey on Technology-Based Small Firms (TBSF) in Belgium seems to indicate that 

banks is the first money provider of external funds even for TBSF (see chapter 5: TBSF - statistical 

évidences). 
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VC « (bc - Oc) + Y + b,., TO + b^ EN VC « 
- bJ-\ 

+ Y + TO + EN 

+ (b,.-^rJ 
- bj\ 

T. 4X + 

- ^.Jj 

\{b. -r) 1 
- bj\ 

- b-)-\ 

r 
Lt̂vc - bjj (3.4) 

Since the denominator is always positive, the numerator provides the expected sign of 

the parameters between brackets. Ail the right-hand side variables, except the level of 

taxation and the interest rate, are expected to have a positive impact on VC. 

Concerning interest rate (r), the impact can be either positive or négative depending 

on the différence between the demand price effect and the supply price effect. If the 

demand price effect of a high interest rate is larger than its supply price effect, the 

overall impact of interest rates on VC should be positive. The effect of the level of 

corporate income tax rate on the equilibrium level of VC will always be négative since 

ib,ax-<^,ax) is always négative. 

The empirical implementation of Equation (3.4) is presented in Equations (3.5) and 

(3.6). 

Model with no interaction 

Model with interactions with TEA and RIG 

VC„ AGDP, +J3^ r,+ SBRD,_, Cm.+P,^ (àGDP,*RIG,)+ ^^^^ 

P,^ {SBRD,_*TEA) + cr^G^<lx,+(p,+^, 

where A represents the first logarithmic différence, L the natural logarithm, is the 

parameter related to variable X, GDP is the growth domestic product, r is the interest 

rate, BRD is the business R&D expenditures, SBRD is the business R&D capital 

stock, CITR is the corporate income tax rate, P A T is the number of triadic patents 

RIG is the labour market rigidities, TEA is the level of entrepreneurship, G is a 

dummy for Germany in 1991, are country dummies, are time dummies and /i,, is 

the error term. 
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Technological oppor tuni ty is proxied by three variables: the growth ra te of business 

•R'&^D~ôiîf"lays, t"Kë"l5ïïsiness Ki^D capifal^sCock and the number ofTriâdic patents . THë" 

growth ra te of business R&D experiditures represents the research dynamics of a 

country. The business R&D capital stock is an indicator of the available stock of 

knowledge (or of the cumula ted innovative efforts). The number of triadic patents is 

an indicator of innovative output . It measures the number of highly valuable 

inventions developed in each country (it is counted by country of inventer and by 

priority year) . 

T h e entrepreneurial environment can be measured with three variables: the level of 

taxat ion, the level of entrepreneurial activity and labour market rigidities. Other 

factors, like shareholder rights, légal protection, accounting s tandards could also be 

taken into account to measure the entrepreneurial environment. The level of taxation 

is measured with the corporate income tax rate ( CITR ). If entrepreneurs are 

successful, the key tax will be levied on capital gains, bu t unfor tunate ly collecting 

comparable capital gains t ax rates for our sample of 16 O E C D countries was not 

possible, as for instance, in the United States, the capital gains tax ra te differs 

between states. Nevertheless, in order to test the impact of tax rate, we rely on 

corporate income tax rate as proxy in the model. The measures of entrepreneurial 

act ivi ty {TEA) and labour market rigidity {RJG) are indices tha t are available for one 

year in our database. Entrepreneurial activity {TEA) is expected to improve the 

entrepreneurial cul ture {EN) while labour market rigidity {RIO) diminishes it. W e 

therefore introduce them in interaction with other variables. For instance, we test 

whether RIG would affect the impact of GDP growth rate on the intensi ty of VC. 

This is équivalent to test whether the impact of GDP growth ra te on VC intensity is 

composed of a fïxed component ( ) and a component tha t varies across countries 

according to the level of labour market rigidities (i.e. B = , + B tsGDP^. 
° \ A gdp ' A gjp rig ' 

Similarly, labour market rigidity ( RIG ) and the level of entrepreneurship ( TEA ) might 

affect the impact of the available stock of knowledge, SBRD, on VC. Thèse 

interact ions are i l lustrated in Equation (3.6). 

T h e parameters to be est imated with the two équations are assumed to be constant 

across countries and over time. The foUowing table (Table 3.2) présents the various 

parameters with their interprétat ion and expected sign. 
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Table 3.2: Expected sign of the parameters 

P a r a m e t e r In te rp ré ta t ion Expected sign 

B 
A gdp 

-L [ l e l l l i p f l U I ' U l K j l J l ^ l U W l i l l + 

a The impact of interest rate 7 

a 
" A brd 

T h e impact of business R&D expenditures growth rate 1 

Psbrd T h e impact of the level of business R&D capital stock + 

T h e impact of the number of triadic patents + 

Prig The impact of labour market rigidities on B 

firig The impact of laboiu" market rigidities on y^^j,.^ 

P.ea T h e impact of the level of entrepreneurship on + 

Pcitr The impact of the CITR 

3.4. The Vciriables 

A. Venture capital intensîty 

VC is t he v e n t u r e cap i t a l i n t ens i t y " . I t h a s been c o m p u t e d us ing domes t i c v e n t u r e 

c a p i t a l i n v e s t m e n t by c o u n t r y ' ' in c o n s t a n t 1990 G D P priées a n d U S P P P s d iv ided by 

G D P in c o n s t a n t 1990 G D P priées a n d US P P P s . T h e séries corne f r o m t h e E V C A 

a n d t h e O E C D . 

" It must be noted that the venture capital variable used in this chapter (VC intensity) is différent 

from the one used in chapter 2 (stock of VC with a one-year lag). The endogeneity problem between the 
two VC variables is limited. Indeed, the stocks of previous years influence the current quantity of VC 

which' influences itself the VC flow. On the contrary, the current VC flow does not influence the stocks 

of previous years. 

VC investments also exist per stage of development and per source of finance but they are only 

available for a limited nuraber of countries. In this work, we have privileged the géographie coverage. 
For study per stage of development, see Rosen (2004). 
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As explained in the previous chapter, it is extremely difficult to use aggregated da ta 

on VC~âct"ivifiës~because of""t"Kë~nmrt"ë3 availâblHty and reliâUihty. Définitions and 

da ta collection about VC are différent in the USA and in Europe. The European 

Venture Capital Association définition of the VC included management buy-outs 

(MBOs) and management buy-ins (MBIs)"''. Therefore, although we know that private 

equity finance in buy-outs may also be associated with innovative activity (EVCA, 

2001a), in the présent analysis, and in order to have homogenous définition of VC, 

venture expenditures include only seed, start-up and early stage capital and do not 

include replacement capital and buyout. 

B. Macroeconomic conditions 

Macroeconomic conditions are represented by the économie cycle and the level of 

interest rates. 

Economie cycle 

GDP is the gross domestic product. The séries come from the OECD Main Science and 

Technology Indicators. 

Interest rates 

r is the one-year national deposit interest rate coming from the IMF. 

The long-term interest rates (10 years interest rates coming from the OECD) have 

also been tested. The results lead to similar conclusions. In this study only the results 

including short-term interest rates are presented. 

C. Technological opportunity 

Technological opportunity is proxied by three variables: the growth rate of business 

R&D outlays, the business R&D capital stock and the number of triadic patents. 

Définitions of management buy-out (MBO) and management buy-in (MBI) are presented in 

chapter 2. 
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Business R&D exyenditures and cayital stock 

BRD is the business R&D expenditures. The séries come from the OECD, Main 

Science and Technology Indicators. 

SBRD is the domestic business R&D capital stock. As in chapter 2, the R&D capital 

stocks have been computed using the perpétuai inventory method from total business 

R&D expenditures, in constant 1990 G D P priées and US PPPs^•^ 

Business R&D capital stock is used as the proxy of knowledge capital at the beginning 

of the period. Therefore, Business R&D capital stock has a one-year lag in the model. 

Business R&D expenditures is also introduced with a one-year lag in the model since it 

takes time between the invention of a product or service and the création of a start-up 

to commercialise it. Several tests with other time lags have been carried out but only 

the one-year lag has a significant impact on VC intensity. 

Patent 

PAT is the number of Triadic patents. Thèse patents are named 'Triadic ' because they 

have been applied at the US Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO), the Japanese 

Pa t en t Office (JPO) and the European Patent Office (EPO). We can therefore assume 

tha t they reflect patents with a very high value. The séries come from the OECD, 

Main Science and Technology Indicators. The number of Triadic patents is also 

introduced with a two-year lag in the model because it takes time for an innovative 

product (linked to a patent) to be commercialized.'*' 

Shertler (2003) takes the number of patents to approximate the human capital 

endowments. In this chapter, patents are considered more as technological 

opportunities than as human capital endowments. 

For a complète description of the computation refer to the development presented in chapter 2 

(page 20). 

The use of a two-year lag is supported by other papers like Ernst (2001). 
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D. Entrepreneurial environment 

The entrepreneurial environment can be measured with three variables: the level of 

taxation, the level of entrepreneurial activity and labour market rigidities 

Labour market rigidities 

RIG is the employment protection index drawn up by the OECD (1994a) and based 

on the strength of the légal framework governing hiring and firing of employées. It is a 

measure of labour market rigidities. The countries are ranked from 1 to 20 with 20 

being the most strictly regulated. Since the indicator is fixed over time, it is 

introduced in interaction with GDP and SBRD. 

Entrepreneurial culture 

TEA is the Total Entrepreneurship Activity (TEA)-index computed by adding the 

proportion of adults involved in the création of nascent firms and the proportion 

involved in new firms. The séries corne from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 

(Reynolds et ai, 2001). The variable is a ranking from 1 to 20. This measure of 

entrepreneurial activity can be meaningfully used for international comparisons. We 

use it as a proxy variable for the entrepreneurial culture. Since the indicator is fixed 

over time, it is introduced in interaction with another variable of the panel. We chose 

to make T E A interact with SBRD because we assume that entrepreneurial culture will 

spur the available knowledge of a country and, as a resuit, the level of VC intensity. 

We have to be careful using the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) data. 

Indeed, although TEA is a good benchmark between countries, we have to keep in 

mind tha t GEM database has some weaknesses. First, the GEM study fails to 

differentiate high-technology start-ups from other medium-low technology companies. 

Second, this survey is conducted by using computer assisted téléphone, interviewing a 

random sample of people. We can wonder whether this sample is indeed représentative 

of the entire population of the country analysed. However, there is no alternative 

source for similar da ta and we décide to include this variable in our spécification. 

Tax 

CITR is the corporate income tax rate. The séries come from the Office of Tax Policy 

Research (OTPR) . 
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E. Control variables 

The foUowing control variables are included in ail the régressions. 

G is a dummy equal to 1 for Germany in 1991, and 0 otherwise; in order to take into 

account the exogenous shock of the German unification. 

^- are country dummies which take into account country-specific framework conditions 

tha t might affect VC intensity. 

q)^ are time dummies which take into account exogenous shocks that are common to 

several countries. 

The estimâtes are performed with a panel data set of 16 OECD countries over the 

period 1990-2000. The 16 countries are Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 

Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, 

Sweden, United Kingdom and United States. The period can vary across countries 

based on availability of information. 

Descriptive statistics of ail the variables are presented in Table 3.3"'. Annual GDP 

growth ranges from 0.94% in Japan to 7.42% in Ireland. In most countries, however, it 

varies between 1.68% and 3.11%. The yearly average growth rates of short-term 

interest rates are always négative as they have diminished in each country during the 

period. 

Concerning technological opportunity indicators, Germany, Italy and United-Kingdom 

have a very low value of R&D investment growth rate. This rate is even négative in 

Australia. Thèse weak rates can be partly explained by the short period analysed in 

our sample. Moreover, in Germany, the important changes triggered by the 

reunification in 1991 also explain the modest rate. Business R&D (capital stock) 

growth ranges from 0.97% (United Kingdom) to 8.33% (Finland) and even 14.37% for 

Ireland. 

As the period analysed by country is différent, the average over the countries was not computed in 

the table. 
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Table 3.3: Descriptive statistics (%) 

Country Period GDP 
Business 

R&D invest. 

Business 
R&D capital 

stock 

Number of 
Patents* 

Interest rate 
Corporate 

. I n c o m e TîUC 

Rate 

Level of 
entrepre-
ueurship 

Labour 
market 

rigidities 

VC 
Intensity 

(GDP) 

YeEirly average growth rates (%) Average Shares 

Australie 1995-1998 3.47 -4.64 5,79 6.87 -13.95 0.35 15.2 4 0.09 

Belgium 1990-1998 1.68 5.28 3.72 6.77 -8.51 0.39 4.5 17 0.06 

Canada 1995-1999 3.49 3.83 4.93 10.47 -8.97 0.38 12.2 3 0.18 

Deninark 1990-1999 2.25 6.95 7.18 7.11 -12.31 0.36 7.6 5 0.02 

Fiulaud 1990-2000 2.44 9.84 8.33 12.36 -14.16 0.26 12.5 10 0.06 

France 1990-2000 1.88 1.37 2.70 0.89 -5.23 0.34 5.0 14 0.07 

Germany 1990-1999 2.87 0.59 1.52 4.23 -11.19 0.41 6.9 15 0.05 

Ireland 1990-2000 7.42 14.21 14.37 5.99 -33.91 0.37 9.1 12 0.08 

Italy 1990-2000 1.74 0.62 2.35 1.20 -12.25 0.36 8.1 20 0.04 

Japan 1994-1998 0.94 4.86 3.55 5.83 -36.87 0.38 5.7 8 0.02 

Netherlands 1990-2000 3.21 3.01 2.26 3.63 -1.35 0.35 6.4 9 0.15 

Norway 1990-1999 3.10 3.50 3.31 10.41 -6.32 0.28 10.9 11 0.07 

Spain 1990-1999 2.37 1.23 4.16 4.83 -17.67 0.35 6.6 19 0.04 

Sweden 1990-2000 1.93 8.21 6.33 10.11 -14.19 0.30 6.6 13 0.07 

United Kingdom 1990-2000 2.42 0.12 0.97 2.99 -12.07** 0.33 6.9 7 0.13 

United States 1990-1999 3.11 3.71 2.96 3.05 -4.61 0.35 16.7 1 0.12 

* The da ta "Number of Triadic Pa ten t " are not available after 1998. 
** Detween 1990-1998. 
Sources: OECD, MSTI, EVCA and own calculations 
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Ireland in thèse years had an aggressive policy to a t t ract the investments using for 

example very low rates of~taxafion. Irëland~Sweden, ii-'inland and~Denmark have a 

strong tradition of investment in R&D what positions them since years as European 

examples (e.g. within the framework of the efforts to reach the Lisbon objectives). 

Most countries are around 3% of business R&D (capital stock) growth. The number of 

Triadic pa tents is low in France and Italy while Canada, Finland, Norway and Sweden 

are the best performers. 

About the entrepreneurial environment, CITR is on average between 30% and 40% for 

ten countries. The labour market rigidity, as explained above, is proxied by the labour 

s tandard index. It refers to the strength of the législation governing a number of 

aspects of the labour market . Since no modification occurred over the period under 

investigation, for each country, this variable takes a unique value. It is the same for 

the TEA-index. 

As far as the percentage shares of VC intensity are concerned, Japan and Denmark 

are the least intensive countries with 0.02%. Australia, the Netherlands, United-

Kingdom and the United States are around 0.10% and Canada is at the top with 

0.18%. 

3.5. Empirical results 

As in chapter 2, the use of fixed effects is more adapted in our case since each country 

is assumed to have a spécifie effect on the VC intensity. Therefore, we carry ont a test 

of Hausman to be sure tha t we can eliminate the random effects model. The statistic 

of test is equal to 1711.31 what is larger than the tabulated quantile value of the ^fs 

and thus we reject the random effects model. After this, we test using the Chow test if 

the country effect is the same of ail the countries in the sample. In this case, the 

statistic of test is equal to 242.51 what is also larger than the tabulated quantile value 

of the X\5 ^^'^ thus we reject this hypothesis"*. Therefore, we carry out fixed effects 

estimations and we obtain différent constants for each country eliminating da ta noise 

Breusch-Pagan: The statistic of test is equal to 8.33 that is higher than the tabulated quantile value 

equal to 3.84 and then we reject the null hypothesis of null variances between countries. We thus 

do not use a pooled régression 
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related to cross-country différences. Moreover, the possible existence of a common 

macroeconomic~fâctor affëcfing ail countriës' économies is taken into account by tHë 

introduction of time dummies. The GLS spécification is applied because it permits us 

to correct a possible heteroscedasticity problem'". 

Each variable of Equation (3.5) has first been included separately in the empirical 

model. The estimated parameters are presented in Table 3.4. Ail variables have the 

expected impact, as far as their sign and significance of the coefficients are concerned. 

Results concerning the growth rate of GDP (Table 3.4, column 1) are in line with 

those of Gompers and Lerner (1998) for the USA but do not confirm the non-

significant impact obtained by Jeng and Wells (2000). Several tests have been carried 

out in order to détermine whether a time lag is necessary. However, only the 

contemporaneous GDP growth rate has a significant impact on VC intensity. 

Interest rates have a positive and significant impact. This suggests that the demand-

side effect of interest rates is stronger than the supply-side effect. It seems to indicate 

tha t even with increasing interest rates, the quantity of VC remains insuffîcient (the 

potential increase in VC price is not sufficient to attract more funds providers). Hence, 

an increase in interest rate will have a positive impact on the price of VC mainly due 

to the shortage of VC funds. 

The three variables representing technological opportunity and research efforts play a 

significant rôle in determining VC intensity. The strong and positive impact of the 

growth rate of business R&D expenditures, the business R&D capital stock and the 

number of triadic patents show that the demand of VC is sensitive to the dynamics of 

research activities, to the available stock of knowledge and to the level of innovation 

output , as proxied by the number of high value patents. 

The variable that yields the highest adjusted R-squared is the interest. Besides, GDP 

growth rate and the technological opportunity variables also explain a sizeable share 

of the dépendent variable variability. The cost of money and technological opportunity 

seem to be the strongest drivers of VC. 

In this chapter, tests of exogeneity of the variable have not been carried out because it seems quite 
logical that the explanatory variables are not endogenous. Indeed, unless in extrême cases the business 
cycle is exogenous to VC intensity, as well as the interest rate and the level of corporate income tax 
rate. Concerning the technological opportunity, the three variables used in this model are lagged. 
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Table 3.4- Estimation results of the VC intensity, single explanatory variables 

Dépendent variable: V C intensity ( V C / G D P ) 

Régressions 1 

Economie variables 

G D P growth ra te 

Interest rates 

Technological opportunity 

Business R&D investment growth r a t e (t-1) 

Business R&D capital stock (t-1) {*10"''') 

Log Number of tr iadic P a t e n t s (t-2) 

Entrepreneurial environment 

Corpora te Income T a x Rate 

Control variables 

German reunification dunimy (t) 

Country-specific intercept 

T i m e dummies 

AGDR 

ABRD,_, 

SBRD^. 

LPAT,_, 

CITR,, 

0.002*** 

(2.74) 

0.00005*** 

(4.13) 

0.001" 

(2.88) 

1.33*** 

(4.57) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

0.0003** 

(2.24) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

0.0004 

(1.20) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Adji isted R-squared 0.897 0.916 0.900 0.895 0.901 0.912 

Note: Panel da ta , 16 O E C D countries, 1990-2000, 154 observat ions. * Indicates t he pa rame te r s t h a t are s ignif icant a t a 10 probabi l i ty threshold, ** 5 probabil i ty threshol 
*** 1 probabil i ty threshold. T h e econonietric me thod is GLS. T-Sta t i s t ics in parentl ieses. 

and 
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Table 3.5: Estimation résulta of the VC intensity, complète model and interactions 

Dépendent variable: VC intensity ( V C / G D P ) 

Régressions i 2 Q O A 6 

Economie v2U'iabIes 

G D P growth rate AGDP, 0.002* 

(1.67) 
0.003*** 

(3.17) 

0.009*** 

(3.68) 

0.002** 

(2.07) 

0.002** 

(2.46) 

0. 009*** 

'3.72) 

Inte ies t rate n, 
0.00004** 0.00005*** 0.00004*** 0.00005*** 0.00005*** 0.00004*** Inte ies t rate n, (2.35) (3.01) (2.56) (3.51) (3.54) '9 0(1 ) c,. Vu) 

Technological opportunity 

Business R&D investment growth r a t e (t-1) ABRD,,, 0.0006* 

(1.68) 

Business R&D capital stock (t-1) (* lû ' ' ' ) 
1.43*** 

(4-47) 

1.23** 

(3.99) 

1.07*** 

(3.43) 

1.36*** 

(3.92) 

-1.42** 

(-2.40) ( 

92++ 

•2.19) 

Log Number of tr iadic P a t e n t s (t-2) 
0.0003** 

(2.31) 
Entrepreneurial environment 

Corpora te Inconie T a x Rate CITR, -0.0002 

(-0.50) 
0.00002 

(0.07) 
0.00004 

(0.12) 
-0.0003 
(-0.80) 

-0.0002 

(-0.60) 
-( 

( 

1.0001 

•0.48) 

Labour Market Rigidities AGDP., * RIG. -0.0006*** 

(-2.69) 
-1.35*** 

(-2.53) 

-0. 

( 

)006*** 

2.99) 

Labour Market Rigidities (*10"''') SBRD.,^, *RIG. -1.35*** 
(-2.53) 

Level of ent repreneurship (*10"'^) SBRD.,_^*TEA. 1 70*** 

(3.90) 
1 

( 

^ *** 

3.53) 
Coutrol variables 

G e n n a n reunification d u m m y (t) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Country-specific intercept Yes- Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

T ime dunuuies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Adjus ted R-squared 0.939 0.939 0.939 0.898 0.933 0.945 

Note: Panel da ta , 16 O E C D countries, 1990-2000, 154 observat ions. * Indicates the pa rame te r s t ha t are significant a t a 10 probabi l i ty threshold, 
*** 1 probabil i ty threshold. T h e econometr ic me thod is GLS. T-Sta t i s t i cs in parenthèses . 

5 probabil i ty threshold and 
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Table 3.5 présents the results of the estimâtes with several variables introduced 

"simultaneously in the model. The sign and significance of the impact of ail thèse 

variables remain unchanged when they are introduced simultaneously in the model 

except for the business R&D investment growth rate. 

Column 1 présents the basic model described in Equation (3.5). As already shown in 

the previous table, the variables representing technological opportunity play a 

significant rôle in determining VC intensity. The parameters associated with the 

business R&D capital stock and the number of triadic patents, are positive and 

significant. This resuit about triadic patents is consistent with the results of Kortum 

and Lerner (1998) or Tykvova (2000) who show that a surge of patents may increase 

the VC fundraising. In other words, the property of highly valued intellectual assets 

(triadic patents are associated with a much higher value than the patents applied only 

in one country or région) seems to stimulate the demand for VC. 

The remaining columns test other spécifications described in Equation (3.6), with two 

interaction variables representing a country's entrepreneurial environment. The index 

of labour market rigidities is fîrst interacted with the GDP growth rate variable (see 

column 3). The results suggest that the impact of GDP growth rate on the VC 

intensity is composed of a fixed positive and significant component (0.0092) and a 

country spécifie component tha t dépends on labour market rigidities (-0.00057). The 

positive impact of GDP on the VC intensity is therefore reduced in countries with 

high labour market rigidities. Jeng and Wells (2000) obtain a similar resuit but only 

for early stage funding. Over the threshold of 16.14 in the index of labour market 

rigidities, the impact of G D P growth becomes négative. Column 4 présents the 

estimated parameters related to the interaction between labour market rigidities and 

the stock of business R&D. Again, we find a négative and significant impact of the 

interaction term. The impact of business R&D capital stock becomes négative over the 

threshold of 10.07 in the index of labour market rigidities. 

The level of entrepreneurship is interacted in a similar way with the stock of available 

knowledge (the R&D capital stock, in column 5). Estimâtes indicate that the impact 

of the R&D capital stock on the VC intensity is composed of a fixed négative 

component and a country spécifie component that dépends on the relative level of 

entrepreneurship (TEA): the higher the level of entrepreneurship, the stronger the 

impact of the business R&D capital stock on VC intensity. The estimated parameters 

suggest that the impact of the business R&D capital stock on the VC intensity 
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becomes positive and significant above a threshold of 8.35 in the TEA index (level of 

enLreprenenrship). Hence, il seems that a mimTïraTn~tevei~Trf"entrepreirearship^ls" 

required in order to have a positive impact of the available stock of knowledge on VC 

performances. 

The estimated parameters associated with the interaction between the two country-

specific variables representing the entrepreneurial environment are stable. Column 6 

shows that the simultaneous introduction of the two indicators (RIG and TEA) yields 

jointly significant parameters. 

Figure 3.2 illustrâtes the results of the interactions (àGDP.^* RIG. and SBRD•,_^* RIO.) 

as estimated from Equation 3.6^"'^\ It shows how the level of labour market rigidities 

affects the impact of two déterminants of VC. The impact of the stock of knowledge 

and of the GDP growth rate decreases with an increase of labour market rigidities. 

They become négative over a threshold of 10 and 16 respectively. 

Figure 3.2: The indirect effect of labour market rigidities on VC 

0.007 
0.006 
0.005 
0.004 
0.003 
0.002 
0.001 
0.000 

-0.001 
-0.002 
-0.003 
-0.004 

Estimated impact of R&D capital 
stock, right-hand scale 

Estimated impact of GDP 
growth, left-hand scale 

T 
5 m 
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5 7 9 i l 13 15 

Labour market rigidities index 

17 19 

Note: Es t imated impact of the growth rate of G D P and the stock of knowledge on VC 
intensi ty, according to the level of labour market rigidities. See Table 3.5, colmnns 3 and 4. 

"̂ Results are presented in Table 3.5 (columns 3 and 4). 

Due to our spécification, the presented interactions have a linear shape. Alternative non-linear 
spécifications could also be investigated in further research. 
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Figure 3.3 also illustrâtes the resuit of the interaction {SBRD.,_^*TEA.) as estimated 

from Equatioir^3:6^^ It shows how the level of entrepreneurship affects thê impact of 

the stock of knowledge. They become positive over a threshold of 8. 

Figure 3.3: The indirect effect of level of entrepreneurship on VC 

2.000 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Level of Entrepreneurship (TEA) 

Note: E s t i m a t e d impac t of tlie stock of knowledge on VC intensity, according to t he level 
of en t repreneurship . See Table 3.5, column 5. 

Table 3.6 summarizes the main findings of our empirical investigation and compares 

them with the results obtained by Jeng and Wells (2000) and Gompers and Lerner 

(1998). The cyclicality of VC with respect to GDP growth confirms both our 

expectation and the results of Gompers and Lerner. The reason why Jeng and Wells 

did not fmd any significant effect could be the use of the I P O variable in addition to 

GDP.^^ 

Concerning the cost of capital, we confïrm the positive impact of the interest rate 

obtained by Gompers and Lerner at the aggregated level. 

Resuit is presented in Table 3..5 (column 5). The previous comment concerning the linear shape of the 

graph is also applicable here. 

The two variables could be correlated in their sample. 
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Table 3.6: Comparison of our results with the state of the art 

21 countries, Panel data and cross section 
u r U l I i p c I a aXlU J j c r i l c l IXÎIlfo) 

US industry aggregated data 
Our analysis 

16 countries, panel data 

Macroeconomic conditions 

Gioss domestic Product 0 + + 

Interest rate 1 j'ear + at aggregated level and - at s ta te 
level 

+ 

Pi'ivate Pension Funds . + Over t ime 
0 Across countries 

+ Over t ime 

Entrepreneurial euviroument 

Taxation rate 0 0 

Labour niarket rigidities - at the early stage; 0 at expansion stage 
- they recluce the impact 

R&D on VC 
)f GDP and 

Initial Public Offering 0 a t early stage across countries; + a t 
expansion stage 

0 

Stock Market Opportunities (Market Capitalization Growth) 
0 

(Equity Market Return) . 
+ 

Level of entrepreneiirship + Increases the impact of R&D on VC 

Technological opportuuity 

Number of Triadic Pa ten ts + 

Business R&D growth + + 

Stock of knowledge + + 
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Labour market rigidities reduce the intensity of VC. On the other hand, a strong 

"entrepreneurial cul'ture and more irïtense technological opportunities and researcïï^ 

efforts improve the positive effect of the stock of knowledge on the VC intensity. 

Moreover, the property of highly valued intellectual assets seems to stimulate the 

demand for VC. 

3.6. Concluding remeirks 

This chapter 's investigates the déterminants of VC intensity. Our contribution to the 

existing literature consists in first, developing a theoretical model that takes into 

account the supply-side and demand-side variables to explain VC intensity; and 

second, introducing simultaneously traditional déterminants of VC and new potential 

déterminants such as the cost of capital, the level of entrepreneurship, and novel 

proxies aiming to measure technological opportunities (i.e. the number of triadic 

patents). 

The main empirical results can be summarized as foliow: 

Concerning macroeconomic conditions, interest rates have a positively significant 

impact on VC intensity via a strong demand-side effect, indicating tha t an increase in 

interest rate will have a positive impact on the price of VC mainly due to the shortage 

of VC funds. Moreover, VC is pro-cyclical: it follows a similar évolution than G D P 

growth rate. In periods of high growth, the flow of venture capital outperforms the 

G D P growth rate, and vice versa. This cychcality is reduced by the degree of labour 

market rigidities. A high level of labour market rigidity reduces the positive impact of 

GDP growth on VC intensity, as well as the positive impact of the knowledge capital 

stock on VC. 

The most important contribution of this chapter concerns the technological 

opportunity aspects. Indeed, results show that indicators of technological opportunity 

are critical for VC development. The available stock of knowledge and the nuraber of 

high value patents (triadic patents) influence significantly the amount of VC invested 

in a country's economy. The positive impact of the stock of knowledge is strongly 

reinforced in the countries where the rate of entrepreneurship is very high. 

One important policy implication that émerges from thèse results is tha t , in order to 

stimulate VC in a country, demand-side factors have to be taken into account. The 
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most important factors affecting the demand of VC are the stock of knowledge, 

"innovat'ive outputs proxiëd~by the number ofTriâdic patent . Eâbour market rigidities 

and the level of entrepreneurship also play an important rôle. Stratégies aimed at 

exerting leverage on thèse factors would require adjustment in structural policies 

(labour market and éducation) whose impact can only become apparent in the long 

term. 
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Chapter 4 - Technology-Based Small Firms: Empirical Implementation and Survey in Belgium 

4.1. Introduction 

The relatively low level of entrepreneurial culture in Europe, and particularly in 

Belgium, in comparison with the United States has been pointed out by the 

Venture Capital (VC) intensity and the Total Entrepreneurial Activity index 

presented in the GEM report (Acs et al, 2004). This lack of entrepreneurial 

culture probably originates from social and educational culture as well as from 

micro features and macro-economic environment. In other words, a lot of 

country 's characteristics exert an effect on the level of entrepreneurship such as 

the research and development (R&D) activities, physical, comnïercial and 

professional infrastructure, public policy, and financial markets. 

However, this level of entrepreneurship is important and particularly for high-

tech industries. Technology-Based Small Firms (TBSF) help guarantee the future 

économie performance of an industry, a nation, and of the TBSF themselves. 

However this assertion is true only provided that they survive and develop. 

T B S F are part of the companies with the highest growth potentials in the middle 

and long term (Weigand and Audretsch, 1999). Certain new companies in more 

traditional industrial sectors whose innovative character is not 'high-tech' also 

benefit from high growth. However, thèse companies generate less positive 

externalities to the rest of the economy. Indeed, high-tech companies generate 
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knowledge, compétences and a demand for quality services and intermediate 

products tha t have significant repercussions on the rest of the economy. 

Moreover, they are able to establish and maintain relationships with universities 

and research laboratories, sources of future innovations. 

In order to get a quanti tat ive insight into the entrepreneurial growth process in 

Belgium, a survey of technology-based small firms was launched in 2002. The 

survey focuses on subjects that relate to three factors of entrepreneurial 

development: the framework conditions, the socio-cultural factors associated with 

the entrepreneurs and their environment, and the financial System. 

The purpose of the présent chapter is to présent the existing literature on the 

performance of companies and to describe the methodology of the survey. This 

survey has two merits. The first one lies in the quality of the information. 

Indeed, most of national and international surveys have been developed at firm-

level. There exist only a few surveys at founder-level. In the TBSF database, you 

will fïnd information both at firm and at entrepreneur-level. The second merit is 

about the subject covered. A lot of surveys focus on innovation (Community 

Innovation Survey-CIS, 1993, 1997, 2001), while others t ry to understand the 

fmancing of firms (Giudici and Paleari, 2000). The focus of our survey is larger. 

T B S F survey tackles the financing of firms (availability of public funds, rôle of 

venture capitalists, availability of business angels,...), the framework conditions 

(e.g. the quality and availability of infrastructures and communication channels, 

the level of académie and public research, the patenting process,...) and, finally, 

the socio-cultural factors associated with the entrepreneurs and their 

environment (e.g. level of éducation, their parent 's éducation, gender,...). 

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 focuses on existing empirical 

literature on the development of firms. Three catégories of déterminants are 

reviewed: company-specific characteristics, founder-specific characteristics, and 

financial characteristics. Section 4.3 describes the construction of a new database 

on Belgian TBSF. After briefly reviewing past initiatives in terms of 

entrepreneurial surveys at firm-level, section 4.4 outlines the questionnaire 

constructed to investigate on the three factors of entrepreneurial development. 

Section 4.5 discusses the way the survey was carried out and section 4.6 

concludes. 
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4.2. Existing empirical research 

Tins section focuses on the abundant empirical research already conduced on the 

performance of companies. 

4.2.1. Vciriable of performance 

Existing studies on the development of companies differ strongly regarding the 

variables used to represent the companies' performance. Table 4.1 displays the 

variables most often used in the récent empirical hterature. 

Bâtes (1990), Cressy (1996), and Nafziger and Terrell (1996) use a dummy equal 

to 1 if the Company is still in activity at the time of the study and 0 if not. The 

limitation of this kind of variable is that it enables to compare only two states of 

a Company: company still in activity versus Company that went bankrupt. Some 

authors refme this variable by adding additional information such as the time of 

survival of companies (Brûderl et al. 1992) or the fact that they still have 

positive incomes, in addition to being in activity (Montgomery et al. 2000). 

In order to build quanti tat ive non binary (e.g. turnover, total assets) or 

qualitative (e.g. strong growth, weak growth, constancy, decrease) indicators of 

companies' development, other types of information must be used, such as, for 

example, the growth rate of the number of employées, in absolute growth, or in 

level. 

In their econometric analyses, Jo and Lee (1996) and Almus et al. (1999) use the 

growth rate of employment as dépendent variable. Almus et al. show innovative 

companies have a higher employment growth rate than non-innovative 

companies. Mata (1996), Colombo and Grilli (2005a), and Barkham (1994) on 

the other hand use as for them a variable of employment level. Mata (1996) 

studies the factors that influence the size of companies. He finds that the size of 

companies (approached by the number of employées in logarithm) increases with 

the level of éducation of the entrepreneurs. Colombo and Grilli also fmd a strong 

link between human capital and employment. Highly qualified persons with 

entrepreneurial capacities positively influence their company's employment. 

According to Barkham (1994), entrepreneurs who create the most jobs are 
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strongly motivated, have good management capabilities, and run companies 

active in the manufacturing sector. 

Table Performance variables (non-exhaustive lists) 

Development Vciriables Pape r s 

Dumniy for survival 

Bâtes (1990) 

Briiderl et al. (1992) 

Cressy (1996) 

Nafziger and Terrell (1996) 

Montgomery et al. (2000) 

Nuniber of employées 

Barkham (1994) 

Ma ta (1996) 

Jo and Lee (1996) 

Manigar t (1996) 

Almus et al. (1999) 

Colombo and Grilli (2005a) 

Turnover / Sales 

Miller and Toulouse (1986) 

Acs and Audretsch (1990) 

Barkham (1994) 

Manigar t (1996) 

Delmar (1999) 

Harada (2003) 

Ciissar (2004) 

Total Assets 

Barkham (1994) 

Manigar t (1996) 

Jo and Lee (1996) 

Resiilt after t;ix Miller and Toulouse (1986) 

Added value Manigart (1996) 

Another widespread représentation of a company's performance is the amount of 

sales. Miller and Toulouse (1986), Acs and Audretsch (1990), Delmar (1999), and 

Manigart (1996) use the growth rate of sales as dépendent variable in their 

quant i ta t ive analyses. Manigart finds that the higher the financial assets the 

lower the growth rate of sales. Barkham (1994), on the other hand, studies the 

déterminants of the logarithm of turnover realized during the third year of 

existence of a company. His results show that the turnover is higher if there are 

several founders who have expérience in management or in sale, are motivated to 
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grow quickly, and have a good knowledge of the market. Harada (2003) tests a 

measure of success tha t is more subjective. He uses an indicator equal to 1 if 

achieved sales exceed sales that were expected by the founder when start ing the 

Company. The author shows that the âge of the founder, his former professional 

expérience in trade and management, and the initial size of the new company, 

have a positive impact on the success indicator. Cassar (2004) uses a somewhat 

similar measure of size intention: logarithm of the intended future firm sales in 5 

years. He tries to understand how intended future firm sales revenue is influenced 

by entrepreneur current household income, éducation, and managerial expérience 

and shows that individuals with higher current household income and greater 

supervisory expérience have higher levels of intended firm size in 5 years time. 

Barkham (1994) uses the variable ' total assets' to study the size of new 

companies. He shows tha t total assets (just like turnover) are higher if there are 

several founders who have expérience in management or sales, are motivated to 

grow quickly, and have a good knowledge of the market. A Belgian study of 

Manigart (1996) tests the impact of financial characteristics on companies' total 

assets. It shows that a higher proportion of cash leads to a higher growth rate of 

total assets. Conversely, neither the légal form of companies nor other financial 

variables have a significant effect. 

The resuit after tax of a company also gives an indication of its performances. 

Miller and Toulouse (1986) test the impact of explanatory variables on several 

indicators of growth performance, among others the growth rate of net income. 

Using survey da ta of 97 Canadian companies in varions sectors of activity, the 

purpose of their study is to assess the impact of the strategy, the structure, the 

style of decision-making and the personality of the CEO (Managing Director) on 

the performance of small companies. The main finding of this study is that the 

corrélation between growth and profitability is strong for small companies with 

an innovative position on the market and a more aggressive and analytical 

decision-making process guided by an explicitly codified strategy. They find that 

better performance is also linked to the CEO delegating the decision-making 

process and surrounding himself by qualified directors and experts. According to 

the authors, the flexibility of the CEO generally has a positive impact on 

performance whereas the time in years he spent in his function is negatively 

correlated with the majority of performance indices. 
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Other variables tested than those presented in this literature review are the 

average growth rate of return on investment (Miller and Toulouse, 1986), the 

labour productivity (Jo and Lee, 1996) or, (as Reid and Smith, 2000), a 

subjective variable of performance (good, médium, low). The probit model used 

by Reid and Smith shows that two factors are very important for companies' 

performance: long-range planning (rather than formalised business plan) and 

pursuit of pecuniary goals (rather than lifestyle goals). Based on their SWOT 

analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) Reid and Smith 

conclude that the best entrepreneurs in terms of jobs création are conscious of 

their capabilities since they do not exaggerate their forces and opportunities and 

do not underestimate their weaknesses and diffîculties. 

Table 4.1 shows tha t studies on the déterminants of companies' performance use 

many différent indicators. Janssen (2004) studies whether thèse variables are 

interchangeable. He shows that employment and sales are in fact not identical 

approximations of the concept of companies' development because they are 

determined by différent factors. He concludes that many inconsistencies 

encountered in the empirical literature resuit from this problem. 

Factors that influence companies' performance can be grouped into three 

catégories: financial déterminants (such as VC, and governmental support), 

company-specific and environmental factors (eharacteristics of the company, 

R&D, patents, collaborations, environment and market conditions), and founder-

specifie factors (such as démographie eharacteristics, éducation, and professional 

expérience). 

4.2.2. Factors influencing companies' performance 

Financial déterminants 

The rôle that access to fîncLucing sources can play for entrepreneurs' success is 

largely debated in the literature. According to Gompers and Lerner (2001a), 

innovation créâtes value only when companies manage to a t t rac t the necessary 

resources to support their development and fast growth. This explains why the 

lack of financial resources is one of the biggest problems faced by high-tech start-
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ups. Colombo and Grilli (2005a) investigate the rôle of external fmancing on 

firms' s tar t -up size. Wi th a sample of 391 Italian new technology-based firms, 

they find that bank debt-financed firms are not larger than firms created only 

through founders' personal savings. They also find that only few sample firms got 

access to private equity financing but the provision of this type of financing had 

a strong positive effect on start-up size. However, it should be noted that the 

study of Manigart (1996) does not show any significant impact of financial 

variables on the growth of Belgian companies for example growth in terms of 

number of personnel employed. 

Authorized capitcd as financial indicator, can be used as an approximation of the 

initial size of a Company. In his analysis of the success factors of 

entrepreneurship, Harada (2003) uses this variable to assess the impact of initial 

size on the chances of success of new Japanese companies. His results tend to 

show that the authorized capital of a company has a positive impact on its 

future profits and sales. For Cooper et al. (1994), the size of the s tar t-up initial 

capital contributes to the survival and growth of the company. Again, Manigart 

(1996) does not find any impact of this variable on the development of Belgian 

companies. 

Another potential problem for entrepreneurs relates to the inadequacy of the 

types of ftmding available. With da ta on Italian companies, Giudici and Paleari 

(2000) show tha t the traditional sources of funds are in fact inadéquate to 

finance highly innovative projects. 

Finally, an increasing number of empirical studies describe the crucial 

importance of Venture Capital (VC) and its impact on the growth of high-tech 

start-ups (Engel 2002, Davila et al. 2003). Hellemann and Puri (2002) argue that 

venture capitalists intervene in a wide number of activities tha t are important to 

the professionalization and the development of a s tar t-up company (i.e. 

managerial advice, strategy formulation, communication skills, the formulation of 

human resources policies and the adoption of stock option plans etc.). Manigart 

and Van Hyfte (1999) illustrate its impact on the survival of companies. 
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Company-syecific factors 

The size of the company as a catalyst of future development is an extremely 

widespread field of research. In his study on young Japanese companies, Harada 

(2003) shows tliat the initial size of a Japanese firm has a positive impact on its 

future success. Larger companies tend to have a higher probability of success. 

According to Agarwal and Audretsch (1998), small companies have a lower 

probability of survival, except for mature high-tech products for which an 

opposite effect is observed. Indeed, in those markets where entry targets a 

stratégie niche rather than the large exploitation of a radical innovation, there is 

an inversion of the impact of size on the probability of survival of the company. 

Innovation factors are also relatively common in existing literature. R&D and 

patents are prévalent factors in the development of innovations by fïrms. Acs 

and Audretsch (1988) fmd that the number of innovations increases with the 

increase in R&D expenditures, but at a decreasing rate. Patents add value to the 

intangible assets of a young innovative company. Moreover, they are a legally 

enforceable protection mechanism against imitation and constitute an additional 

source of income through royalty payments. 

Finally, environmental factors such as entrepreneurial infrastructure or 

entrepreneurial culture are very important. Suzuki et al. (2002) compare 

supporting infrastructures (professional services, availability of fmancial resources 

and support from varions institutions) of start-ups based in Japan and in Silicon 

Valley (United States). They conclude that Silicon Valley enjoys better 

entrepreneurial infrastructure than Japan concerning institutional support , 

professional services and more funds from private VC but Japanese companies 

have at their disposai greater diversity of financial sources. They argue that the 

entrepreneurial activities of an area reflect the business climate and importance 

of innovation in this area. Feldman (2001) explains that the existence of 

authorized capital, the availabihty of venture capital, the availability of support 

services to the entrepreneurs as well as research collaboration with universities 

reflect the success of the establishment of an entrepreneurial culture rather than 

the conditions and context associated with the genesis of entrepreneurship. 

The localization could have a positive impact on the development of high-tech 

small companies, particularly in the surroundings of institution full of human 
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capital. Indeed, in their study of the biotechnology industry Zucker et al. (1998) 

show tha t the growth and localization of intellectual capital are the main 

déterminants of growth and localization of the industry itself. According to Engel 

and Fier (2000), the availability of human capital is also an important 

déterminant of the success of entrepreneurial activities based on high-technology. 

They show that high-tech start-ups in Germany are founded in areas well served 

by scientifîc infrastructures. More precisely, the importance of human capital in 

universities would explain the régional concentration of high-tech start-ups. They 

fmd tha t areas with many institutions of higher éducation in the fields of 

engineering and da ta processing are of particular interest for s tar t-ups in very 

high-technology sectors and in technology intensive services sectors. High-

technology sectors and non-technical consultancy services would prefer to settle 

in an area where institutions of higher éducation in the field of sciences are 

located. 

Founder-spécifie factors 

Penrose (1959) described a company as a whole of physical and human resources 

in which the availability and the quality of managerial resources are sources of 

growth. 

Many studies have analysed the impact of human capital on the growth of 

companies (Bâtes, 1990; Montgomery et ai, 2000; Markman and Baron, 2003; 

DeMart ino and Barbato, 2003; Anderson and Miller, 2003; AIdrich and CUff, 

2003; Baum and Silverman, 2004; Colombo and GriUi, 2005b). They reveal the 

strong importance of the level of éducation and professional expérience of the 

founders in the survival and the growth of companies, especially in high-tech 

industries. According to Harada (2003), the professional expérience of an 

entrepreneur in a s tar t -up has a positive impact on its future growth whereas the 

âge and the female gender are negatively correlated with the chances of success. 

His resuit concerning the âge is in contradiction with the human capital 

assumption of Cressy (1996), which suggests that the âge of founders should have 

a positive impact on success of entrepreneurial activities. 

In addition to gender, âge and professional expérience, other personal factors 

explain the growth of technology-based small firms, such as matrimonial statute, 
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level of éducation and family background of entrepreneurs (éducation and 

professional expérience of their parents). 

Wi th regard to motivations, Suzuki et al. (2002) and Herron and Robinson 

(1993) identify a number of individual factors that can lead somebody to become 

an entrepreneur, such as personality, capabilities and values. Suzuki et al. 

suggest that entrepreneurial motivations differ from one area to another. For 

example, Japanese entrepreneurs are firm-oriented whereas entrepreneurs in 

Silicon Valley are motivated by individual factors such as personal achievement 

and accumulation of personal wealth. 

In a nutshell, the analysis of existing studies on déterminants of performance 

does not enable to defme a standard profile of a successful entrepreneur. Thèse 

studies do not describe either a particular type of company or adéquate 

environment for the growth of high-tech companies. Nevertheless, they suggest a 

certain number of characteristics tha t can prove to be valuable for the growth of 

TBSF. In order to implement this literature on technology-based small firms in 

Belgium, we try to address thèse différent concepts in a nation-based survey. The 

next section présents the database of Belgian TBSF. In the section there after we 

présent the method we used in conducting the survey. 

4.3. The Belgian TBSF database 

Technology-based small firms are innovative enterprises also widely known as 

high-technology start-ups. As we were not aware of an existing published or 

created Belgian high-technology firms' directory, in 2002, we created a new 

database directory of Belgian TBSF. The TBSF Database consists of four parts. 

• P a r t 1 contains the Belgian companies that meet the technology-based 

and size criteria (see below). This part can be considered as the address 

book including the récipients of the questionnaires. 

The three last parts were created in a second stage, after receiving the answers 

from the entrepreneurs. 
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• Pa r t 2 includes the company profile as well as information about patents 

and research. 

• Pa r t 3 joins ail the financing information. 

o P a r t 4 contains the results about the entrepreneur/founder characteristics. 

The four par ts are linked together by a single key number per company. This key 

number set in the address book is used to create and maintain company 

information in the 3 additional parts on company profile, financing and the 

entrepreneur/founder. 

We constructed the address book in 3 steps. Step 1 is based on the définitions of 

technology-based and "small" firms established in the 3 Belgian régions: 

Brussels-Capital, Flanders, and Wallonia. Step 2 covers the identification of 

technology-based small firms using a wide range of sources. Finally, Step 3 

involves the physical entry of enterprises into the TBSF Database. 

4.3.1. Step 1: Définition of TBSF 

The address book is being created according to the OECD revision of the high-

tech sector définition (Hatzichronoglou, 1997). The study includes companies 

classified as "High-Technology" and "Medium-High-Technology" according to 

OECD classification (Table 4.2). 

The high-technology firms in the TBSF Database include Belgian companies 

operating in aerospace, computers and office machinery, electronics and 

télécommunications, and pharmaceuticals. 

The medium-high-technology firms in the TBSF Database include Belgian 

companies operating in the sectors of scientific instruments, electrical machinery, 

Chemicals, non-electrical machinery, motor vehicles and other transport 

equipment. 
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Table 4•2' OECD industry classifications based on technology 
-intensity 

Hiqh-technoloav CITI Revision 2 

1. A e r o s p a c e 3 8 4 5 
2 . C o m p u t e r s , o f f i ce machiner^' 3 8 2 5 
3. E l e c t r o n i c s - c o m m u n i c i i t i o n s 3 8 3 2 
4 . Pl- iarmaceuticals 3 5 2 2 

IVIedium-hic|h-t6ctinoloqy 

5. Scient i f ic i n s t a i m e n t s 3 8 5 
6. Motor VGl-iicles 3 8 4 3 
7. Electrical m a c h i n e r y 3 8 3 - 3 8 3 2 
8. C h e m i c a l s 3 5 1 + 3 5 2 + 3 5 2 2 
9 . Other transport s q u i p m s n t 3 8 4 2 + 3 8 4 4 + 3 8 4 9 
10. Mon-electrlcal m a c h i n e r y 3 8 2 - 3 8 2 5 

Medium-low-technology 

11. R u b b e r and p las t ic p r o d u c t s 3 5 5 + 3 5 6 
12. Shipbuilding 3 8 4 1 
13. Other manufactur ing 3 9 
14. N o n - f e r r o u s m s t a l s 3 7 2 
15. Non-meta l l i c minerai produc t s 3 6 
16. Fabr icated méta l p r o d u c t s 381 
17. P é t r o l e u m refining 3 5 1 + 3 5 4 
18. Ferrous m e t a l s 3 7 1 

Low-tochnology 

19. P a p e r printing 3 4 
20 . T e x t i l e s a n d c lothing 3 2 
2 1 . F o o d , b e v e r a g e s . a n d t a b a c c o 3 1 
2 2 . VVood and furniture 3 3 

Source: OECD, 1997. 

We use the définition of a small firm adopted by the European Commission (EC, 

1996 and 2003). The EC focuses on measurable parameters of size (number of 

employées, annual sales or turnover, balance sheet total and control, according to 

which less than 25% of equity should be owned by one or a joint enterprise). 

Small firms according to EC définition of 1996''' have fewer than 50 employées 

and have either an annual turnover not exceeding € 7 million or an annual 

balance-sheet total not exceeding 6 5 million. Since 2003, the définition has 

^ Commission Recommendation of 3 April 1996 concerning the définition of small and medium-

sized enterprises (96/280/EC) [Officiai Journal L 107 of 30/04/1996] 
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changed'^'^ and small companies are those who employ less than 50 employées and 

have either an annual turnover not exceeding € 10 million or an annual balance-

sheet total not exceeding € 10 million. 

4.3.2. Step 2: Identification of TBSF 

We employed a combination of methods to collect company information. Thèse 

methods include: internet search, private and confidential listings from sources of 

information (i.e. FEDICHEM, AGORIA and BVA), interviews with managers 

(i.e. m-Brussels), member directories (i.e. IMEC, VIB, AGORIA, EVCA and 

BBA), Belgian companies database (i.e. BEL-FIRST), and publications (i.e. 

IMF, Eurostat and OECD). 

The sources of information and access links used to create the company address 

book are presented in Appendix 9.2, pages 177-178. 

We identified 650 companies operating in manufacturing and/or service 

industries as outlined above. Subject to availability of information, companies are 

entered into the address book in 3 subsections. 

Section 1 - Company header détails include company name, légal form of 

establishment, year of establishment, Belgian VAT number, mailing address, 

postal area (zip) code, phone number, fax number, e-mail, and web address. 

Section 2 - Contact personfs) détails includes fuU names and positions of senior 

manager that personalized letters along with the questionnaire were planned to 

be mailed. 

Section 3 - Survey follow-up management, aims to keep track of the surveying 

logistics and includes key information such as the date of mailing, the language 

of the questionnaire, the folIow-up reminder and means of reminder (i.e. 

téléphone, e-mail, mail, and fax). 

On 6 May 2003 the Commission adopted a new Recommendation 2003/361/EC regarding the 
SME définition which replaced Recommendation 96/280/EC as from 1 .January 2005 [Officiai 
.Journal of the European Union L 124 of 20/05/2003] 
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A unique Company number (key) set in the address book is used to create and 

maintain company information in the 3 additional parts on the company profile, 

the financing and the entrepreneur/founder. 

4.3.3. Step 3: Physical entry 

We entered 607 enterprises out of 650 into our newly created TBSF database as 

43 enterprises were found to be out of target or were no longer active in business 

in December 2002. Hence thèse 607 companies represent the total population of 

T B S F in Belgium. 

4.4. The questionnaire for TBSF 

4.4.1. Existing surveys on firms 

Surveys on entrepreneurial issues are developed in a lot of countries. They 

mainly focus on fmancing and the innovation activities of firms. 

At the national level, Germany stands as a good example for the rest of Europe. 

The ZEW institute (Centre for European Economie Research) has achieved the 

systematic encoding of information on innovative start-ups. They are working 

together with the Germany's largest crédit rating agency Creditreform'^". The 

ZEW institute establishes several databases and updates thèse regularly. The 

ZEW star t-up panel for West and East Germany contains fïrm level da ta for 

analysing business start-ups, growth, and failure. The panel includes information 

on about 7 300 000 firms. The Mannheim Innovation Panel (MIP) is a database 

on the innovative activities of companies in Germany, based on an annual 

survey. As far as Business Survey in the ICT-Intensive Sector is concerned, their 

da ta display results from quarterly surveys of companies of the ICT-intensive 

services sector on their présent and future expectations with regard to their 

http://www.creditreform.de/Deutsch/Creditreform/index.jsp 
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économie situation. They have also made a survey of spin-offs from Universities 

and government-funded research institutes. ' ' 

The UK also tries to gather good information on their technology-based firms. 

The Bank of Englarid (Brierley, 2001) studies the fmancing of technology-based 

firms. Cambridge University carried out a survey in 1995 on high-tech firms in 

the Cambridge and Oxford régions. The dataset consists of replies from 100 

respondents pertaining to research-intensive firms. A lot of publications are based 

on this panel (for example: Keeble and Lawson, 1998; Keeble and Moore, 1997). 

In France, an annual survey on the structure of firms (Enquête Annuelle 

d 'Entreprise - EAE) is handled by the Ministry of Economy, Finance and 

Industry (INSEE - National Insti tute for Statistics and Economie Studies and the 

SESSI - Service of Industrial Statistics and Studies). The survey focuses on ail 

companies of 20 employées and more in France, which represented 20 719 

companies in 2004. This survey contains data on firm accountancy, production, 

investraents, employment and occupation, across ail industries."^ 

In Italy, Giudici and Paleari (2000) analysed the TBSF access to finance. They 

based their s tudy on a national survey. They focused on SMEs and their 

sampling consists of 249 small high-tech Italian firms. The questionnaire focused 

mainly on the financial constraints of thèse firms and they received 46 answers. 

The results highlight that traditional financial sources are inadéquate to finance 

innovative projects. In the relation to their lifecycle, firms prefer self-financing 

over debt, and debt over external equity financing. 

Finland, Thailand, US and other countries also have surveys on new technology-

based firms. (see for example Van Auken (2001) for a s tudy that examines the 

financing of small technology-based firms in the US) 

•'̂  For more information about ZEW databases, see Almus M., D. Engel and S. Prantl (2000) , 

"The Mannheim Foundation Panels of the Centre for European Economie Research (ZEW"), 
ZEW D o k u m e n t a t i o n N r . 00-02, Mannheim. 

" http://www.industrie.gouv.fi:/observat/chiffres/sessi/secteurs/pdf/questionnaire_eae.pdf 
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At the international level, the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) is well 

known. Country reports are available each year, since 1999, for a sample of 

countries^''. This sample grows steadily in size. In 1999 there were 10 countries 

included, 21 in 2000, 29 in 2001 and 37 in 2002. GEM 2005 will conduct research 

in 39 countries. GEM créâtes a benchmark between countries even if it does not 

focus only on technology and innovating start-ups. A second strength of this 

database is the availability of information at the person-level (sex, âge, 

éducation, marital s tatus, size of household, employment status, income, whether 

the interviewée is the owner of a firm that is currently actively run by her or 

him, or whether she/he is currently engaged in starting an own business). The 

objective of the GEM analysis, based on a comparable évaluation of the level of 

national entrepreneurial activity for ail participating countries, involves the 

exploration of the rôle of entrepreneurship in national économie growth. GEM 

proposes global comparisons, national reports, and spécial topic reports (as 

report on women and entrepreneurship - Minniti, Allen and Langowitz, 2006) 

bcised on the annual da t a collection cycle. As already explained in chapter 3, we 

have to keep in mind tha t the GEM database has some weaknesses. First, the 

GEM study fails to differentiate high-technology start-ups from other medium-

low technology companies. Second, this survey is conducted using computer-

assisted téléphone interviews of a random sample of people. GEM considers 

nascent entrepreneurs as people who are actively involved in starting a new 

business that belongs to them. 

Another international survey is the Community Innovation Survey (GIS). This 

questionnaire on innovation, usable in most EU countries, has been carried out 

for the first time in 1993 and takes place every four years (1997, 2001 and around 

2005). The GIS questionnaire is based on the "Oslo Manual" jointly published by 

Eurostat and the OECD. Every state included in this study collects the national 

or régional data . The objective of this survey is the collection of firm-level da ta 

on innovation activities, like the part of turnover allocated to innovation, the 

par t of budget used for innovation expenditures, the sources of information for 

For examples of reports see Manigart, Clarysse, Crijns and Gossens, (2001); De Clercq, 
Manigart, Clarysse, Crijns, De Sutter and Verzele, (2002); De Clercq, Manigart, Crijns, Clarysse, 
Verzele and Zegers (2003); Reynolds, Bygrave, Autio and others (2003). 
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the firms, the barriers to innovation, etc. The CIS allows the monitoring of the 

European progress in the area of innovation (cfr. objective of Lisbon summit, 

1997) and to perform high quahty analyses of the effect of innovation on 

économie growth, employment, etc.'"' As we are working on technology-based 

firms, innovation is a key issue. 

In Belgium, da ta on T B S F are not easy to find. Concerning the innovation 

aspects, Peeters and van Potteisberghe (2003) launched a Belgian survey similar 

to the French survey realized in 1997 by the SESSI (Service of Industrial 

Statistics and Studies, French Ministry of Industry) on the identification and 

measurement of compétences coming into play in the innovation process. 

The questionnaire of Peeters and van Potteisberghe (2003) on the innovation 

competencies helps us conceive our survey. Though their survey was focused on 

large companies in Belgium, our questions about innovative activities are 

adapted to TBSF. For the fmancing part of the questionnaire, we take the 

example of Manigart and Struyft (1997) who have made up a national survey on 

the fmancing of 18 high-technology start-ups in Belgium. In order to complète 

this fmancing section, we also relied on the literature survey realised by the Bank 

of England (Brierley, 2001). Finally, the questions on the characteristics of 

entrepreneurs/founders are based on existing empirical analyses in the économie 

literature such as Bâtes (1990), Cressy (1996), Jo and Lee (1996), Harada (2003). 

In order to make a resource-based typology of RBSU a database on 76 research-

based start-ups in Flanders has been developed by Heirman et al. (2003). They 

fmd four typologies of starting configurations: "Venture capital-backed start-

ups", "Prospectors", "Product start-ups", and "Transitional start-ups". 

Now that we have succinctly presented the sources that inspired our survey 

questionnaire, let us présent the construction of our questionnaire on Belgian 

TBSF. 

•'" For further information on the Community Innovation Survey, see, for example, ArchilDugi et 
al. (1994), European Commission (2001), Capron and Cincera (2003), and European Commission 

(2004). 
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4.4.2. Our questionnaire 

The création and the performance of TBSF might be influenced by three main 

factors. The questionnaire was driven to get an accurate insight into thèse main 

factors (Figure 4.1). 

Figure 4^.1: Factors influencing the création and performance of 

TBSF 

Framework Conditions 

(Infrastructure, académie research ...] 

Socio-Cnltural Factors 

(Education, personal objectives ...) 

High-Tech Entrepreneurial 

Performances 

(Genesi.s and growth of TBSF) 

1 
Financial System 

(Banks, government support , VC, BA) 

Thèse factors are the framework conditions (e.g. the quahty and availabihty of 

infrastructures and communication channels, the level of académie and public 

research, ..), the financial System (availabihty of pubhc funds, rôle of venture 

capitalists, availabihty of business angels,...) and the socio-cultural factors 

associated with the entrepreneurs and their environment (e.g. level of éducation, 

their parent 's éducation, gender...). 

A questionnaire survey is a frequently used method of coUecting a wide range of 

information from a large number of respondents. Therefore, we created a 

questionnaire divided in 3 main parts, preceded by the respondent information 

(The questionnaire is available in Appendix 9.2, pages 179-196). 

The respondents are asked to provide their full names, téléphone and fax 

numbers, e-mail addresses and their current position in the company. The idéal 

respondent of the questionnaire was one of the founding entrepreneurs. 
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Par t 1 is about the company information and consists of 5 main sections: 

Company information, technology-based industry criteria, small size criteria, 

R&D information and patenting information. Some sections are further divided 

into sub-sections for clarity. 

- Company information includes company mail address and postal code, location, 

V A T number, year of establishment, légal Form, s tar t -up capital, and countries 

of business activity. 

- Technology-based industry criteria includes 9 industries both manufacturing 

and services, listed by OECD (Hatzichronoglou, 1997) as "High-Technology" and 

"Medium-High-Technology" classification. The questionnaire also includes an 

additional "other" fïeld for unlisted main sectors of activity. 

- Small size criteria include questions to validate responses against the European 

Commission définition of a "small" firm (EC, 1996 and 2003). The validation is 

fur ther divided into 2 sub-criteria: size and ownership. Size criteria include total 

number of employées, annual sales (turnover), and annual balance sheet totals 

(from year 2000 to 2002). Ownership criteria include number of start-up 

founders, number of owners with 25 percent or more ownership, and ownership 

by a parent company. 

- R&D information includes 5 "yes or no" questions to collect information on 

respondents ' R&D activities. Two additional questions collect broad percentage 

of R&D budget and commercialisation of R&D. 

- Patent ing information is constructed in two sub-sections. The first one concerns 

background information as regards patenting issues. Ten statements on cost 

issues, market conditions, secrecy, efficiency, and administration of patenting 

activities, are evaluated using a Likert scale''^ The second part focuses on 

A Likert scale is an often used questionnaire format. It requests respondents to specify their 
level of agreement to each of a list of statements. It was named after Rensis Likert, who invented 
the scale in 1932. A typical question using a five-point Likert scale might make a statement, then 
ask the respondents to indicate whether they: Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neither agrée nor 
disagree, Agrée, Strongly agrée. The results show an ordinal level of préférence. Numbers have an 
inhérent order or séquence but do not correspond to a précise mathematical value. 
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evaluating the patenting activity of TBSF: do they have patent(s) , if it is the 

case, how many, and what is the broad percentage of commercialised patents? 

The questions on R,&D and patenting information are based on the survey of 

Peeters and van Pottelsberghe (2003), themselves based on GIS and other 

surveys on innovation. Questions have been adapted to the TBSF. 

The Financing part (Par t 2) is based on the existing work of the Bank of 

England (Brierley, 2001), the paper of Giudici and Paleari (2000) and on the 

Belgian s tudy of Manigart and Struyft (1997). This part is subdivided in 5 

sections: 

- Current stage of development: This section includes two questions to establish 

the current stage of development (lifecycle) of the respondents' enterprises. The 

four stages of development include: "seed", "start-up", "early growth", and 

"expansion/development." The définition of each stage is included in the 

questionnaire, in brief footnotes. 

- The matrix of sources of funds lists ten sources of funds across four stages of 

development. The nine sources plus "other" are listed in order to collect 

information from "internai" and "external" sources of finance. Internai sources 

include: personal, family and friends' funds, and retained earnings. External 

sources include: commercial bank loans, government subsidies of ail kind, non-

fmancial institutional funds, other debt-finance, business angel funds, venture 

capital funds, and other equity-fmance. The respondents are asked to select their 

sources of funds for each stage by filling in the matching box. 

- Bank fmancing information is divided into two sub-sections: bank financing 

Likert scale and banking activity. Bank Likert scale aims to détail respondents' 

perception about the bank fmancing of TBSF with a 12-statement scale. The 

banking activity sub-section has two "yes or no" questions and collects 

information with respect to the timing, name, and amount of bank financing. 

- VC financing information is also divided into two sub-sections: VC financing 

Likert scale and VC fmancing activity. The 14-statement scale is used to détail 

the perceptions of respondents as regards to VC fmancing in Belgium. The 

second section has two aims. The first is to détail the timing, name, amount, and 
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government scheme information of VC financing source(s). The second is to 

collect information using seven "yes or no" questions about the senior 

management composition and future alliance plans. 

- Business Angels (BA) financing information is also divided into two sub

sections: BA financing Likert scale and BA fmancing activity. In parallel with 

the venture capital financing information, the 14-statement scale permits to 

détail the perceptions of respondents as regards to BA financing in Belgium. The 

second section has two aims. The first is to détail the timing, name, amount, and 

government scheme information of BA financing source(s). The second is to 

collect information using five "yes or no" questions about the senior management 

composition and future alliance plans. 

Pa r t 3 on entrepreneurs' socio-cultural background and framework conditions is 

requested to be completed by at least one of the founding members or 

entrepreneurs^'. It is constructed in four main sections. This part is based on 

papers from the empirical literature on firms' development. 

- The first section on entrepreneur profile includes 21 questions based on a 

combination of "yes or no", fill-in the blanks, and fill-in the matching box(es). It 

is further divided into five sub-sections for clarity reasons: demographics, genesis 

of TBSF, educational background, family background, and previous work 

expérience. 

° The démographie information includes âge, gender, marital status and 

permanent résidence (location). 

° The genesis of T B S F identifies four options to defme the establishment: 

"start-up", "corporate sp in-off , "university sp in -o f f , and "other". The 

three définitions ("start-up", "corporate sp in -o f f , and "university spin-

o f f ) are explained briefly in the questionnaire footnotes. Three additional 

questions are used to establish the genesis of the idea, duration and 

association of founders. 

Several copies of part 3 of the survey were sent in order to get the answer from each founder. 

However we only received the answer from the founder who also answered the rest of the 

questionnaire. 
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• The educational background sub-section gathers information about the 

founders' latest académie degree, field of study, name of institution, and 

any entrepreneurial-related courses attended. 

• The family background section coUects information about the founders' 

mothers and fathers' éducation background and employment. 

• The préviens work expérience section has five questions to outhne the 

work expérience of entrepreneurs detaihng duration, field of activity, last 

position held, and number of staff supervised. 

- The entrepreneurial opportunities (Part 3, section 2) in Belgium is a section 

constructed around 24-statements measured with a Likert scale to gauge the 

respondents ' perception of Belgium, with regards to the availability and 

accessibility of entrepreneurial opportunities. This section is grouped into five 

sub-sections: physical infrastructure, commercial and professional infrastructure, 

social and cultural norms, national research and technology development System, 

and government policies and programs. 

• In the physical infrastructure sub-section, respondents are asked to rate 

availability and accessibility to Belgian physical infrastructure such as 

transportat ion networks, utilities, and communication networks. 

• The commercial and professional infrastructure refers to ail commercial 

and professional parties such as business consultants, analysts, lawyers, 

and supplies available to support new and growing TBSF. The 

respondents in this section are asked to rate availability of and access to 

such services. 

• The social and cultural norms sub-section deals with questions concerning 

the social welfare System, taxing, and multi-lingual culture of Belgium for 

start ing up or developing a young TBSF. 

• The national research and technology development System subsection 

refers to the extent to which national research and development will lead 

to new commercial opportunities and whether or not thèse are available 

for new or growing firms. Respondents in this section are asked to rate 

availability and accessibility of the main actors involved in technology 

transfer including technology science parks, incubators, science labs, 

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) administration, university-industry 
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networking, science and technology graduâtes, industry R&D, and 

networks among industries. 

• The government policies and prograrns subsection highhghts questions 

deaUng with the availabiUty and accessibility of government policies and 

programs that support R&D. It furthermore asks questions to rate the 

administration of the available programs. 

- The entrepreneurship motives section is a 7-statement Likert scale constructed 

to better understand the motivations (reaUzation of an innovative idea, personal 

challenge, money, activity, risk, expérience) for starting up a new TBSF. 

- The entrepreneur objectives outlook section is a 9-statement Likert scale. The 

s ta tements include later-stage lifecycle objectives regarding improvement of 

existing product/services/processes, development of additional new 

products/services/processes, change or improvement of organization structure, 

change or improvement of management information Systems, t ra in/educate 

workforce, and eliminate brain drain from workforce. 

In Belgium, we have différent national languages. In order to minimize the bias 

related to the use of one or another language, the questionnaire has been written 

in three languages: French, Dutch and English (English is not an officiai 

language for Belgium but it is the international language for business)"*'^. 

4.5. The TBSF survey methodology 

Good questionnaire set up is very important in order to at ta in the objective of 

the survey. Inappropriate questions, inappropriate questionnaire format, 

unnecessary length of a questionnaire can make the survey useless. It seems that 

a useful method for checking a questionnaire for problems is to pre-test it. 

Therefore, our survey was developed in 3 stages. Comments from the pilot 

testing phase were used to prépare the interviews of the second phase. Finally, 

the questionnaire was mailed to the population of TBSF in Belgium. 

The three questionnaires are available in the Appendix 9.2, page 179. 
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4.5.1. Pilot testing of questionnaire 

As explained, in order to improve the quality of the questionnaire we conducted 

three trial interviews with entrepreneurs with whom we had previous contacts. 

Each session lasted between 1 and 1.5 hours. Thèse were companies operatirig in 

biotechnology, computers and office machinery, and electronics and 

télécommunications industries. The results of thèse initial interviews were not 

included in the final s tudy. The questionnaire form was corrected foUowing the 

pilot interviews and corrected to improve its clarity. The major change concerns 

the length of the questionnaire which has been reduced. Moreover, some 

questions have been rephrased for clarity purpose. After thèse corrections, revised 

questionnaires were sent to the identified Belgian population of TBSF (607 

companies). 

4.5.2. Interviews 

We selected the companies and sent 35 personalized letters in the région 

language (Dutch or French and always an English one) to the contact person. 

The letters briefly explained the purpose for the study and asked the 

participant 's assistance for coopération, with full assurance of confidentiality. We 

mailed the letters in the first week of November 2002 and they were foUowed up 

by courtesy calls after five to ten working days. 

A total of 28 (80 percent response rate) companies accepted to participate in the 

study and interviews were conducted in the months of November and December 

2002. We used the revised questionnaire and supervised the respondents in 

completing the questionnaires by themselves. The completion of the 

questionnaires lasted 10-25 minutes. Further analysis of interview information 

based on technology, size criteria and complète availability of the responses 

showed that 3 interviews out of 28 needed to be excluded resulting in a total of 

25 interviews for the s tudy (71.5 percent response rate). 

4.5.3. Mailing 

We mailed 572 letters in the appropriate language (Dutch or French, and always 

an English version), based on the mail address of the enterprise. Both French 

and Dutch versions are included for the Brussels-Capital région to reflect the 
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bilingual nature of the région. Again, the cover letters briefly explained the 

reasons for the study and asked the participants' assistance for coopération with 

full assurance of confîdentiality. 308 of thèse letters were rnailed directly to the 

contact person with full name and position détails. The remaining letters (264) 

were addressed to the attention of the General Manager/Managing Director of 

the Company. We rnailed the letters in two batches of similar size. The first 

batch was rnailed in mid-January 2003 and the second batch was mailed 15 days 

later. We e-mailed courtesy reminders to non-responding companies 15 days 

later. The number of usage of fax-message, téléphone, and mail reminders was 

not important . 

By January-March 2003 we received a total of 86 responses (15 percent). After 

entering those into TBSF database and validating based on industry, size, âge, 

and completeness we eliminated 8 empty responses. As a resuit, we managed to 

collect 78 (13.6 percent response rate) valid mail questionnaires to be analyzed in 

this study. Thèse questionnaires were added to those from the 25 personal 

interviews. 

Table 4-3: Response rates according to the type of answer 

# Surveyed Grms # Responding firms Response rate 

Type of aaswer 

Interview 35 25 71.5% 

Mailing 572 78 13.8% 

Total 607 103 17.0% 

Sources: T B S F database, own calculation. 

The total number of valuable responses was 103. The previous table (Table 4.3) 

présents the différent response rates. By the end of 2003, we had completed the 

encoding of the da ta and we have implemented the financial da ta with the 

database of Graydon. 

In chapter 6, we will test if the mode of answering did not cause a bias. 
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4.6. Concluding remarks 

Entrepreneurial activity contributes to économie growth. A number of issues 

remain to be tackled in order to feed a culture of entrepreneurship. The core of 

thèse issues concentrâtes mainly on entrepreneurs themselves and the 

environment they operate in. 

Using original survey data , this chapter détails the da t a and methodology 

employed to examine the entrepreneurs and sources of finance for 103 small 

Belgian technology-based firms established between 1985 and 2002. 

In line with other countries, such as Germany, it will be very interesting to 

create a database on T B S F that will systematically include da ta on the three 

main factors of development: the framework conditions (including the R&D 

activities of firms), the financing and the entrepreneur (s)/founder (s). 

Entrepreneurial activity particularly in high-growth technology-intensive 

industries could be more developed in Belgium. The primary objectives of our 

forthcoming research are to better understand the key socio-economic 

déterminants of entrepreneurial activity and the extent to which technology-

based small firms face important constraints in raising financial resources in 

Belgium. 
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Chapter 5 - Technology-Based Small Firms in Belgium: Statistical Evidence 

5.1. Introduction 

In chapter 4 we have presented the methodology of the original survey carried out in 

Belgium on Technology-Based Small Firms (TBSF). After developing a database 

including 607 companies that matched the criteria of small size and high-tech industry 

in 2002, we received 103 questionnaires fully filled-in, which represents a response rate 

of 17 percent. Answers were received either through interviews (25) or by mail (78)^"'. 

Therefore, we are able to gather a wealth of new and original information. 

The objective of this chapter is to présent, relying on our database, statistical évidence 

on Belgian high-tech companies and their entrepreneurs/founders. This chapter gives 

an insight on the TBSF in Belgium. Moreover it introduces the econometric study 

presented in chapter 6 and describes some of the variables used in our empirical 

analysis. 

In the foUowing sections évidence is provided concerning companies' and 

entrepreneurs ' characteristics, technology transfer and innovation, and fînancing. 

Indeed, the focus will be on the foUowing questions: Who are the Belgian 

In the next chapter, we will test econometrically the possible bias induced by the type of answer. 
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entrepreneurs? Wha t motivâtes them? What are the main opportunities for setting up 

a business in Belgium? In other words, this chapter has five main objectives: 

- To describe the characteristics of the sample of high-tech companies. 

- To investigate technological transfers and innovation activities. 

- To study the social and educational culture underlying entrepreneurship. 

- To analyse entrepreneurs ' opinions on physical, social, commercial and professional 

infrastructures, with the aim of better understanding TBSF entrepreneurship. 

- To examine the reasons and perceptions behind entrepreneurs' activity. 

5.2. Performance 

The first table of this chapter présents the performances of the companies in the 

sample in terms of employment and results after tax. Thèse two indicators are the 

most studied in this literature'*^ 

Table 5.1: Employment and results after taxes for the period 1998-2003 
(or the longest available period) 

Employment 

Stop 

activities 
Decrease Constance Increiise Not available Total 

Results after tax 

Stop activities 11 0 0 0 0 11 

Decrease 0 4 5 31 1 41 

Increase 0 8 5 25 1 39 

Not available 0 0 0 0 12 12 

Total 11 12 10 56 14 103 

Sources; Graydon, Belfirst and T B S F database, own calculation. 

Out of the 103 small high-tech companies of our sample, only 92 companies were still 

in activity in 2003 (Table 5.1). In 56 cases, we observe a growth in employment 

between 1998 and 2003. 22 companies have had a constant or decreasing employment 

during that period. As to the results net of taxes, 39 companies enjoyed a growth and 

••̂  Moreover, as seen in the introduction of this thesis, the employment is a big challenge for 
governments. This explains why we will focus on this variable in the next chapter. 
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41 companies underwent a loss between 1998 and 2003. It should however be kept in 

mind that no information is available on the growth of employment and on the profits 

(net of taxes) for 14 and 12 TBSF, respectively. 

In our sample, around 10 percent of the companies stopped their activities during the 

period 1998-2003. This percentage seems to be realistic as we know tha t the National 

Inst i tute of Statistics (INS, Ecodata) lists a percentage of approximately 7 percent of 

high-tech and medium-high-tech company closures for the year 2002. As this 

percentage only refers to 2002, and as we cover a larger period but only for small 

companies, we may accept the level of 10 percent as a reasonable approximation of the 

population data . Therefore, in terms of number of companies that stop their activity, 

we may argue that our sample is a good représentation of the national population of 

small technology-based firms. 

The most instructive observation derived from Table 5.1 is that employment and 

results net of tax do not systematically foUow the same trend. Indeed, employment 

remained at least constant in 36 out of the 41 companies enduring losses. Only 25 

TBSF, out of the 92 still in activity in 2003, enjoyed a growth in both employment 

and results net of taxes between 1998 and 2003. 

The discrepancy between employment and financial performance validâtes Janssen 

(2004) findings that thèse two variables are not accounted for by the same factors. 

Indeed, in the literature, authors use many différent indicators as déterminants of 

companies' performance. As explained in the previous chapter, Janssen investigates on 

whether thèse indicators are interchangeable. He shows that employment and sales are 

not identical approximations of the concept of company development becâuse they are 

determined by différent factors. In order not to make confusion between ail possible 

performance indicators, in the next chapter we will only focus on the employment 

variable. 

5.3. Firm characteristics 

Ail companies of our sample have been founded between 1985 and 2002. Table 5.2 

breaks down the number of companies by âge and industry, at the time of the survey. 
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The great majority of companies are less than five years old. In 2002, only 7 

companies have more than 15 years (between 16 and 18 years) and 65 companies have 

less than 5 years. The four high-tech sectors are well represented in our sample: 13.6 

percent of companies belong to the sector of aerospace and instruments, 27.2 percent 

to the sector of computer, 26.2 percent to the electronics sector, and 22.3 percent to 

the pharmaceutical industry. The remaining 10.8 percent of surveyed companies 

belong to other medium-high-tech sectors. 

Table 5.2: Age of companies hy industry in 2002 

Age of companies in years 

# 
Between 1 and 5 

Between 5 and 

10 

Between 11 and 

15 
More than 15 

Industry 

Aerospace and Ins t ruments 14 II 1 0 2 

Computer 28 17 9 2 0 

Electronic 27 17 5 4 1 

Pharmaceut ica l Industry 23 15 1 4 3 

Medium-high-tecli Industry 11 5 I 4 1 

Total 103 65 17 14 7 

Sources: T B S F database, own calculation. 

Mayer (2002) summarizes the development of high-technology firms in four stages. 

The first is the "seed stage", when a concept of product has still to be proven and 

developed. The second is the "start-up stage" when products are developed and initial 

marketing takes place. The third is the "early growth stage development" when the 

firm is expanding and producing but it may well remain unprofitable. Finally, the 

"Expansion/Development stage" includes the expansion of an established company 

that requires increasing its production capacity, marketing, and sales to grow before a 

possible initial public offering (IPO). 

Table 5.3 breaks down the âge of the enterprise by the current stage of development. 

As it would be logical to expect, it shows that the stage of development is a positive 

function of the âge of the company. Older companies are in a more advanced stage of 

development. Indeed, not a single seed company has more than 5 years, no company 

in the s tar t -up stage has more than 10 years, and finally no early-stage company has 

more than 15 years. 
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Table 5.3: Age and current stage (number of observations as of 2002) 

41 

W 

Claimed Current Stage 
41 

W 
Seed Start-up Early Growth Development 

Age (years) 

Between 1 and 5 65 4 13 32 16 

Between 5 and 10 17 0 1 9 7 

Between 11 and 15 14 0 0 3 11 

More than 15 7 0 0 0 7 

Total 103 4 14 44 41 

Sources: T B S F database, own calculation. 

According to Grilo and Thurik (2004), empirical évidence documented the shift in 

économie activity that was taking place away from large firms towards small, 

predominantly young companies. Size of the company as a factor of growth is a well-

developed field of research (Agarwal and Audretsch, 1998; Harada, 2003; Colombo and 

Grilli, 2005a). In the previous chapter we have seen that the number of employées is 

one possible indicator of growth but others variables exist. In the questionnaire, we 

approach the company size with three concepts because of the définition of small 

companies""'. Table 5.4 illustrâtes TBSF size characteristics in 2002 by industry. 

The number of employées working in the surveyed companies in 2002 is the first key 

indicator. More than half the companies belonging to the sectors of aerospace and 

instruments, computer, and electronics employ less than 10 persons. In the aerospace 

and instruments sector, there are even more than 85 percent of companies employing 

less than 10 persons. The majority of companies belonging to other mediura-high-tech 

sectors in our sample have between 11 and 25 employées. Overall, 63 percent of the 

companies on which information is available employ less than 10 persons. In spite of 

the above-mentioned définition, we decided to keep 5 companies with more than 50 

employées because thèse exceed the limit in 2002 or because thèse are quite similar to 

T B S F for ail other variables. 

For more détails on the définition see page 80, in chapter 4. 
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Table 5.4: TBSF size characteristic s by industry in 2002 

Number of employées 

# Less thiui 10 11-25 26-50 More than 50 Not available 

Indus t ry 

Aerospace and Instrunients 14 12 1 1 0 0 

Compute r 17 3 2 1 5 
9 7 15 6 1 1 4 

Phcirniac6utical Industry 23 9 3 4 3 4 

Mediuni-high-tech Industry 11 3 5 2 0 1 

To ta l 103 56 18 10 5 14 

Turnover 

# Less than 1.000.000- 3.000.000- 5.000.000- More than Not 

1.000.000 3.000.000 5.000.000 7.000.000 7.000.000 available 

Indus t ry 

Aerospace and Instrmiients 1,1 3 0 0 0 0 11 

Coniputer 8 2 1 1 1 15 

Electronic 0 7 5 3 1 2 1 15 

P h A r n i i i i ^ p u t i p î i 1 ïnH i m f r v 23 4 2 0 1 2 14 
\ /Iprii 11 m-n)cr l i - fpr"n Inr i iw l ' rv 11 4 1 1 0 1 4 

Tota l 103 24 8 3 4 5 59 

Bcdance Sheet 

# Less than 1.000.000- 3.000.000- More than Not available 

1.000.000 3.000.000 5.000.000 5.000.000 

Indus t ry 

Aerospiice and Ins t ruments 14 11 2 1 0 0 

Compute r 28 18 2 2 1 5 

Electronic 27 14 7 1 1 4 

Pharmaceut ica l Industry 23 5 3 2 9 4 

Medium-high-tech Industry 11 4 3 3 1 0 

Tota l 103 52 17 9 12 13 

Sources: Graydon, Belfirst and T B S F databiise, own calculation. 

The second indicator of size characteristic is the turnover (Table 5.4). Since the sales 

turnover is optional information, in the shortened diagram of the accounts that thèse 

companies submit to the National Bank of Belgium, this variable is not available for 

the whole sample in the table. More than half of the sample does not reveal this 

information. The other companies have an average turnover of less than € 1 million. 
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The last indicator of size that we will adopt is the total balance sheet"*" (Table 5.4). 52 

companies have a total balance sheet of less than € 1 million. This information is not 

available for 13 companies only. 

5.4. Technology transfer, innovation and intellectual property right 

R&D is an important driver of development for innovative enterprises (i.e. Engel and 

Pire, 2000). Moreover, évidence regarding the effects of technological spillovers on 

productivity has also been found. Cincera (2005a) confirms the higher social returns of 

R&D activities as compared to the private ones. Therefore, this section is very 

important and will provide évidence concerning the importance of technology 

transfers, pa tents to Belgian TBSF and the rôle of universities for thèse companies. 

5.4.1. Technology transfer before the création 

Licht and Nerhnger (1998) argue that, in the context of high-tech sectors, the founder 

of technology-based small firms may receive transfers of technology and 

entrepreneurial know-how from his/her previous employer, which may be an industrial 

firm, a university or a research institute. 

The survey questionnaire identifies several possible origins of the innovative idea tha t 

led to the création of a company. Since thèse are not mutually exclusive, an 

entrepreneur can select more than one option (for example, university research as well 

as foreign technology). Answers are summarized and broken down by type of company 

in Table 5.5. 

It shows tha t our sample of 103 companies is mainly made of start-ups (55). The 

second most represented category is the académie spin-offs (41), and the least 

represented companies are corporate spin-offs (6). A Start-up company refers to a fully 

independent new company. A Spin-off company is an incorporated comniercial entity 

that dérives a significant portion of its commercial activities from the application or 

use of a technology and/or know-how developed by or during a research program. 

"̂ Balance Sheet is a company's fmancial statement. It reports tlie company's assets, liabilities and net 

worth at a spécifie time. 
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Depending on whether this research programs are located within a firm or within a 

university, they are called corporate spin-offs or académie / university spin-offs"*^. In 

this dissertation we will use the terms académie spin-off as équivalent to university 

spin-off. 

Table 5.5: Type of company and origin of the innovative idea 

Type of company 
Total of the 

Sta r t -up 
University 

Spin-off 

Corpora te Spin-

off 
Not avai lable row 

# 55 41 6 1 103 

Origin of the idea 

Indépendan t 25 10 3 0 38 

Business expérience 31 3 3 0 37 

Teclinology used abroad 4 0 1 0 5 

Universi ty research 2 30 0 0 32 

Business research 1 3 2 G 6 

Not avai lable 0 1 0 1 2 

SoiH'ces: T B S F da tabase , own calculat ion. 

Only 30 founders of a university spin-off, out of the 41 of our sample, explain the 

création of their company by some research carried out in a university, and 10 affirm 

the idea was their own personal one. Out of the 6 corporate spin-offs, 2 were created 

on the basis of private research. Out of the 55 start-ups, 31 find their origin in, among 

other things, the business expérience of their founder. 25 founders of start-ups also cite 

a Personal idea at the origin of the création of their company. Thèse results confirm 

the founding of Licht and Nerlinger (1998). More than 70 technology-based small 

fïrms' entrepreneurs s ta te that their idea comes from trahsfer of technology and 

entrepreneurial know-how from an industrial fïrm, university or research institute. 

Behind the term university spin-off, there are différent realities. For more détails, see Pirnay, 

Surlemont and Nlemvo (2003). 
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5.4.2. Research activities and technology transfers after establishment of the 

companies 

We asked the entrepreneurs belonging to our sample whether they perform R&D 

activities in their company. Table 5.6 outlines the summary findings on R&D activity. 

A very large number (86 percent) of thèse TBSF are active in research activities. This 

search for new knowledge is not performed only in-house, as more than 50 percent of 

the firms are involved in active coopération with a higher éducation institution. 26 

percent of the firms coUaborate with Belgian public research centres. Half of the TBSF 

received public support for their R&D activities, whereas only 14 percent benefited 

from tax déductions for thèse activities. 

R&D seems to be very important for firms' long-term sustainability, as they allocate 

on average 29 percent of their budget to R&D expenses and exploit commercially more 

than 40 percent of their innovation output . 

Table 5.6: TBSF R&D activities 

Section A # 
# Yes No 

Does your Firm perform Research k. Development (R&D) activities? 103 89 14 

Does your firm collaborate in R&D with Belgian higher éducation institutes? 103 52 51 

Does your firm collaborate in R&D with Belgian public research centres? 103 27 76 

Does your firm take advantage of government /publ ic R&D subsidies? 103 52 51 

Does your firm benefit from R&D tax crédit facility? 103 14 89 

Section B 
# Average 

Percentage of annuai budget spent for R&D 83 29 % 

Pa r t of R&D projects t h a t are exploited commercially through own production 76 4 3 % 

Sources: T B S F da tabase , own calculation. 

Some conclusions on the rôle of universities in technology transfers before and after 

the establishment of a company can be drawn. According to Capron and Cincera 

(2003), at the European level, universities are not the only source of information that 

firms use to back their innovation process. Nevertheless information from universities 

appears to be more important in Belgium as compared to the European average. 

Indeed, the T B S F sample shows the importance of this relationship between high-tech 

companies and universities. Table 5.5 shows that 32 companies out of the sample have 
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been created on the basis of university research. Moreover, Table 5.6 outlines that 

more than 50 percent of the firms active in R&D are involved in active coopération 

with a higher éducation institution. Therefore in the following chapter, we will try to 

test for the rôle of universities on the performance of Belgian TBSF in terms of 

employment. 

5.4.3. Patent 

Patents are a measure of protection conferred to the creator of an invention and, in so 

doing, add value to intangible assets of a young and small innovative Company. They 

further provide protection and possible sources of income due to future royalty fees. 

We asked whether Belgian entrepreneurs have fîléd a patent since their establishment. 

The resuit dépends largely on the industry in which the company is included (Table 

5.7 section A). More than 60 percent of the TBSF in the pharmaceutical and 

Instruments sectors have filed at least one patent. This ratio is much lower in the 

sectors of aerospace, computer and electronics, where the patent System does not seem 

to guarantee an effective protection of intellectual property. 

Section B in Table 5.7 summarises the findings on the opened questions related to the 

issue of patents. The patent ing TBSF seem to make an active use of their patent 

portfolios, as about 60 percent of their patented inventions are exploited commercially 

and 11 percent are licensed to third parties. 

In order to have a better understanding of the entrepreneurs ' perception on the 

patent ing process, an 11-statements Likert scale is presented. The results of this scale 

are shown in section C of Table 5.7. We find that the cost of patenting, limited 

financial and human resources, lack of in-house compétence, lack of secrecy, imitation, 

low value création because of no development, and administration costs represent the 

négative aspects of the patent ing process. More than 55 percent of the entrepreneurs 

find that the level of patent ing fees and cost of protection are high. On the other 

hand, more than 40 percent of firms find that the statement on the lack of information 

or know-how on the patenting process is false. 
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Table 5.7: TBSF patenting activities 

Section A Percentage (%) 

Have you filed a patent? # No Yes 

Industry 

Aerospace and Ins t ruments 14 50 50 

Compute r 28 96 4 

Electronic 27 70 30 

Pharmaceut ica l Industry 23 35 65 

Medium-high-tecli Industry 11 82 18 

Total 103 68 32 

Section B # Average 

Broad percentage of its pa tent portfolio actively used by your firni 32 60 % 

To ta l nimiber of pa ten ts used in your Firm's patents portfolio in the first year 30 1.1 

To ta l number of pa ten ts used in your f irm's patents portfolio in 2001 29 1.4 

Broad percentage of pa tents granted t h a t are licensed commercially 31 11 % 

Section C 

"We do not patent oiu- inventions systematicaUy because:" Percentage (%) 

Agrée Disagree Neutral 

Cost of fees is high 55 12 33 

Cost of protect ion is high 67 7 26 

Protect ion not efficient due to the lack of confidence in the System 30 28 43 

Secrecy is more efficient 41 20 38 

Market lead is more efficient 45 14 41 

Produc t life cycle is short 31 31 38 

Invention disclosure is risky 35 28 37 

Inabil i ty to prevent other firms from copying the technology 45 18 37 

No information or know-how on the patent ing proce.ss 27 46 28 

Adminis t ra t ion is slow 32 28 40 

Sources: T B S F database , own calculation. 

Jus t as large firms and firms in high-tech sectors, firms with permanent R&D 

activities have a higher probability to engage in patenting activities (Cincera, 2005b). 

Table 5.8 breaks down the type of R&D activities by the patenting activity of the 

firm. The différent types of R&D collaborations are not mutually exclusive. In other 

words, we find that companies could carry out private research in collaboration with 

Belgiari higher éducation institutes and/or with Belgian public research centres. 
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Table 5.8: Patent (s) field according to type of research activities 

Have filed at least one patent 
Total of the row 

103 

No Yes 
Total of the row 

103 # 70 33 

Total of the row 

103 

R&D 

Research & Development (R&D) activities 

R&D with Belgian higher éducation institutes 

R&D with Belgian public research centres 

57 

25 

11 

32 

27 

16 

89 

52 

27 

Sources: T B S F databiuse, own calculation. 

Table 5.8 shows tha t 33 companies have filed at least one patent since their 

establishment. Among thèse 33 Belgian TBSF, 32 were active in R&D, 27 collaborated 

with universities and 16 collaborated with public research centres. 70 companies of our 

sample did not file any patent and, among thèse 70 companies, 25 carried out research 

with universities, 11 with private research centres and 13 of them are not active in 

R&D at ail. 

5.5. The fînancing issue 

5.5.1. Sources of fînancing 

Berger and Udell (1998) argue that, given their limited operating history, start-ups 

are, in term of information, the most opaque firms in the economy. Lack of financial 

resources is one of the major problems that thèse start-ups face. Gompers and Lerner 

(2001a) further argue that innovation fails to create value when firms cannot at tract 

the resources required to sustain their development and their rapid growth. 

In addition to a number of studies investigating the fînancing of small entrepreneurial 

firms (Laranja, 1995; Fluck et a/., 1998; APCE, 2000; Giudici and Paleari, 2000; 

Brierley, 2001; Cassar 2004), Manigart and Struyf (1997) study the fînancing of 18 

high-technology Belgian start-ups. They conclude that the most important sources of 

fînancing, at the s tar t -up stage, are the entrepreneurs themselves and the banks. Their 

fîndings suggest tha t the rôle of government is not signifîcant. 
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Consistent with their fïndings we find that internai finance is critical for entrepreneurs 

'to s f â f t -up new technology-based firms (Table 5.9). The founders' personal funds are 

the primary source of finance in term of type of funds (not in term of fund amount). 

We find that rnore than 80 percent of entrepreneurs use it. The "debt-finance" funds, 

in the form of commercial bank loans, are the secondary sources of finance and 

constitute a bigger portion of total external finance. 38 percent of the firms have been 

récipients of Venture Capital (VC) funds and 23 percent benefited from business angel 

funds"*". On the whole, 84 percent of the companies use internai funds and 69 also 

resort to external funds. 

Table 5.9: Sources of finance (in percentage of the industry) 

Sources of finétnce 

Internai Funds External Funds 

# 
Personal 

fimds 

Family and 

friends funds 

Commercial 

bank loans 

Business 

Angel funds 

Venture 

Capital funds 

Industry 

Aerospace and Ins t ruments 14 100.00 14.29 57.14 0.00 21.43 

Compute r 28 85.71 .39.29 32.14 25.00 32.14 

Electronic 27 88.89 51.85 44.44 33.33 40.74 

Pharmaceutical Industry 23 73.91 26.09 39.13 34.78 65.22 

Medium-high-tech Industry 11 72.73 36.36 54.55 0.00 9.09 

Total 103 84.47 35.92 42.72 23.30 37.86 

Total 103 84.47 68.93 

Sources: T B S F databtuse, own calculation. 

Thèse results tend to show that , even though the common idea that banks do not lend 

money to highly risky projects, the reality is différent. Truly, the rôle of the risky 

investor is more appropriate to venture capitalists but commercial banks also are a 

key source of funds. According to Colombo and Grilli (2005a), the différence between 

bank debt-financed firms and external private equity-fmanced firms is the start-up 

size. Indeed, bank debt-financed firms are no larger than firms created relying 

exclusively on founders' personal savings, while firms that received external private 

equity financing have a larger start-up size. 

Recall that this does not mean that the fund amount proportion is the same. 
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Table 5.10 outlines the average amounts invested by différent sources of finance. This 

table was presented in Bozkaya et al. (2003) based on the same survey. However, it 

rnust be noted that the answering rate of this part of the questionnaire is différent 

than for Table 5.9. Hence, a direct comparison with the previous table is not 

appropriate. 

Table 5.10: average amount of funds provided (Amount in KEURO) 

Sources of Funds: # Min Max Médian Mean Std. Dev. 

Personal Funds of Founders 75 4.0 1,250.0 45.9 124.4 232.9 

Fami ly and Friends Funds 10 20.0 1,000.0 27.5 167.3 304.1 

Commercial Bank Loans 39 5.0 5,000.0 100.0 569.4 1,117.9 

Business Ange! Funds - First Round 39 25 5,000.0 200.0 478.8 1,005.6 

Bu.siness Angel Funds - Second Round 9 20.2 3,700.0 150.0 760.1 1,327.5 

Venture Capital Funds - First Round 34 12.0 9,000.0 193.8 919.5 1,846.9 

Venture Capital Funds - Second Round 15 23.8 25,500.0 385.0 3,105.0 6,936.7 

Sources: Boukaya, Romain and van Pottelsberghe, (2003). 

Venture capitalists provide the highest average amount of funds (919.5 KEURO) to 

TBSF. Commercial banks follow this with an average of 569.4 KEURO. Business 

angels in our sample invest an average of 200.0 KEURO. The entrepreneurs 

themselves invest an average of 124.4 KEURO from their own personal savings. 

5.5.2. VC from the Belgian entrepreneurs' point of view 

We asked entrepreneurs to respond to statements regarding VC financing difficulties 

faced by their high-tech start-ups. Table 5.11 outlines the scores of 97 Belgian TBSF 

entrepreneurs regarding venture capital financing. A total of 38 percent of our 

respondents used venture capital financing at one stage of their development. 

The reliance on VC funding is hindered by différent factors (see Table 5.11). For more 

than 55 percent of the TBSF, VC is difficult to use because of the unwillingness of VC 

firms to provide small amounts of capital, their lack of interest in early stage 

investments, their expectation of high rates of return and of quick exits. As it seems to 

be difficult to have access to appropriate VC funds, public actions could be defined as 

to improve the accessibility and appropriability of VC funds. The second section of the 
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concluding chapter proposes some actions to stimulate the supply-side and the 

demand-side of VC. 

Table 5.11: VC financing for Belgian entrepreneurs 

"Venture Capital (VC) Gnancing for a high-tech start-up has difBculties because oF' 

(n=97) Percentages (%) 

Agrée Disagree Neut ra l 

Lack of VC firms' interest in early s tage investments 55 16 29 

Unwillingness of VC firms to provide small araounts of capital 58 15 27 

Lack of unders tanding of technology by many VC firms 34 26 40 

Lack of our finn's registered intangible assets (i.e. patents) 30 26 44 

Poor quality of our Business Plan and présentation to raise VC funds 13 46 40 

Lack of onr ent repreneur ia l /manager ia l skills 24 37 39 

Our concerns over "loss of control" in the company 40 31 29 

VC expectat ions of high rates of return 59 13 28 

Due Diligence difficulties faced by VC 27 22 51 

VC firms' e.^pectations of quick exits 61 10 29 

Lctck of our niarket information on Belgian VC activities 31 31 38 

Lack of Belgian VC e.xecutives with spécifie knowledge and skills 46 14 39 

Limited public policies to encourage equity participation 54 7 39 

Adminis t ra t ion and bureaucracy of government-supported programs 47 8 44 

Sources: T B S F database , own calculation. 

Table 5.12 outlines the venture capital-related summary of our fîndings. 

Table 5.12: Venture capital financing 

Panel A: Summary Findings 

Percentages (%) . 

# Yes No 

Did You Raise any VC Financing at any Stage? 103 38 62 

Did You Par t ic ipate in any Government-supported VC Programs? 39 5 95 

Did You Eniploy a FuU-time Finance Manager During VC Negotiations? 39 36 64 

Did You Employ a Full- t ime Market ing Manager During VC Negotiations? 39 23 77 

Did You Cet Involved with any Incubator Before or During VC Negotiations? 39 38 62 

Did You Use any Management Consul tancy Services During VC Negotiations? 39 46 54 

Does Any Par t ic ipat ing VC Fi rm Own more than 25% of Your Enterprise? 39 36 64 

Do Yo>i Eventually Plan to Par t ic ipate in Management-Buy-Outs (MBO)? 39 49 51 

Do You Eventually Plan to Par t ic ipa te in Initial-Public-Offering ( IPO)? 39 67 33 

Sources: T B S F database , own calculation. 
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5.6. Entrepreneurs' profile 

This section focuses on the characteristics of entrepreneurs. There is a large literature 

on entrepreneurship with a number of studies investigating the perspective of finance, 

management, sociology, psychology, and éducation'^". This section aims to analyse, 

using our survey da ta on small technology-based Belgian firms, the impact exerted by 

the social and the educational culture on entrepreneurship. To the best of our 

knowledge, there is very limited literature specifically focusing on the Belgian issue, 

except for Manigart and Struyf (1997) who studied the financing of 18 entrepreneurial 

Belgian firms. 

The profile of each entrepreneur is assessed by several questions recording âge, marital 

s ta tu te , résidence, éducation, professional expérience, and other characteristics. The 

majori ty of entrepreneurs are between 30 and 39 years old (Table 5.13). The âge of 

the entrepreneurs has been studied in a number of works (for example: Cressy, 1996 

and Harada, 2003). In addition to gender and âge, marital status, degree or diploma, 

past work expérience and parents ' background (éducation and work expérience) are 

other important factors shedding light on the genesis and development of TBSF 

(Markman and Baron, 2003; DeMartino and Barbato, 2003; Anderson and Miller, 

2003; Aldrich and Cliff, 2003). 

Table 5.13: A ge of entrepreneurs 

Age 

# Less than 30 

yccirs 
30-39 40-49 

50 years aad 

more 

Not 

available 

Industry 

Aerospace and Ins t ruments 14 2 6 2 4 0 

C o m p u t e r 28 8 13 5 2 0 

Electronic 27 2 14 7 2 2 

Pharmaceut ica l Industry 23 1 5 7 9 1 

Medium-high-tecli Industry 11 0 2 5 4 0 

Total 103 13 40 26 21 3 

Sources: T B S F database, own calculation. 

For an interesting study on entrepreneurship in Wallonia, see Cincera et al. (2006). 
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Human capital is also an important déterminant of technology-based entrepreneurial 

activity. According to Engel and Fier (2000), the considérable importance of 

intellectual capital in universities can explain the régional concentration of high-tech 

start-ups. 

In order to illustrate the human capital of Belgian high-tech entrepreneurs, we asked 

them to provide personal da t a on their âge, gender, marital status, permanent 

résidence, family, educational background, past work expérience, and their parents ' 

éducation. Indeed, according to Burton et al. (2002), entrepreneurs with advanced 

degrees establish firms with innovation stratégies, but entrepreneurs with sales or 

finance expérience are less likely to pursue an innovation strategy. 

Table 5.14 shows that 80 percent of surveyed entrepreneurs/founders of TBSF have at 

least a university degree and 25 percent hold a Ph.D. According to Licht and 

Nerlinger (1998), the probability of a coopérative contact with a university is higher 

when the entrepreneur of the technology-based firm has obtained a Ph.D. Table 5.15 

Controls for this s tatement. 

Table 5.14: Education level of entrepreneurs 

Highest Degree /Diploma obtained 

# 

High School or 
Higher 

éducation less 
than 3 years 

University 
degree or 

Master 

Ph.D. or Post-
Doctorate 

Not avEiilable 

Industry 

Aerospace and Ins t ruments 14 1 8 5 0 

Computer 28 7 21 0 0 

Electronic 27 4 16 5 2 

Pharmaceut ica l Industry 23 3 6 14 0 

Medium-high-tech Industry 11 3 6 2 0 

Total 103 18 57 26 2 

Sources: T B S F database , own calculation. 

Table 5.15 shows that , in term of research activities, 88 percent of the entrepreneurs 

(23 entrepreneurs on 26) holding a Ph.D. or a post-doctorate collaborate with Belgian 

higher éducation institutes. Moreover, more than 90 percent of thèse entrepreneurs are 

working in a university spin-off. However, the causality issue limits the validity of this 
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conclusion. W e do not know whether the probability of coopération between a 

university and a high-tech company is higher if the entrepreneur of the technology-

based firm has obtained a Ph.D. or whether the opposite is rather true. 

Table 5.15: Contact with university according to diploma obtained 

Highest Degree/Diploma obtained 

Tj; Cl 1 
Uign scnool 

# 
or Higher 

éducation 

less than 3 

years 

University 

degree or 

Master 

Ph.D. 
Post-

Doctorate 
Not available 

H&D with Belgian higher 

éducation institutes 

No 51 13 . 35 3 0 0 

Yes 52 5 22 15 8 2 

Total 103 18 57 18 8 2 

Type of Company 

Sta r t -up 55 13 41 1 0 0 

University Spin-off 41 2 14 16 8 1 

Corpora te Spin-off 6 3 2 1 0 0 

Not available 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Total 103 18 57 18 8 2 

Sources: T B S F da tabase , own calculation. 

5.7. Entrepreneurs' point of view 

This section aims to s tudy the impact of the physical, social, commercial and 

professional infrastructures on TBSF entrepreneurship, and to shed light on the 

perceptions of entrepreneurs and on the reason behind their choices. 

A Likert scale was prepared to gather information to achieve thèse objectives. 

What motivâtes Belgian high-tech entreyreneurs? 

Herron and Robinson (1993) and Suzuki et al. (2002) identify several individual 

factors, such as personality, skills, values, background, and training, that might 

influence the décision to become an entrepreneur. The authors fur ther suggest that 
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entrepreneurial motivations vary across geographical régions. For example, Japanese 

entrepreneurs were more society-oriented while Silicon Valley entrepreneurs were 

motivated by more individualistic factors such as personal achievement and 

accumulation of personal wealth. 

As we are not aware of any study carried out on this subject, in Belgium, we 

approached the issue with an open mind to find out what motivâtes Belgian TBSF. In 

order to achieve our objective we construct 16 Likert scale questions on motives and 

objectives. Table 5.16 and Table 5.17 respectively outline the summary results. 

Table 5.16: Motivation of founder s/entrepreneur s 

"I consider that my company is a high-tech firm and:" (Likert scale) in percentage 

Agrée Disagree Neutral 

I perceive myself having entrepreneurial abilities 91 1 8 

My main motivation to create my own company is: 

to develop an idea 88 7 6 

to be my own bo.ss 72 16 12 

to earn more money 44 25 30 

to find a professional activity 37 41 23 

the a t t ract ion for the risk 32 37 31 

Nice expérience and l 'm ready to do it again 77 5 18 

Sources: T B S F database, own calculation. 

More than 90 percent of the founders of the surveyed companies believe they have 

good entrepreneurial abilities (Table 5.16). Results show that most of them decided to 

start this challenge in order to develop their ideas and in order to dépend on no one. 

They usually view their activity as a good expérience, and they would be ready to 

start again. 

Their main objective in the early years of their company is to improve existing 

products and/or services, rather than changing the organisational structure of their 

company or improving the skills of their company's workforce (Table 5.17). 
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Table 5.17: Objective of founders/entrepreneurs 

"My objectives at Early Development Stage of my high-tech firm are:" (Likert scale) in percentage 

Agrée Disagree Neutral 

Improve oiir existing prodiicts/services 79 6 15 

Improve our existing processes 70 . 9 21 

Develop addit ional new products 78 6 16 

Develop additional new processes 67 5 28 

Develop addit ional new services 75 5 21 

Change / improve organisationai s t ruc ture 56 17 27 

Change/ improve management , information Systems 45 22 33 

Tra in /educa te workforce 46 20 34 

Eliminate brain drain from our workforce 37 30 33 

Sources: T B S F database , own calculation. 

Which opvortunities are available in Belgium? 

The GEM report (De Clercq et al. 2002) results show that Belgian GEM respondents 

perceive favourably commercial and professional infrastructures while they find the 

government policy support , the low régulation and the taxation burden are 

unfavourable for entrepreneurial activities. The GEM study however fails to 

differentiate high-technology start-ups from other medium-low technology companies. 

In this survey, using scale statements, we approach TBSF entrepreneurs to better 

examine their perception and their satisfaction of the available infrastructures that 

would stimulate the genesis and the development of entrepreneurship. Table 5.18 

represents the responses of TBSF entrepreneurs as detailed above. 

The first five questions of this scale handle physical infrastructure. The following three 

questions are on the commercial and professional infrastructures. The following four 

questions focus on the social and cultural norms. The remaining 12 questions are 

about national research and technology development System, and government policies 

and programs. 

Many scholars study the supporting infrastructure (for example: Zucker et ai, 1998; 

Feldman, 2001; Suzuki et ai, 2002)'^'. Table 5.18 shows the opinion of Belgian 

'̂ See previous chapter for détails about this literature. 
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entrepreneurs on thèse issues. Entrepreneurial opportunities are especially improved 

by the following factors (factors underlined by more than half of the respondents) : a 

developed communication network, multilingual and multicultural people, developed 

transportat ion networks, and the availability of commercial and professional networks. 

On the other hand, respondents disagreed firmly on the positive effects of the 

following factors (underlined by more than 60 percent of the respondents): the 

Personal income tax System, the corporate tax System, and the administration of 

public department/agencies. 

Table 5.18: Opportunities offered by Belgium 

"I think Belgium offers entrepreneurial opportunities for high-tech start-ups because of:" 

(Likert scale) in percentage 

Agrée Disagree Neutral 

Developed t ransportat ion networks 53 11 35 

Developed utilities 48 15 37 

Cost of utilities 28 24 49 

Developed communication network 70 5 26 

Cost of communicat ions 26 20 54 

Availabili ty of commercial and professional networks 51 15 33 

Cost of conmiercial and professional networks 23 18 59 

Availability of specialized business analys ts for high-tech development 33 25 42 

Multi l ingual and multicultural people 75 9 16 

Personal income ta.x System 7 73 20 

Corpora te tiix System 8 65 28 

Social securi ty and welfare System 26 40 34 

Adminis t ra t ion of public depar tments /agencies 11 60 29 

Government &c public policies 20 48 32 

Governmen t /pub l i c funds available for Research &; Development 44 34 22 

Technology Régions/Science Parks 44 17 39 

Adminis t ra t ion of Intellectual Proper ty Rights, patents 12 33 54 

Cost of registration of Intellectual Proper ty Rights, patents 10 34 55 

Number of Science and Technology graduâ tes 42 23 35 

Transfers between universit ies/public labs and industries 43 14 43 

Technology incubators 30 19 50 

Networks among industries 24 23 53 

Applied research at the higher éducation institutes . 33 20 47 

Re.search & Development at industry level 23 19 58 

Sources: T B S F datab;i.se, own calculution. 
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The following table (Table 5.19) résumes thèse fmdings. 

* More than half of entrepreneurs highlight thèse factors as s trengths in Belgium. 

** More than half of entrepreneurs stay neutral about thèse factors. They fmd that 

thèse factors are neither opportunities nor weaknesses, in Belgium. 

*** More than 60 percent of the entrepreneurs fmd that the first 3 factors of this 

column reduce the propensity to create companies, in Belgium. 48 percent of them 

regard the 4"̂  factor as an obstacle. 

Table 5.19: Opportunities offered hy Belgium 

Main strengths* To consider** Necessary urgent actions*** 

niultilingiial and multiciiltural 

environment 

Cost of commercial and professional 

networks 
the Personal income tax System 

a developed communication network 
Research & Development at industry 

levai 
the coriJorate ttix System 

developed transportation networks 
Cost of registration of Intellectual 

Property Rights, pa tents 

the administrat ion of public 

depar tment /agencies 

availabili ty of commercial and 

professional networks 

Administration of Intellectual 

Property Rights, patents 
Government & public policies 

Sources: T B S F database, own calculation. 

5.8. Conclusion 

The main characteristics of the companies in our sample are that employment and 

profits net of taxation do not follow the same trend. Indeed, employment may 

decrease while results after taxes may remain constant. Only a few companies enjoy 

growth in both employment and results after taxes between 1998 and 2003. The great 

majori ty of companies were less than 5 years old in 2002. 

Technology transfers are very important in high-tech companies particularly in 

relationship to universities. According to Capron and Cincera (2003), information from 

universities appears to be very important in Belgium as compared to the European 

average. Indeed, the results of the TBSF sample show the importance of this 

relationship between high-tech companies and universities: 32 companies out of the 
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sample have been created on the basis of university research. Moreover, more than 50 

percent of the firms active in R&D are involved in active coopération with a higher 

éducation institution. 

On the financing front, our fmdings suggest that internai finance in the form of 

Personal funds, as well as the funds of family and friends are the primary source of 

capital to s tar t -up a high-tech company in Belgium. Entrepreneurs rely on their own 

Personal savings in 84 percent of the cases. The commercial bank loans are the 

secondary source of finance. This part of external fmancing (debt-finance) exceeds the 

combined angel funds and venture capital funds (equity-finance). Concerning the VC 

funds, this chapter shows that the reliance on VC funding is hindered by différent 

factors. For more than 55 percent of the TBSF, VC is difficult to use due to the 

unwillingness of VC firms to provide small amounts of capital, their lack of interest in 

early stage investments, and their expectation of high rates of return and of quick 

exits. 

As for entrepreneurial activities, the preliminary results firstly show that 80 percent of 

entrepreneurs in this study have a university degree while 42 percent hold post-

graduate degrees (i.e. master and doctorate). It seems to be important to stimulate 

highly educated Belgians to launch innovative enterprises. 

More than half of entrepreneurs highlight the availability of multilingual and 

multicultural environment, developed communication network, developed 

t ransportat ion networks, and commercial and professional networks as strengths in 

Belgium. Costs of commercial and professional networks, R&D at industry level, costs 

of registration of intellectual property rights and administration of intellectual 

property rights let more than half of entrepreneurs neutral. On the other hand some 

factors in Belgium seem to require policy action. Indeed, thèse factors are highlighted 

by more than 60 percent of the entrepreneurs as factors reducing the propensity to 

create companies, in Belgium. It concerns the personal income tax System, the 

corporate tax System, and the administration of public department/agencies. 
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6.1. Introduction 

Belgium suffers from a relatively weak ent repreneur ial activity (De Clercq et al, 

2002). This is due to several factors, including a broad aversion to risk, a too stringent 

regulatory environment for firm création, the lack of venture capital (see e.g. Romain 

and van Pottelsberghe, 2004b), and a weak government support to entrepreneurial 

projects. It must however be acknowledged that the récent Marshall Plan implemented 

by the Région Wallonne formally identifies new supports for high-tech start-ups. The 

Marshall P lan also dévotes substantial funds for académie research and tries to foster 

university-industry partnership and the effective diffusion of académie knowledge 

towards the business sector. 

The focus by national or régional authorities on académie research and its diffusion to 

the business sector has been increasing in most European countries over the past 15 

years. Government passed Bay-Dohle Act-like régulations (académie inventions 

subject to patent applications are filed by, and hence belong to, universities, even if 

the research is sponsored by government institutions), funded the création of 

technology transfer offices in most universities, and provided financial support for the 

création of spin-offs through académie or régional incubators. The sources of job 

création, the ultimate objective of policy-makers nowadays, are increasingly perceived 

to lay not only into the création of new firms, but into the création of high-tech or 
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science-based companies. Thèse firms are simply beUeved to generate a sustainable 

-eeenomie-welfare:— 

Indeed, existing studies based on US, UK, Swedish or German da ta show that small 

companies are an important source of employment growth. Small and medium-sized 

companies contribute more than proportionally to the création of new jobs (see e.g. 

Birch, 1981; Storey and Johnson, 1987; or Konings, 1995). Besides, the innovative 

characteristic of firms also plays a rôle. Innovative companies are frequently amongst 

the companies with the highest growth potentials in the middle and long term, 

including in terms of number of employées (see Alrhus et al, 1999). 

The objective of this chapter is to investigate the rôle of universities, as éducation and 

research centers, in the employment performance of Technology-Based Small Firms 

(TBSF). More specifically, the chapter aims to contribute in three respects to the 

l i terature on the déterminant of job création in small technology-based firms. The first 

one is to perform the analysis with Belgian high-tech start-ups. So far, very few 

studies have tried to evaluate the varions factors underlying the growth of 

employment in young innovative companies based in Belgium. The second 

contribution to the existing literature is to include the type of firm (i.e. an académie 

spin-off) and the origin of the innovative idea amongst the potential déterminants of 

job création. The third contribution is to adopt advanced quanti tat ive tools to check 

the robustness of the econometric results. 

The broad results tend to confirm the important rôle played by universities, as 

académie spin-offs have a larger rate of job création than non-academic spin-offs. This 

resuit must however be taken with caution, as small firms, and especially high-tech 

ones, are extremely volatile. Relying on more robust estimation methods lead to 

drastic changes in the results, calling for very tentative conclusions. 

The chapter is structured as follows. The next section focuses on the existing empirical 

l i terature a t tempting to better understand the déterminants of employment 

performance at the firm level. Section 6.3 describes the data . The empirical model is 

presented in the section 6.4. In section 6.5 différent econometric results are presented 

and interpreted. The final section draws some concluding remarks. 
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6.2. State of the art 

The empirical li terature on the development of companies is abundant . A first 

conclusion that can be directly drawn is that the concept of growth itself and its 

measure is not commonly defmed. For instance, a comparison of employment and sales 

variables has been made by Janssen (2004). He shows that employment and sales are 

in fact not identical approximations of the concept of companies' performance because 

they are determined by différent fâctors. The author clearly shows tha t many 

inconsistencies due to this measurement issue are encountered in the empirical 

literature. In this chapter, the focus is on the companies' performance in term of 

employment. One reason for this choice finds its roots in Audretsch (2002), who 

suggests that the most prévalent firm level performance measure in the literature is 

employment growth. A second reason is implied by the importance given by public 

governments to new innovative firms. Indeed, technology-based small firms have been 

expected to overcome the labour market problems and to contribute to économie 

development. 

The growth rate of employment is used as dépendent variable by Jo and Lee (1996), 

Manigart (1996) and Almus et al. (1999) in their econometric studies. However, Mata 

(1996), Colombo and Grilli (2005a), and Barkham (1994) use a variable of 

employment level to proxy the performances in term of firm size. The variables used 

by ail thèse authors in order to explain performance in terms of employment are 

brought together in Table 6.1. Three catégories of variables are traditionally used: 

founder-specific factors (such as démographie characteristics, éducation, and 

professional expérience), company-specific, financial and environmental factors (such 

as characteristics of the company and of the industry, R&D, patents , venture capital, 

governmental support, and collaborations) and other factors (such as density of 

population, employment rate, and concentration index). 
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Table 6.1: Literature on performance in term of number of employées 

Authors (Year) Sample 
E c o n o m e t r i c 

m e t h o d 
D é p e n d e n t variable 

Independent variables 

Authors (Year) Sample 
E c o n o m e t r i c 

m e t h o d 
D é p e n d e n t variable 

Entrepreneur Company Other 

Barkham (1994) 304 companies 
- UK-

Cross-Section 
OLS 

log(# foiinders + # employées)^ 

- Education 
- Work skills 
- Motivations 

- Industrial sector 
- Région 
- Information 

1 

Jo and Lee (1996) 48 companies 
- Korea -

Cross-Section 
OLS inean 

^ (# employées,^ j# employées, ), ^ 

{inemployées,^ l#employées,^ ), 

inemployées,^ Inemployées, ) J 

- Education 
- A'ianagerial 
expérience 
- Expérience in the 
line of Ijusiness 

/ 1 

Manigart (1996) 818 companies 
- Belgium -

Cross-Section 
OLS log ( #employees^^^•,/ ^ / 

- Ratios of balance 
sheet data 
- Ratios of profits &: 
losses data 
- Size data 
- Additional information 
(i.e. légal form, 
subsidiary) 
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Table 6.1: Literature on performance in term of number of employées (continued) 

Authors (Year) Sample 
Econometr ic 

m e t h o d 
Dépendent variable 

Independent variables 

Entrepreneur Company Other 

Mata (1996) 

766 manufactures 
(Portuguese Ministry 

of Employment 
Database) 
- Portugal -

Cross-Section 
OLS 

\og(ff employées)^ 
Age 
Education 
Gender 

Industry characteristics: 
- Economies of scale 
- Growth 
- Turbulence 

Almus et al. 
(1999) 

8739 manufactures 
(ZEW database) 

- Germany -

Cross-Section 
Bivariate 

Tobit 

(log (# employées)^, - log ( # employées)^^ ), 
^(/2- / l) 

Team 
Skills 

- Size 
- Age 
- Légal for m 
- Industry 
- Innovative start-ups 
(dummy) 

- Djensity of 
population 
- Ejmployment rates 
- Cpncentration 
Index 

Colombo and 
Grilli (2005a) 

391 high-tech 
companies 

(RITA^' database) 
- Italy -

Cross-Section 
OLS 

log (^# employées )^ 

- Education 
- Professional 
expérience and skills 
- Spécifie ex]3erience 
as entrepreneur 

- Différent mode of 
financing 
- Start-up characteristics 
- Industry 

Socioecononiic 
env 
- Ir 
the 

ironment 
frastructure in 
région 

RITA: Research on Entrepreneurship in Advanced Technologies 
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Variables on entreyreneur and human capital 

Several studies investigate the rôle of hiunan capîtcd in the development of companies. 

Penrose (1959) describes a company as a mix of physical and hunian resources in 

which the availability and the quality of managerial resources are sources of growth. 

Barkham (1994) does not fmd any significant impact of the variables representing the 

éducation level. According to this author, the entrepreneurs who create most jobs are 

strongly motivated and have good managerial capabilities. 

On the other hand, Mata (1996) finds that company size (measured by the number of 

employées in logarithm) increases with the level of éducation of entrepreneurs. It 

seems that better educated people are more likely to be efficient managers. Mata uses 

the entrepreneurs ' âge as a proxy for expérience in the labour market and fmds, 

conversely to Evans and Leighton (1989), that older entrepreneurs create larger 

companies. He fur ther shows that there is no significant gender effect. 

Three factors of human capital are tested in the multiple régression analysis of Jo and 

Lee (1996). The first two ones are the level of éducation of the entrepreneur and his 

managerial expérience. They do not seem to have a significant impact on employment 

growth rates. The third human capital variable tested is the expérience in the line of 

business, which seems to be positively and significantly correlated with the growth in 

the number of employées. 

For Almus et al. (1999), positive effects can be derived from the skills of the 

founder(s), especially for technological disciplines, whereas business knowledge plays a 

less prominent rôle. Colombo and Grilli (2005a) also find a strong link between human 

capital and employment. The professional expérience gained by founders in previous 

jobs and the entrepreneurial/managerial capabilities of the founding team positively 

influence their companies' employment level. But as Barkham and Jo and Lee, 

Colombo and Grilli failed to find a significant impact of the number of years of 

founders ' éducation. 

In a nutshell, it seems that the expérience, motivation, and managerial capabilities 

play a more important rôle in the growth of firms than pure indicators of the 

éducation level of the founding partners. The reason underlying the lack of impact of 

éducation levels of the founding partners their firm's employment growth may be due 
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to the small level of heterogeneity in this variable (most entrepreneurs of high-tech 

-firms-being-graduated-from-the-higher-education"sector): 

Variables on company and industry 

1) Company characteristics 

Barkham (1994) tests, with no convincing results, whether the geographical location of 

the company (i.e. its région in the UK) and of the level of market information held by 

the entrepreneur play a significant rôle in explaining différences in the number of 

employées. 

A s tudy on Belgian firms, performed by Manigart (1996), controls for the effect of the 

size of companies on the growth of staff. The author observes a négative and 

significant relationship, which contradicts 'Gibrat 's law' that assumes no systematic 

corrélation between growth and firm size. In Manigart, the smaller the company is at 

its s tar t -up, the higher its subséquent growth rate. Moreover, Manigart fmds that only 

the smallest Belgian companies of her sample have on average grown in terms of the 

number of employées over the period 1985-1992. Neither the légal form, nor the fact of 

being a subsidiary seems to have had a significant impact. 

Almus et al. (1999) also find that large and mature firms have smaller growth rates 

than small and young innovative as well as non-innovative firms. For them - and 

contrary to Manigart, the légal form and formai links to other firms in Western 

industrialised countries have a positive impact on the development of start-ups. 

To sum up, there seems to be a négative relationship between the size of a fïrm and its 

growth, which appears to be logical, especially when longitudinal studies are 

performed. Indeed, if a company still exists after a number of years, its potential 

growth in terms of employées is higher than for large firms.'^^ However, inconclusive 

results are observed regarding the status of the firm and its relationship with large 

firms. 

Most existing studies on small firms présent a sélection bias as they include only surviving firms. 
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2) FincUicicJ characteristics 

Manigart (1996) also tests the impact of financial characteristics such as authorized 

capital on company growth, and no significant impact is found. The author explains 

this absence of significance by a potential sample sélection bias, which only includes 

surviving companies. 

Colombo and Grilli (2005a) using a sample of young Italian firms operating in high-

tech industries, fmd that bank debt-fmanced firms are not larger in terms of number 

of employées than firms created only through founders' personal savings. Although 

only a few of the sarapled firms had access to private equity financing, the use of this 

type of funding by highly qualified entrepreneurs had a strong positive effect on the 

number of firms' employées measured 12 months after the date on which the new firm 

was incorporated. 

3) Industry characteristics 

As far as industry characteristics are concerned, Barkham (1994) shows that the 

entrepreneurs who create most jobs are those who are active in the manufacturing 

industry. Almus et al. (1999) compare companies active in innovative industries and 

non-innovative industries. Regarding employment dynamics and growth potential of 

young firms they conclude tha t the firms that are active in innovative industries 

achieve significantly higher growth rates when compared to non-innovative firms. 

For Mata (1996), industry characteristics such as its size, hence potential économies of 

scale, and turbulence have an impact on the size of companies. Larger firms in terms 

of number of employées are created in larger industries. He shows that the high 

économies of scale and turbulence in industries have a positive impact on the level of 

employment. 
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6.3. Quantitative analyses 

6.3.1. The model 

Following up the l i terature review, the net increase in employment in T B S F (AEMPL) 

is assumed to be determined by various factors related to the funding structure, the 

characteristics of the companies and industries and the founder(s) of the company. 

Amongst the déterminants traditionally used in the literature, two new types of 

variables are added: the origin of the idea underlying the création of the company, and 

whether the company is an académie spin-off or not. 

In Equat ion 6.1, the employment growth in TBSF (AEMPL) is explained by the 

following variables: the characteristics of the company (FIRM), of the industry the 

firm is active in (INDU), of the fmancing (FIN), of the type of company (DEF), of the 

origin of the idea underlying the création of the company (IDEA) and of the 

characteristics of the founder (FOUND). 

[SEMPL = fi^FIRM, INDU, FIN, DEF, IDEA, FOUND) (6.1) 

Equation 6.2 is the empirical implementation of Equation 6.1: 

b£MPL,=p^^P^^^,,^, EMPLDEB + P^^^^ AGEC, + AEROINST, + p^^^^ COMP, 

+ ELECTRO,+p^,^,^^ PHARMA,+fi,,,„^^^„ AUTHCAPM, +^„„,^^^, UNIFSPIN, 

+ lNDEP,+p,^,^^ BUSIEX,+p,,,,^ BUSIR^ +/3UNIVR, UNIFMASTER, 

+ P,„,O.,mPHDPOSTPHD,+M, 

(6.2) 

where A represents the absolute increase and fi. is the error term. 

The parameters represent the impact of explanatory variables on employment growth. 

They are defmed as follows: 

impact of the intercept 

Pempideh impact of the employment at the beginning of the analysed period 

Pagec impact of the âge of the company 

Paeroimi impact of iudustry: Aerospace and Instruments 
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Pœmp impact of industry: Computer 

'PUZm) irnpact"~ôf~indûstTyT"Elëct"rônic 

Ppharma impact of industry: Pharmaceutical industry 

Pauihcapm inip^ct of amount of autliorized capital 

Punifipin impact of the type of company: university spin-off 

Pinjep impact of the origin of the idea: personal idea 

Pbimex impact of the origin of the idea: business expérience 

Pbusir impact of the origin of the idea: business research 

impact of the origin of the idea: university research 

Punifm^ier impact of the éducation of the entrepreneur/founder: university or master 

degree 

Pphdposiphd impact of the éducation of the entrepreneur/founder: Ph.D. or post-Ph.D. 

6.3.2. The variables 

Dépendent variable: 

AEMPL is the absolute increase of the number of employées in the company in 

the analysed period i.e. between 1998 and 2003 or the longest available period. The 

séries come from the TBSF survey. Actually, the Bel-First database and the Graydon 

database were used to collect additional da ta on the 103 responding firras.'^"* Indeed, 

some entrepreneurs did not answer to ail the questions. As missing da ta may decrease 

the number of firms included in the empirical analysis, other sources of information 

have been used. The final sample, for which complète information is available, is 

composed of 87 companies. 

The Bel-First database is a product of Bureau van Dijk Electronic Pubiishing. Their company 
information products propose quality data and software. Bel-First database provides annual reports of 
firms operating in Belgiura and Luxemburg. Graydon Belgium NV has held a leading position in 
commercial and marketing information, and crédit and debt management. Graydon Belgium NV 
provides concise or highly detailed commercicil reports on Belgian and foreign companies. 
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Comyany characteristics: 

EMPLDEB is the number of employées of the company in the first year of the 

analysed period (TBSF survey, Bel-First database and Graydon database). 

AGEC is the âge of the company in years (own TBSF survey). 

Tyye of comyany: 

STARTUP is a dummy equal to 1 if the company is a s tar t-up or a corporate 

spin-off and 0 otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

UNIFSPIN is a dummy equal to 1 if the company is a university spin-off and 

0 otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

As the two variables are mutually exclusive, only one has been introduced in the 

model (UNIFSPIN). 

Oriqin of the innovative idea: 

INDEP is a dummy equal to 1 if the idea is personal to the founder(s) and 0 

otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

BUSIEX is a dummy equal to 1 if the idea comes from the business expérience of 

the founder(s) and 0 otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

BUSIR is a dummy equal to 1 if the idea comes from business research and 0 

otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

UNIVR is a dummy equal to 1 if the idea comes from university research and 0 

otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

Thèse four variables are not mutually exclusive (i.e. the idea at the origin of the 

création of the company can corne from several sources, for example a private research 

and the business expérience of the founder). The four variables can therefore be 

introduced simultaneously in the régressions.'^'^ 

'''' The entrepreneurs questioned were given the choice between five possibilities of origin of their 

innovative idea: Indépendant (INDEP), Business expérience (BUSIEX), Technology used abroad 
(TECH ABROAD), University research (UNIFR) and Business research (BUSIR). In the econometric 
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Industm: 

AEROINST is a dummy equal to 1 if the company belongs to the Aerospace and 

Instruments industry and 0 otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

COMP is a dummy equal to 1 if the company belongs to the Computer 

industry and 0 otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

ELECTRO is a dummy equal to 1 if the company belongs to the Electronics 

industry and 0 otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

PHARMA is a dummy equal to 1 if the company belongs to the Pharmaceuticals 

industry and 0 otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

OMHT is a dummy equal to 1 if the company belongs to a medium-high-tech 

sector and 0 otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

As thèse five variables are mutually exclusive^*" and in order to avoid problems of 

collinearity, we do not introduce the variable 'Other sectors medium-high-tech' 

(OMHT) in the équation. The other estimated parameters are compared to this 

category. 

Financial characteristic: 

AUTHCAPM is the amount of authorized capital; the da ta cornes from the 

T B S F survey and is checked with the Bel-first and Graydon databases. 

For the économie indicators of firms, Bel-First and Graydon databases are used 

because entrepreneurs frequently avoid to provide this kind of information. The two 

databases provide the annual reports of ail firms in Belgium, or at least (for Bel-First) 

those for which the publication of accounts is compulsory. 

analysis, only four of thèse five possibihties are tested because, only very few entrepreneurs chose the 
option TECH ABROAD. The conclusion of the analysis does not change without this variable. 

The sum of the 5 binary variables equals 1 for each company. 
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Characteristics of the entre-preneur 

UNIFMASTER is a dummy equal to 1 if the highest educational level attained by 

the entrepreneur is university degree or a master degree and 0 otherwise (own TBSF 

survey). 

PHDPOSTPHD is a dummy equal to 1 if the highest educational level attained by 

the entrepreneur is a Ph.D. or a post-doctorate and 0 otherwise (own TBSF survey). 

Thèse two variables are part of a broader set of possible educational levels, including 

no more than high school degree or higher non-university degree of less than 3 years. 

We will only test the two most fréquent educational levels (i.e. university or master 

degree, and Ph.D. or post-doctorate degree), which together account for 83% of the 

individuals included in the sample (see Table 6.2). 

Survey characteristics: 

SURVEYTYPE is a dummy equal to 1 if the da ta collection method is the 

interview and 0 otherwise (by mail). The séries were collected from the TBSF survey. 

The estimâtes of employment growth pver the period 1998-2003 are run on the sample 

of 87 companies. The period varies slightly across firms, depending on date of création 

and on the availability of information. The mean of the dépendent variable 

(employment growth) is 7.74. Only four variables in the model are continuous: the 

dépendent variable (increase in employment), the number of employées at the 

beginning of the analysed period with a médian of 6 employées, the company's âge 

(ranging from 3 to 20 years), and the starting capital with a médian of € 62 000. The 

industrial sectors, the types of company, the possible origins of the innovative idea 

tha t led to the création of the company, the différent educational levels, and the da ta 

collection methods (mail or interview) are dummy variables. Table 6.2 présents the 

frequency of thèse dummy variables. 
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Table 6.2: Descriptive statistics of the sample of 87 companies 

Mean Frequency 

Aerospace and Instruments 0.15 13 

Computer 0.26 23 

Electronic 0.25 22 

Pharmaceutical Industry 0.22 19 

Other medium-high-tech industries 0.12 10 

Start-up 0.61 53 

University spin-off 0.39 34 

Personal idea 0.37 32 

Idea from business expérience 0.37 32 

ILlCd iiUXii UUolILCOO 1 tîbtîclli^ll U.U ( D 

Idea from university research 0.30 26 

University or Master 0.57 50 

Ph.D. or post-Ph.D. 0.25 22 

Data collection raethods (mail or interview) 0.22 19 

Sources; own calculation from the 2002-2003 survey 

6.4. Empirical resiilts 

Table 6.3 présents the parameters of Equation 6.2 estimated with Ordinary Least 

Squares, as in most existing studies in the literature review. As the variables 

explaining the rôle of universities seem to be quite correlated, it has been decided to 

test them separately. Therefore, the fîrst column relates to the impact of the number 

of employée at the beginning of the analysed period, the âge of the company, the 

industry and the amount of authorized capital. Thèse variables are taken as control 

variables and are included in ail régressions. In column 2, the type of company is 

taken into account. Column 3 looks at the model with variables related to the origin of 

the innovative idea. Finally, the last column présents the impact of the educational 

level of the entrepreneurs. 
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Table 6.3: Employment growth estimation résulta 

Dépendent variable: Absolute growth of employment ( A E M P L ) 

Régression results 1 2 3 4 

Constant C 
-13.113 

(-1.50) 

-19.116** 

(-2.06) 

-9.699 

(-0.97) 

-20.380* 

(-1.83) 

Company-spec i f îc charac ter i s t ics 

N u m b e r of employées (beginning of the . - . w n r i - . n n 
\ ^ ° ^ EMPLDEB 

analysed period) 

0.741*** 

(3.13) 

0.747*** 

(3.20) 

0.646*** 

(2.78) 

0.709*** 

(2.98) 

Age of t he c o m p a n y A GEC 
0.192 

(0.36) 

0.394 

(0.72) 

0.433 

(0.75) 

0.357 

(0.62) 

I n d u s t r y 

Aerospace and In s t rumen t s AEROINST 
10.451 

(1.15) 

8.662 

(0.96) 

9.467 

(1.07) 

10.385 

(1.14) 

C o m p u t e r COMP 
7.782 

(0.04) 

11.046 

(1.32) 

9.827 

(1.20) 

7.883 

(0.92) 

Elec t ronic ELECTRO 
8.694 

(1.06) 

10.529 

(1.&9) 

9.866 

(1.24) 

8.245 

(1.00) 

Pharniciceutical PHARMA 
20.537*** 

(2.55) 

18.707** 

(2.33) 

18.620** 

(2.33) 

21.785*** 

(2.61) 

Financia l charac te r i s t i cs 

Authonzed Capital (xlO ) A UTHOCAPM 
-4.38*** 

(-4.61) 

-4.38*** 

(-4.67) 

-4.05*** 

(-4.36) 

-4.31*** 

(-4.51) 

T y p e of company 

Univers i ty spin-off UNIFSPIN 
9.023* 

(1.76) 

Origin of t he innovat ive idea 

Persona l idea WDEP 
-8.678 

(-1.39) 

Idea f rom business expér ience BUSfEX 
-6.357 

(-0.95) 

Idea f rom business research DUSIR 
20.976** 

(2.37) 

Idea f rom académie research UNIVR 
-2.405 

(-0.35) 

Founder -spec i f îc charac ter i s t ics 

Univers i ty or Miister UNIFMASTER 
8.488 

(1.33) 

P h . D . or P o s t - P h . D . PHDPOSTPHD 
4.552 

(0.57) 

R- 0,359 0.383 0.431 0.374 

Note : D a t a on 87 high-tech companies . * Indicates the paramete rs tha t a re s ignif icant a t a 10% probabil i ty 
th resho ld , ** 5% probabi l i ty threshold a n d *** 1% probabi l i ty threshold. Economet r i c me thod : OLS. T-Sta t is t ics 
in paren thèses . 
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As the dépendent variable is related to the increase in the number of employées, the 

estimâtes can be compared with sirnilar existing studies (i.e. a t tempt ing to understand 

firm-level employment growth), which include Barkham (1994), Jo and Lee (1996), 

Manigart (1996), Mata (1996), Almus et al. (1999) or more recently Colombo and 

Grilli (2005a) (cf. Table 6.1). A first overview of the results leads to conclude that the 

results are broadly in line with the literature. 

Two variables have been introduced as to correct the dépendent variable. The âge of 

the Company controls for the âge discrepancy observed in the sample. The 

employment measured at the beginning of the analysed period is used as a level 

variable since the différence in the employment level might be large across companies. 

The results show that the âge effect is not proven to be significant while the 

employment level has a positive and significant impact. Hence, the employment 

growth dépends on the initial level. 

The parameters associated with industry dummies show that companies active in the 

pharmaceutical field enjoy higher than average employment growth. This is probably 

related to the compétitive structure of the pharmaceutical industry that requires 

companies to reach a minimum size in a short period of time. 

The last control variable is a financial variable representing the amount of authorized 

capital of the T B S F (column 1). We find a négative significant impact on the increase 

in employment like Almus et al. This shows that the smaller the company is at its 

création, the higher its subséquent growth rate. 

This chapter is mainly interested in the rôle that universities would play in the 

development of innovating enterprises. The results suggest tha t académies spin-offs 

create more jobs than independent start-ups and corporate spin-offs (Table 6.3, 

column 2). Résides, companies created on the basis of an idea tha t originates from the 

business sector research activities are also subject to an above-than-average increase in 

employées (Table 6.3, column 3). Thèse results suggest that R&D carried out in 

business sectors is a prévalent factor in the growth of companies, at least more 

prévalent than personal ideas or ideas simply arising from business expérience. A 

surprising resuit is tha t university research seems not to have a significant impact on 

employment growth of TBSF. 
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The results presented in column 4, Table 6.3 show no signifîcant relation between the 

-t-w0-edueat4on-variables-and-the-employTnent~growth'~rate~TiriB result'~is~in~rine wit'lT 

Barkham (1994), Jo and Lee (1996) and Colombo and Grilli (2005a). 

Two types of tests have been performed to test the sensitivity of the results presented 

in Table 6.3. First, as some questionnaires have been completed through face to face 

interviews, and others have been completed individually by the entrepreneurs, it is 

worth testing whether the two types of data collection would affect the results. 

Second, as the sample is composed of young TBSF, which by définition are highly 

volatile and subject to strong yearly variation in their results and performance, it is 

important to test for the potential impact of outliers in the sample. A formai test of 

Heckman could not be carried out because the explanatory variables were not 

available for the total population. However, a simplified test of Heckman was carried 

out using as sélection variable first the provinces and secondly the towns. The results 

do not show the présence of a sélection bias for thèses two variables. Hence, neither a 

geography location nor the language seem to have introduced a bias in the survey 

answers. 

Table A.6.1 (in the Appendix 9.3, page 197) displays the results of the first test by 

adding a dummy equal to 1 if the questionnaire was filled out at an interview and 0 

otherwise. The results are similar to those presented in Table 6.3, and the dummy is 

not significantly différent from zéro. It can therefore be concluded that there is no bias 

induced by the da ta collection method. 

The second test consists in performing the estimâtes through a more robust approach 

(the robust MM Linear estimator). It is indeed well-known that the classical ordinary 

least squares (OLS) estimators may be highly influenced by the présence of a few 

outliers (see for instance Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987). Some authors simply look at 

the residuals of an OLS approach to identify outliers. However the diagnostic can be 

spurious as outliers might affect the residual séries. Hence robust méthodologies may 

prove useful to avoid the influence of hidden outliers. The results obtained through the 

robust MM Linear method are presented in Table 6.4.^' 

" The second methodoiogy uses the robust MM Linear estimator proposed by Yohai (1987). This 
estimator is robust against outUers and efficient. As ail robust estimators, it gives less weight to 
extrême observations. See Yohai for more détails on this methodoiogy. 
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Table 6.4-' Employment growth estimation results (Robust MM Linear reg.) 

Dépenden t variable: Absolu te growth of employment ( A E M P L ) 

Régression results 1 2 3 

0 . 7 3 9 1 . 3 6 9 1 . 4 1 3 

Constant C (U.JIJ ( U.oz) (0.39) 

Company-specific characteristics 

N u m b e r of employées (beginning of the EMPLDEB U . U I U - 0 . 0 9 9 - 0 . 0 5 9 

analysed per iod) fo U) (-1 AS) (-0 71 ) 

Age of t h e c o m p a n y A G E C 
U. iU4 U.O.il O.lOy 

Age of t h e c o m p a n y A G E C 
(0 76) 

O.lOy 
Age of t h e c o m p a n y A G E C 

(0 76) (0 U) (0.62) 

Industry 

Aerospace a n d Instruments AEROINST 
1 . 5 4 8 0 . 7 2 0 2 . 5 7 5 

Aerospace a n d Instruments AEROINST Aerospace a n d Instruments AEROINST 
(0.70) (0 31) (0.90) 

0 . 5 6 7 0 . 6 3 5 1 . 3 1 8 
Computer COMP 

1 . 3 1 8 
Computer COMP 

(0.26) (0.30) (0.49) 

0 . 2 5 7 - 1 . 3 6 5 1 . 2 6 0 
Elect ronic E L E C T R O 

1 . 2 6 0 

( 0.12) (-0.62) (O.47) 

1 . 6 3 3 3 . 1 8 8 2 . 6 6 7 
P h a r m a c e u t i c a l PHARMA 

(L46) (0.89) 
• I V , • • 

r manciïil cnarscteristics 
0 . 0 0 0 * * * 0 . 0 0 0 * * * 0 . 0 0 0 * * * 

Authorized Capital AUTHOCAPM 
[-0. ou) 

Authorized Capital AUTHOCAPM 
[-0. ou) ( s. 70) / / n'y 1 

{-4-97) Type of Company 

U.CJUD 
Univers i ty spin-off UNIFSPIN Univers i ty spin-off UNIFSPIN 

(0.22) 

Origiii of the innovative idea 

1.533 
Personal idea INDEP 

(0.90) 
A car. 

Idea f rom business expérience BUSIEX 
(-0.38) 

Idea f rom business expérience BUSIEX 
(-0.38) 

- 3 . 1 8 5 
Idea f rom biLsiness research BU SIR 

(-1.19) 

- 3 . 1 8 3 
\(\t^'A f rnm univpr^î tv rp^pjïrpVi lIMIVTi \(\t^'A f rnm univpr^î tv rp^pjïrpVi lIMIVTi 

(-1.58) 

Founder-specific characteristics 

- 1 . 4 1 6 
Univers i ty or Mas te r UNIFMASTER Univers i ty or Mas te r UNIFMASTER 

(-0.71) 

- 0 . 8 8 4 
P h . D . or P o s t - P h . D . PHDPOSTPHD 

(-0.36) 

R- 0 . 0 6 0 0 . 0 8 3 0 . 0 7 1 

Note: D a t a on 87 high-tech companies . * Indicates t he pa rame te r s t h a t are significant a t a 10% p robabi l i ty 
th resho ld , ** 5% probabi l i ty threshold a n d *** 1% probabi l i ty threshold. Econonietr ic me thod : Robus t MM 
Linear Régression. T-Sta t i s t ics in parenthèses . 
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The results are striking because the sign and the significance of most parameters are 

-ehanged—0nly-t-he-paTameter-associatednvith-i;he^authorized~capita1~tura 

a significant impact on employment growth but with a coefficient close to zéro. It thus 

seems that reducing the heterogeneity in the sample induces large changes in the 

results. And we must stay careful with our conclusions because TBSF are by définition 

highiy volatile in term of performance for example. 

6.5. Concluding remarks 

The objective of this chapter was to investigate the rôle of universities as éducation 

and research centres in the employment performance of Belgian technology-based 

small firms. Taking into account the rôle of universities can be taken as a contribution 

to the literature on the déterminants of employment growth in small companies. The 

empirical implementation relied on an original survey of 103 TBSF operating in 

Belgium in 2002. The quanti tat ive analysis was based on a sample of 87 companies for 

which ail the da ta were available. 

As expected, an important discrepancy is observed between two main performance 

indicators: the growth in the number of employées and the growth in terms of sales or 

financial results. The descriptive analysis validâtes Janssen's fîndings (2004) t ha t thèse 

two variables are not driven by the same factors and frequently contradict each other. 

In the remainder of the chapter the focus was brought to the increase in the number of 

employées. 

Controlling for the number of employée at the beginning of the analysed period, the 

âge of fïrms, their industrial sector of activity and their s tart ing authorized capital, 

the results suggest that both académie spin-offs and TBSF created on the basis of an 

idea originating from business R&D activities are associated with an above than 

average growth in employées. In a nutshell, thèse results underline the importance of 

R&D activities for the création of fast growing TBSF. 

As far as the éducation level of the entrepreneur is concerned, no conclusive results are 

obtained. The fact that the educational level of entrepreneurs does not play any 

significant rôle cannot however be taken as an indication of a potentially small rôle 

played by higher éducation institutions. There is indeed a weak heterogeneity in this 
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variable over the whole sample, with 80% of the surveyed entrepreneurs/founders of 

-TBSF-being-well-educated7iTer-holdiTig"at~least~a~umversity or a mast'ër's~degree. 

Janssen (2004) already observes that many inconsistencies can be encountered in the 

existing empirical literature, inconsistencies implied by the choice of the dépendent 

variable for the estimâtes: the number of employées or fmancial results. The results 

presented in this chapter turn out to suggest that an additional source of 

inconsistencies may be driven by the econometric method used to perform the 

estimâtes. Indeed, when relying on an alternative and robust method for the 

identification of outliers, the results drastically change, and annihilate somewhat the 

conclusions drawn hère above. This methodology basically consists in giving less 

'weights' to extrême observations. In other words, reducing the heterogeneity in the 

sample of high-tech firms, which induces a sharp drop in the significance of the 

parameters, leads to results that forbid even tentative conclusions about the factors 

that drive employment growth in TBSF. Such firms are by définition highly volatile, 

some of them displaying extremely good performances, and others disappearing fast, 

while the majori ty seem to 'survive'. 

Although the descriptive statistics in chapter 5 show the importance of the 

relationship between high-tech companies and universities, from an econometric point 

of view, the impact of universities through spin-off création, research and éducation on 

employment growth is difficult to show for TBSF. On the contrary, theoretical 

approaches and case studies generally tend to show the importance of académie 

research (Peeters et al., forthcoming; Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz, 1998; and Jaffe, 

1989) In any case, what this chapter clearly suggests, and which was already 

underlined by the state of the art, is that one should be highly cautions when 

interpreting quanti tat ive analyses aiming at better understanding the factors that 

drive the performance of young technology-based firms. Thèse firms are by définition 

highly volatile, and therefore difficult to understand. 
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C H A P T E R 7 : 

CONCLUDING SUMMARY AND POLICY 

IMPLICATIONS 



The fîrst section of the concluding chapter reviews the main findings arising from the 

three questions asked in this work: What is the impact of the stock of high-risk finance 

on the productivity of an OECD country? What explains the large différences in the 

VC intensity from one country to another? What is the rôle played by universities in 

the growth of employment in TBSF? This chapter also proposes some ideas for future 

research. In the second section, recommendations for policy-makers are drawn from 

our results and from some findings found in the literature. 

7.1. Main findings 

"Venture capital contributes to économie growth" 

The first part of this work has analysed two aspects of the Venture Capital (VC) 

industry. Chapter 2 investigated and evaluated the macroeconomic impact of venture 

capital stock in OECD countries. This chapter actually answers the first main 

question of the thesis, i.e. what is the impact of the VC stock on the total-factor 

productivity? In this study, the VC stock represents entrepreneurial expérience and 

the venture capital funds of the country. 

This chapter shows that , in several respects, VC can be considered to be similar to 

expérimental development performed by large firms. Their R&D activities are indeed 
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relatively similar to the activities that are perforraed in small irmovative companies. 

-This-ehapter-eonst4t-utes-a-first-atternpt-to-evaiTiate~the~econï)mi"^^^^ 

The econometric results confïrm our theoretical hypothesis that VC contributes to 

growth through two main channels. The first one is the introduction of new products 

and processes on the inarket. The second one is the development of an improved 

absorptive capacity of the knowledge generated by private and public research 

institutes. 

Another important resuit of this chapter is the relatively large social return to VC. It 

is indeed much larger than the return of business or public R&D, probably due to a 

high risk premium and potential spillovers or knowledge externalities. Furthermore, a 

high VC intensity increases the économie impact of private and public R&D capital 

stocks. In other words, VC improves the "crystallisation" of knowledge into new 

products and processes. 

According to our estimâtes, VC must be considered as an additional factor explaining 

variations in économie performance. In line with Audretsch and Keilbach's (2003) 

conclusions, our empirical results confirm Baumol's conjecture tha t entrepreneurial 

activity accounts for a significant part of the "unexplained" residual in the traditional 

production function. 

An area for further research would be to create a larger database, broader in two 

respects. First ly, adding more récent years would enable to analyse the effect of new 

technologies that are increasingly high-tech. Secondly, completing the database with 

observations detailed at a régional level would allow identifying the VC impact on 

M F P more precisely. 

"VC dépends on several factor s, including technological 

opportunities " 

The second topic of this dissertation concerns the development of a theoretical model 

of the factors affecting the demand and supply of VC. Indeed, chapter 3 identifies the 

main déterminants of venture capital intensity in OECD countries in order to try to 

answer to the second question i.e. what factors explain the heterogeneity of VC 

intensity across countries? 
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After having developed a theoretical model that takes into account the supply-side 

-and—demand=side—variables—of—VG--intensity7~we~~sirault"a"nWusl3r~imiwluc^ iïr~fKë 

régressions traditional déterminants of VC and new potential déterminants such as the 

cost of capital, the level of entrepreneurship, and new proxies aiming to measure 

technological opportunities. 

The main conclusion of this chapter is that VC is pro-cyclical, i.e. it follows a similar 

évolution as the G D P growth rate. In periods of high growth, the flow of VC 

outperforms the G D P growth rate, and vice versa. This cychcal reaction of VC is 

reduced by the degree of labour market rigidities. A high level of labour market 

rigidity reduces the positive impact of GDP growth on VC intensity, as well as the 

positive impact of the knowledge capital stock on VC. 

The most important contribution of this third chapter to the existing literature is to 

show that indicators of technological opportunity are critical for VC development. The 

stock of knowledge available and the number of high value patents (triadic patents) 

influence significantly the amount of VC invested in a national economy. The positive 

impact of the stock of knowledge is strongly reinforced in countries where the rate of 

entrepreneurship is very high. 

Fur ther research could try to incorporate educational da ta in the panel. Indeed, 

demand for VC mainly cornes from Technology-Based Small Firms (TBSF). High-

technology start-ups are developed only if there is appropriate and sufficient human 

capital to generate new ideas. Therefore, a highly educated human capital in an 

economy is probably associated with higher venture capital activities. One possibility 

is to use the number of patent applications as a proxy for human capital endowment, 

as Schertier (2003) did with the European Pa ten t Office (EPO). However, in our view, 

the patent variable (i.e. patents applied at the United States Patent and Trademark 

Office, the Japanese Pa ten t Office and the European Patent Office) is more a proxy 

for technological opportunity than for éducation. A more appropriate human capital 

endowment could be the measurement of educational at tainment by levels of schooling 

like in Barro and Lee (1993, 1996, 2001). 

Another area for further research would be to test other possible déterminants of VC 

intensity to complète the model. The strength of the IPR System or the degree of 

deregulation of the economy could, for example, be added. Moreover, another 

dépendent variable than the VC intensity could be tested, such as the deal flow (the 
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number of investments introduced in funds of investment). Contrarily to the volume of 

4nvest-ments—approached—by—the~V6—intensity7~this~vari"abiB'~~ctllows measuring t'hë" 

quanti ty of opportunity. 

"Spin-offs contribute to employment growth in TBSF" 

As explained in the introduction of this work, entrepreneurship is perceived by ail 

policy makers as a crucial factor underlying économie growth. Indeed, innovative 

entrepreneurial activity contributes to the quality of life, the employment and 

économie growth. Therefore, the second part of this dissertation focused on 

employment in Belgian TBSF. 

In order to answer the third question of this work, (i.e. what is the rôle of universities 

in the development of employment in the TBSF?), we have reviewed the empirical 

literature on firms' performances and launched a survey of TBSF in Belgium. One 

objective of this research was to create a new database of Belgian TBSF as to better 

understand the key socioeconomic déterminants of entrepreneurial activity and the 

extent to which T B S F face important constraints in raising fmancial resources in 

Belgium. A unique dataset composed of answers from 103 small Belgian technology-

based firms established between 1985 and 2002 has been created. 

The main characteristics of companies in the sample are studied in chapter 5. The first 

resuit is tha t employment and profits net of taxation foUow différent trends. Indeed, 

employment may decrease while results after taxes may rêmain constant. Only few 

companies enjoy a growth in both employment and results after taxes between 1998 

and 2003. 

A second important resuit is tha t technology transfers are very important in high-tech 

companies particularly in relationship to universities. According to Capron and 

Cincera (2003), information from universities appears to be very important in Belgium 

as compared to the European average. Our analysis of Belgian TBSF confirms the 

close relation between high-tech companies and universities: 32 companies out of the 

sample have been created on the basis of university research. Moreover, more than 50 

percent of the firms active in R&D are involved in active coopération with a higher 

éducation institution. 
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A third resuit of chapter 5 is that internai finance in the form of personal funds and 

-funds-fronî-family-and-friends-are--the-prirnaTy-source~of~capitai"^o^ 

Company in Belgium. Entrepreneurs rely on their own personal savings in 84 percent 

of cases. Commercial bank loans are the secondary source of financing. It is interesting 

to note that this par t of external financing (debt-fînance) exceeds the combined angel 

funds and venture capital funds (equity-finance). Concerning the VC funds, this 

chapter shows that the reliance on VC funding is hindered by différent factors. For 

more than 55 percent of the TBSF, VC is difficult to use because of the unwillingness 

of VC firms to provide small amounts of capital, their lack of interest in early stage 

investments, and their expectation of high rates of return and quick exit. As accessing 

necessary VC funds seems to be challenging for many companies, it is important to 

propose actions the government could take to improve the situation. The next section 

of this concluding chapter discusses possible avenues to stimulate the supply-side and 

the demand-side of VC. 

A fourth resuit concerns the entrepreneurs themselves. 80 percent of entrepreneurs 

have a university degree and 42 percent hold post-graduate degrees (i.e. master's, and 

doctorate). High éducation therefore seems to be an important channel to stimulate 

Belgians to s tar t innovative enterprises. 

The more gênerai question of the rôle played by universities for TBSF employment is 

empirically studied in the last chapter of the thesis. Chapter 6 actually investigates 

the rôle of universities in the employment performance of Belgian technology-based 

small firms. Taking universities into account is a major contribution to the literature 

on the déterminants of employment growth in small companies. The empirical study 

uses the original survey da ta described in chapter 5 on 103 TBSF operating in 

Belgium in 2002. The quanti tat ive analysis is based on a sample of 87 companies for 

which ail the da ta were available. 

Surprisingly, as far as the educational level of the entrepreneur is concerned, no 

conclusive resuit is obtained. This might be due to the specificity of our sample (with 

80% of the surveyed entrepreneurs/founders of TBSF being well educated, i.e. holding 

at least a university or a master degree). 

The results presented in this chapter suggest that an additional source of inconsistency 

may be driven by the econometric method used to perform the estimâtes. Indeed, 

reducing the heterogeneity in the sample of small high-tech firms induces a sharp drop 
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in the significance of the parameters. As TBSF are by définition highly volatile, with 

-some-displaying—extTeniely—good—performaTices-while~othersndiBïCppear fâst and~t'hë 

majori ty seems to 'survive', we must stay very careful in drawing conclusions. 

Fur ther research could concentrate on two points. Firstly, the TBSF database could 

be converted into a panel database so that the company development could be 

monitorêd. Indeed, more jobs might be created after a time of adaptation to 

technology. Moreover, very young companies are principally based on high-tech 

knowledge, but people with competencies in technologies may be less capable in 

management, at least in the short term. Secondly, it would be very interesting to 

survey the companies at the establishment of their activities because a lot of 

companies disappear in the very first years of their existence. Surveying the companies 

at an earlier stage will enable to avoid the survival bias identified in many empirical 

studies. 

7.2. Policy implications 

The results presented above have a number of important implications for policy 

makers. The literature in gênerai and this thesis in particular show the importance of 

VC and TBSF in the development of the economy. VC has a positive macroeconomic 

impact on productivity and the development of TBSF has a positive impact on both 

productivity and on the rest of the economy. In Belgium, both could be more 

developed. Since the promotion of TBSF as agents of the New Economy has become a 

major policy objective of most developed nations, this section concentrâtes on how 

policy could be used to promote VC and the development of TBSF. 

Governments can intervene in both the demand and the supply of entrepreneurship 

and VC. Intervention in both cases may be différent, but the objective is quite similar. 

European countries have to boost entrepreneurial initiatives and promote a bigger 

venture capital industry in order to better compete with the United States and Japan 

in the création of new firms and new jobs. As explain in the introduction, it is 

important to develop favourable conditions in Europe and governments have several 

ways to intervene in the économie process. 
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"The supply-side of entrepreneurial activity" 

First, governments may act on the capacity and characteristics of potential 

entrepreneurs. Since the entrepreneurial éducation plays an important rôle in the 

création of new high-tech companies, governments can act on the éducation system 

and the training of potential entrepreneurs. Indeed, a restricting factor to the création 

of new companies is the availability of compétent people to become entrepreneurs. 

Rasmussen and Sorheim (2005) argue that universities can address this need by 

increasing the motivation and compétence of their graduâtes to become key persons in 

innovative and entrepreneurial activity. Holloway (2000) notes that contrary to what 

is done in Europe the best method of teaching entrepreneurship is through the analysis 

of case studies. According to him, if we want to change the culture and mentalities, ail 

the courses related to the création of companies must provide students with images of 

entrepreneurs who succeeded. According to Rasmussen and Sorheim, the 

entrepreneurial éducation has to become more action-oriented in order to emphasize 

learning by doing, in contrast to traditional teaching individuals. In other words, 

educational programs and training in entrepreneurship must be more action-oriented 

and should be strongly promoted by the government. 

Second, European countries have to increase the aspiration and willingness of people 

to become entrepreneurs. But the entrepreneurial culture of a country is a very 

difficult thing to change. As the statistics of chapter 5 show, the bureaucratie burden 

associated with the création and the growth of a Company should be reduced. 

Authorities should also introduce entrepreneurial knowledge in the educational system 

to accustom the students to the concepts of entrepreneurship. This could change the 

culture and contributes to the development of students ' spirit of undertaking. 

Third , policy makers can act on the risk-reward profile of entrepreneurship. For tha t 

purpose they have amongst other things to work on the bankruptcy législation. 

Indeed, Surlemont et al. (1999) remind that it may be constructive to provide 

entrepreneurs with a better incentive system such as lower tajces, less bureaucracy and 

more flexibility. Nevertheless, they explain that the most binding constraints against 

Company création may be related to failure. Their paper a t tempts to identify features 

of national bankruptcy législations as drivers of or constraints to entrepreneurial 

behaviour, analysing the relationship between on the one hand the rates of company 

création and of bankruptcy and on the other hand the characteristics of the 
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bankruptcy législation. Failure is part of the environment of entrepreneurship and 

-niany-eount-ries-stilHack-effective-personal~bankrupt'cy~la:ws7~Arc^^ 

et ai, the environment dffered to many entrepreneurs in Europe is risk heavy and 

reward poor, dampening potential entrepreneurial behaviour. It is commonly known 

that a significant number of companies will not be successful. One of the main 

différences in how entrepreneurship is considered in Europe and the United States is 

the acceptance of failure. Surlemont et al. and Hellmann (2000) explain that in Anglo-

Saxon Systems, everyone agrées that failure is not always fully the responsibility of the 

entrepreneur. Therefore, entrepreneurs with proven compétence and managerial 

capacities often will be given a second or a third chance. In European countries, the 

responsibility is often at t r ibuted to the individual and the entrepreneurial effort. 

According to Surlemont et al, such approach, if instinctively appealing, is also utterly 

non-constructive, preventing the initiation of high risk but potentially extremely high 

reward ventures. The bankruptcy in Europe needs to be regarded differently, as a 

learning opportunity and not just a great failure encountered by the entrepreneur. A 

first step to change this mentality might be to improve bankruptcy législation in 

European countries. 

"The supply-side of venture capital" 

Authorities can also act on the availability of resources to entrepreneurs. Developing 

VC in a country is important as it has been shown in the literature that they have a 

positive macroeconomic impact on technological innovations. Moreover, chapter 2 of 

this dissertation has also shown the importance of VC for total productivity. Thèse 

results therefore call for innovative policy instruments aiming a t the stimulation of the 

participation of VC funds available on the market. Moreover, the literature has 

strongly associated the growth of high-tech young firms to the existence of a developed 

and vigorous venture capital industry. Discussions on capital for young but high 

potential firms tend to focus on the limitations in the provision of VC (Lockett, 

Murray and Wright , 2002). 

In this thesis, our results call for the encouragement of direct public interventions as a 

complément to private venture capital. This is confirmed by Leleux and Surlemont 

(2003) who argue tha t public direct interventions, irrespective of their rationale, 

appear to be bénéficiai to the industry as a whole. Indeed, public involvement seems 
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to cause greater amounts of money to be invested in the industry as a whole. 

-However—t-heir-analysis-shows-that-public~interven1non~in'1:^^^^ 

tends to be the conséquence of the industry development rather than its cause. They 

argue tha t pubhc sector participation tends to cause larger amounts to be raised for 

venture capital investments overall. Moreover, they explain that public venture 

capitalists tend to invest more often in later-stage deals in industries with large human 

resource needs. 

Finally, authorities can act on the supply of VC by using other policies such as 

modifying the pension System in Europe. According to Belke, Fehn and Foster (2003), 

the pension System could be capitalized to a greater extent and pension funds could be 

allowed to invest parts of their assets in VC firms. Based on the US example, this 

should strongly enhance the development of the VC market in continental Europe. 

Unfortunately, in this thesis, as we do not know the origin of the VC funds, the 

econometric analysis of the third chapter could not test the pension funds impact on 

VC intensity. 

"The demand-side of venture capital" 

Since VC has a positive macroeconomic impact on productivity, the stimulation of VC 

in a country is important . Moreover, we have shown that demand-side factors have to 

be taken into account. In chapter 3, we have found that the most important factors 

affecting the demand of VC are the stock of knowledge, innovative output proxied by 

the number of triadic patents and the level of entrepreneurial activity. More intense 

technological opportunities and research efforts have a positive and significant impact 

on the level of VC intensity as well. Therefore, both public and private research 

should be encouraged in order to stimulate the demand of VC. Moreover, the property 

of highly valued intellectual assets seems to stimulate the demand for VC. Therefore, 

patent appHcations must be encouraged. The survey of TBSF in Belgium shows that 

the cost of patenting, limited financial and human resources, lack of in-house 

compétence, lack of secrecy, imitation, low value création because of no development, 

and administration costs negatively affect the patenting process. A majority of 

entrepreneurs find that the level of patenting fees and costs of protection are too high. 

Experts in this mat ter should probably focus on this issue. 
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Others possibilities for the pubhc sector to improve the demand of VC are to act on 

-t-he—labour—niarket—rigidities—aTid--to~T)rom'ote~entrepren'eurra;l~^ Concerning" 

labour market rigidities, our s tudy of the déterminants of VC intensity has shown that 

the level of labour market rigidities plays an important role. It reduces the positive 

impact of the stock of knowledge and the GDP growth rate on the intensity in VC of 

a country. Stratégies aimed at exerting leverage on thèse factors would require 

adjus tment in structural policies on the labour market, the impact of which can only 

become apparent in the long run. 

Another way for the public sector to impact the VC market is to promote the level of 

entrepreneurial activity. Indeed, a strong entrepreneurial culture improves the positive 

effect of the stock of knowledge on VC intensity. Moreover TBSF help guarantee the 

fu ture économie performance of an industry or a nation. Indeed, high-tech companies 

generate knowledge, compétence and a demand for quality services and intermediate 

products that have significant repercussions on the rest of the economy. 

"The demand-side of entrepreneurial activity" 

Since they create technological opportunities, ail the policies aimed at fostering 

research are important. Therefore, another possible way for governments to promote 

high-tech entrepreneurship is through the development of university spin-offs. As 

explained by Nlemvo et al. (2002), one of the most promising ways to transfer research 

results to the market place is the création of académie spin-offs. Chapter 5 has also 

revealed the importance of technology transfers between universities and TBSF. In the 

USA, the phenomenon has been popularised by the development of the Silicon Valley 

and Route 128. Therefore, Nlemvo et al. provide some guidelines to organise 

instruments such as liaison offices, entrepreneurship centres, venture capital funds and 

incubators in and around universities, in an effort to spur entrepreneurship and favour 

the création of value from académie research in Europe. 
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"The need for data" 

Finally, we argue that governments should initiate the development and the updating 

of a national database on TBSF in addition to the previously identified actions on the 

supply- and the demand-side of both VC and entrepreneurial activity. A drawback 

and constant barrier to micro-economic analysis of TBSF is the availability of data. 

Such a database would systematically include data on the three main factors of 

development of TBSF: the framework conditions including the R&D activities of firms, 

the financing and the founders. By allowing a better understanding of the problems 

faced by thèse companies, the database would help finding appropriate solutions to 

support them in the future. At the moment of création of a company (when a VAT 

number is a t t r ibuted) , the founders could be asked to fiU out a questionnaire on the 

framework conditions and the financing of this new company, as well as on their own 

profile. The results would be stored in a database, preferably managed by a central 

authori ty and would enable to monitor the development of entrepreneurial activities. 
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Chapter 9 - Appendices 

9.1. Appendix - The économie impact of ventm^e capital 

Construction of the data 

VC. 
SVC, = '- (2.3\I.) 

' 1 - / 1 ( 1 - c J ) ( ^ 4 7 

where SVC, = VC capital stock at time t. 

VC, = VC investment at time t. 

S = Dépréciation rate (constant over time). 

A = and rj is the mean annual rate of growth of vc,. 

As the dépression rate is less than 1, the higher À, the smaller is the denominator of 

Equation 2.3'.4. In the following table (Table A.2.1), we présent the multiplicator À, 

computed for each dépréciation rate. 

Table A.2.1: Multiplicator with différent dépréciation rates of VC stock 

X =1/(1+11) 

Country ô = 15% 6 = 30% ô = 45% ô = 60% 

Austréilia 8.49 3.66 2.33 1.71 

Belgium 4.10 2.65 1.96 . 1.55 

Canada 2.72 2.09 1.69 1.42 

Deninark 4.24 2.70 1.98 1.56 

Finland 2.71 2.08 1.69 1.42 

France 5.37 3.03 2.11 1,62 

Germany 3.12 2.27 1.78 1.47 

Ireland 4.54 2.80 2.02 1.58 

Italy 4.99 2.93 2.07 1.60 

Japan 4.62 2.82 2.03 1.58 

Netherlciuds 3.68 2.50 1.89 1.52 

Norway 2.04 1.72 1.49 1.32 

Spéùn 4.61 2.82 2.03 1.58 

Sweden 4.00 2.62 1.94 1.55 

United Kiugdom 5.88 3.16 2.16 1.64 

United States 4.24 2.70 1.98 1.56 

Sources: Biised on EVCA and O E C D 
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Robustness of the model 

In the following table, we have used 3 différent sarnples. Column 1 reproduces the 

results from the most appropriate estimâtes which include the three sources of 

knowledge, the two control variables, as well as country and time dummies. This 

sample is an unbalanced one. The sample of column 2 is also an unbalanced one; 

furthermore we omitted the countries for which we had few data (i.e. Japan, Begium, 

Canada and Australia). Column 3 présents the results with a feasible GLS 

spécification (Beck and Katz estimator) correcting for both cross-section 

heteroscedasticity and contemporaneous corrélation. Column 4 shows results for a 

balanced sample with the same 12 countries as in column 2 and 3. 

Table A.2.2: Multifactor productivity estimation results in log-levels with 
différent sarnples 

Dépendent variable: Log M F P 

Régress ions 1 2 3 4 

T h e economet r ic m e t h o d GLS GLS GLS GLS 
Beck and Katz 

Log V e n t u r e capi ta l stoclc (t-1) 5 = 30% LSVC 0.009*** 0.011*** 0.009*** 0.011*** 

(2.92) (3.31) (2.53) (3.33) 

Log Business R & D capi ta l s tock (t-1) LSBRD 0.199*** 0.199*** 0.204*** 0.187*** 

(12.18) (11.77) (11.60) (10.59) 

Log Publ ic R & D capi ta l s tock (t-2) LSPRD 0.136*** 0.115** 0.160*** 0.109** 

(2.92) (2.19) (3.59) (2.03) 

Cont ro l var iab les 

E m p l o y m e n t ra te g rowth ( t ) 0.629*** 0.559*** 0.781*** 0.571*** 

(3.57) (3.19) (169) (3.41) 

G e r m a n réunif icat ion d u m m y (t) -0.012 -0.007 -0.011 -0.007 

(-0.34) (-0.197) (-0.28) (-0.190) 

Country-spec i f ic in tercept Yes Yes Yes Yes 

T i m e dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ad jus t ed R-squared 0.971 0.943 0.947 0.938 

Unbalanced Unbalanced Unbalanced Balanced 
sample sample sample s amp le 

16 count r ies 12 count r ies 12 countr ies 12 count r ies 

1990-2001 1990-2001 1990-2001 1990-1999 

148 obs. 131 obs. 131 obs. 120 obs. 

Note : Pane l da ta . * Indica tes t h e paranie ters t h a t are s ignif icant a t a 10% probabi l i ty th reshold , ** 5% 
probab i l i ty threshold and *** 1% probabi l i ty threshold. T-S ta t i s t i c s in parenthèses . 
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The results of thèse régressions are not significantly différent from the results 

presented in chapter 2. Tha t means that the inclusion of the four countries with the 

smallest temporal coverage (Australia, Belgium, Canada and Japan) does not change 

the significance and the sign of the coefficients obtained with the largest saniple. 
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9.2. Appendix - TBSF: Empirical implementation and survey in 

Belgium 

The sources of information and access links used to create the company address book 

are the foUowing: 

1. ) Belgian universities spin-off comyany listings: 

Université Libre de Bruxelles 
(http://www.ulb.ac.be/preview/rech/spin-off/index.html) 

Vrije Universitiet Brussel 
(http://rd-ir.vub.ac.be/valorisatie/KickOff7okt03/KickQff7okt03 BDG.pdf) 

Universitiet Antwerpen 
(http://www.ua.ac.be/main.asp?c=*ENG&n=745) 

Universitiet Gent 
(http://www.ugent.be/en/research/technologv%20transfer/industrv) 

Katholieke Universitiet Leuven 
(http://www.kuleuven.ac.be/lrd/about/mission.html) 

Université catholique de Louvain 
(http://www.parc.ucl.ac.be/locked/enindex_frg.html) 

Université de Liège 
(http://www.ulg.ac.be/entreprises/english/valorisation/spin-off-acceuil.html) 

Universiteit Limburg 
(http://www.luc.ac.be/onderzoek/interfacedienst/luc spinoff.asp) 

2. ) Interuniversity organizations spin-off listing: 

Park Scientific de l 'ULB 
(http://www.ulb.ac.be/preview/rech/parcs/index.html) 

Flanders Interuniversity Institute for Biotechnology-VIB 
(http://www.vib.be/VIB/EN/) 

Interuniversity MicroElectronics Center-IMEC 
(http://www.imec.be/wwwinter/business/listspinoff.shtml) 

3. ) Trade organizations and associations membership directories: 

Belgian Venturing Association-BVA 
(http://www.bvassociation.org/) 

Belgian Multi-Sector Fédération for the Technology Industry-AGORIA 
(http://www.agoria.be/gen-en/home-en.htm) 
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Fédération of Chemical Industries of Belgium-FEDICHEM 
(http://www.fedichem.be/EN/AFF/affen.htm) 

Belgian Biotechnology Association-BBA 
(http://www.bba-bio.be/common/bba members list.asp) 

European Venture Capital Association-EVCA 
(http://www.evca.com/html/member_search.asp) 

European Space Agency-ESA 
(http://smed.esa.int/) 

Union of Industrial and Employers' Confédérations of Europe-UNICE 
(www.unice.org) 

4-) Incubators and technology park companies: 

Liège Science Park 
(http://www.ulg.ac.be/entreprises/english/parc/index.html) 

Antwerp Innovation Centre n.v Research park Waterfront 
(http://www.antwerpinnovation.com) 

Flanders Science and Technology Parks 
(http://www.gomantwerpen.be/engels/e_pub/fbn/archief/winter2QQl.html) 

Wallonia Science Parks 
(http://www.investinwallonia.be/an/biotechnologie/potentielQl.htm 

MBrussels (incubator) Village 
(http://www.m-brussels.com/) 

Technopol 
(http ://technopol • lrt.be/) 

Wallonia Région "4x4 Entrepreneur" Workshop Participants (2202): Participating company 
listings 

(http://www.4x4entreprendre.be/) 

5.) BEL-FIRST, Belgian companies database 
Bel-First: Belgian Companies Information Database CD and DVD (Bureau van Dijck) 
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Survey questionnaire in English 

( O M IDI.M IAI 

SURVEY; TECHNOLOGV-BASED SMALL I IRMS ( T B S F S ) IN BELGIL M 

Wi; wtHiiJ likc u» lakc this »ppi>rtunu\ u> lhank >oii l'or iifccpiiiig u> he a part ol îhis NaiiD.'ivviUt.- simes on 
tccliii()î()!i>-b;!Si;il siuall lînns frB.Sl-s) conducuxl b\ Solvav IJiisiiitss SCIKH)!. (..'iiivcrsilc' Libre l̂ rii\clles. 

riiL' priniar}' objcc-tivcs ol iliis ,sluj\ arc to iiiiJcrsuiiiil ilio kcy siK-ii)-oa«i<)inii: ilcscrniinaDis »!' 
eiurcprciK'iirial acli\ iiy ainl ihc cxtoiit lo wliicli l'IlSl-'s l'ace iinportLiiii cimslraiius in raisinu linaïK'ial resourccs in 
Ik'lgium. l'ho rccomnicnJalions oi'lhis stsjil\ shall hi.' iised ID L-niiancc our ciin'cm atlv ison -.vork lo varions l.tcljiian 
i;i)v\.'ninii;iil and iiilern.iîiuiial aiientics includiiii! ihe [iiiropcaii (.oiiinn'ssiu!! aiui OI.X.'l). 

Kcspiindcul, pltM.sc coiiifilvlc: 

Namc: lirm: l'osirion: 
Tel: K-mail: l'aM 

l*.\RT 1 - ( ( ) M r \ N \ I M O K M A T I O N 

i.l. Pl&3se Complète for Your Finv: 
tilv: C,ode: L 1 !—i 

2. ̂ tïari»! [•.sï'.ïhîishiriCiit; ^ | | ] ) VATN„mber:| | i H_J_J. J _LI_J 
i .euai 1 onii: O >,"/ / Z> SA Cl U'itcrtpls. SiKn'yi. 

-1. Aulhori/.cJ {'apilal al ilie liiiK- onislablislinioni (>000 l'uro): 
n Kl 149 ~} 15(1 d 250 550 O .V/<))V ihilll 55il 

5. Main Seelor cif Acii\ity: Mm. iiiiu'liinii\i Servi 
.AcrospïiLX' O 
(.'oniptiters ami oOlcc machiiicr> • O 
fiicclronics anJ iclocDininuiiiLîiîioiis .-J o 
l'haraiaceiiticals o 
Sciciuii'ic instiUHicnLS n o 
rjcetrieal machinejy 3 o 
(.tiemicalii •n o 
Ndii-electricai machiner) D o 
Motor \ diitles anJ oiher transport eqtiipment -\ o 
Ollier (p!s. speviij. (: _ _ o 

Total StairSize; 2il(l2 
l .ess ilian 5 • a 
5 - 10 • a • 
! 1 - 25 • • Ci 
26 - 5<> a • • 
Vioiv than 50 n G 

7. .Aimual Turnover'l'oia! Sales Revenue ( l-.um): 2<m 20»! 2ni!2 
l.es.s tlian l.OOO.iKH) • • 
i.ooo.doo-j.yoy.yw n • • 
;.!)Ot).l)00 - .(.')')').')<>') • • a 
5.000.000 - •7.lK)l>.(!0(l a • • 
More lhan ".000.000 a • G 

8. Anniial Walantc Sliecl Total (T'iim): 2111)! 2H02 
Less lhan 1.000.000 O a G 
l.OOO.OOO • 2.'W.'>W n a G 
.vOOO.OOO-5.000.000 a • G . 
More llian 5.0(i(j,000 • • G 

y. NunilxT oT l'oiinder.s al ihe lime ot'Tistahlisiiîneru: 
o ^ - j 5 4 a y 6 n 7 s 3 y fure .'/.'<;.>! .V 
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Chapter 9 - Appendices 

( ( )M IDICM IAI. 

n Si'pumla.i 
• Brifiscis-l'apiiii! 

• Oihe; 

luoiilhs 

• Siippi O (Mii'risfh'ci/)'): 

Ph.D. Dociorcitc 
l'ost Doctorale 
Oiiii'i- (piy.xpcci/r): 

l 'AUr 3 I.M'Rr,l 'RI.M:iiR|rii is l':irl Shdulil lie ( oiii|)kl».tl In Ono ofllu- Iniiiiilf rs/l-iilicmtiKiir'J 
3.1 Entrepreneur: 
1. Agi;; i _ I _ j 

2. (ïcndcr: ûl l-enuiU'. • Mak 
3. Miiriuii Slimis: • Sin»k • Mmrkd 
4. iV'rmancm Rcsidenco: • Fhnu/erx • Walhnki 
5. Sc io t l ihc Appii>priiiio IX-finiliuii l'or your llstabiishnrcnl 

• Slari-îi/y O C.'orponiic Spi/i~i:ijf . O tjfuvcrsilys/iin-t/ff' 
6. S d c c i ihe oriuin Oî'IIK' idoa rcsi ikcd iii ihu csLabli.shmeiU o f y o u r n c w i'uiiv. 

• lihiepc/nk'nr l'LTSoïKiî Ri'scujv/i D University/Public R^LWcii 
• linsiiiess l:xpi'rie»LX' ÛJ lins.'nes.s.ï'orpiinnis Rexeurcii 
O J/si' tt/'rt Techiiolog}- ExploiwJ Abnuid • Of/'/cv {pis.speci/yj: 

Diiralion f n i o m h s ) hL'twcon Ihe gciK'sis ul llic idc;i :!nd lise i icw csUiblishnicnl 

S. ScicL'l i issockil ion ol' l'inindcrx wi lh c a t h inhcr. 

• l'aiiuly • /•'ritiut's • (,V;-ir<>rfc-v.v 
9, l l i i ihcsl lX'grt;i,vDipîoinu ohia incd: 

• !fi;j!i'r cdticaliiin /t'.v.v /;7c//) 3 yeiirs • 
• (Inivi^r^ity • 
• Mas/c'rx • 

1(1. Nuiisi,- « l ' ihc Ins î i tmc o f t h c I f ial ics i Dcii ivc obuiiiK-d: 

I !. 1 it-îd ot 'Sludy/Kducal iDn: 

• Phy:!!cs ChcmLshy-Biolofj^v • 
• Oihcr F.n}>iiK'i;rht)> • 
• Skiiui;2y!i!i'n! ISusiiicss lû'Otioinics • 
O Agrlctihun; îl 

12. Mavc v'oii i'olknved wiiy eistrcprcnourship skiils a)urst.'s? 

U" Ycs , plca.'^i; i a d i t a l o Ycai': j j | | _ J Naiiic; 

1.5. I.)()t.'s y'itur Tatlii-'r hu\"c a 1 l igher EducaliiHi-'î, ni\«:'rsil\' dcgifi.':' 

14. Profess ion ol" l'athcr: 

• f'nircpi\'iii-iir • Se!j-['.ii!!iiim'il 
O Worker:Employée O Acadeniic'Tcefdmg 
eu Cavcriiiiieiii Pidy'tc Service • (. onwaie- Mimaneinera 

15. l'IiK's yiHir Moihur i iavc a I MUIKT l-idut-alion/Univcrsity dcgrci;'.' 

16. Profcssion o l 'Moihcr : 

• fùiirepn-neiir • Selj-l:mj.>!<>yt:d 
• IVarkiriEmployci! • AcitJemicJTniKhint: 
• (jowrnmem/PuhlicScrrkf • ('nipomii'- MtimiiieitiL'ïn 

n . Total ycars o i ' c m p l o y m o n t bcli.ire cntrcproîK'iirship: • 0 G / 

IX. 1 ornK'r [•jnployinv.'iil. pka.sc sc lcc l : • Eiill-time 

19. l'icid ot .Activilv bcliMC entroprcnciii-sliip: 

L1 Maniifaciaring • fiL-xeurch A IX'veiiipMieni 
C!] CtMs^iiiinfj: • Finance A Aecountiiin 
• (lenend Mniiciiienieni 

l .ast l 'osiiioii hcloru ciilrcpruncursliip: 

• lioi.ird Mi'.mbcr • Shan'lialdcr-Purmcr 
• IJnivi;rsily ' liesecirch Cenrre Rcsi'iinher 
• ijnpioyx'c • 0 / ) tT iph.spedly): 

NumhtTot ' en îp loy t ' c s managcd beforc enircprenciirsliip: 

• l.esxilhinl» • // D 5! • un) 

E!ecn icaL Flec!ronkx Teciin<)!(>i>y En^iiwcrinn 
Skiihemaiivs'hi'onnatkx 
Médiane: i cJeriimy Sciences't'Itarmai-mtkal 
Oiiier (p's'.xpeci/y): 

• :V(.> 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

.7 

l'armer 
Ciinsuiliiig 
Ol/ter. 

)V.v 

Fariner 
Ct>ilStiiliil!i 
Olha-. 

• 
• 
• 

• Pari-I'sme 

Starkeiii!" A Sales 
Pnhik Rekilions 
Odicr fpix.sped/}-): 

• .\kirc didtt 6 
• SdflinipUjyed 

• Disrrihiiiion 
• TendtUv^ 

20. 
• Senior Manager 
• ('orporaie HA l) 

Académie persi>niiei 
Aihdvyt.'Considliiiu 

.'i Spiii-ûfF Loinpiny i;; .'lit Êiîcoipoiaietl cuir^r.etûîji eiitiEv \)\2x Jcriviift ;i ;iii>i(ÎÉ'icatîl piïrïitin of fi;î cOînineiviL^ ift.̂ ;ivi!sî,';i iVoin the applicî îioiî t:r use ol" i's 
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( ( ) M I D K M I.AI. 

s / 1 hhinL' llofllllim ftlti>f*v i> n t f *o I I n A 11 i ivii iKis't • • n • t u**.' Ixii* fiiirn Èin»h ^Ittft I I U L -

•j.Ai 1 iiiiiiK i>i 1:̂ 111 iii (.iitit-iiiciiiiiiidi niiiM>iiuiiitit.N KM iiiiïn fC(.n si>ifi~ifii.N UJ 

û «: 

s ï 

b 1 

1 

â i 
5 5!' 

I. D c v e l o p c d iranspurtaiion ne luorks . 1 n • 71 G 
2 . D e v e l o p c d iiliiitit.'s. ~i • • • G 
3. Cost oi'iiliîitiu.s. • • 71 G 
4. D c v c l o p c d comrnimical ion nctwoïk. 3 • • • G 
5. Cost i i f comnuiniouliiHîs. 71 • • 71 G 

6. Ava i lab i i i l y o t ' eomnier t ia l and pmfcss ional networks. ~S • • 71 G 
7. C o s l o C a m i i n c r c i a i aiul prolcssioiial i iolworks. 3 • • 71 G 
X. Ava i lab i i i l y ot 'spccial i / .cd business analvsts tor l i iel i- icch dc \ i-'loiimcnl. • • • • G 
9. Mull i l ingi ial and miihiculUiral paiptc. 71 i71 • 71 G 
10. Personal ina>me ia.\ systciis. 1 G • • G 
! 1. Corporaïc ta.\ .sysicni. ~i O • • G 
12. Soc ia ! st.^ciirily and ucl iari ; sy.slciii. ~i • n 71 G 
13. .'Vdïïiinislration id publ i t dcparlnicni.v'aiiciicivS. • • • • 71 

14, C i u \ c m m c i i l A: piibiic policios. • • G G 
15. ( lOvornment'puWie lunds availabic t'or Research & D c v c l o p m t n l . • • G G 
16. l ochniiloLLy Regit>ns.''Seicnce l'arks. • • • G 
17. .AdminislralioÈi or in l e l l ee sua l Propcrly Rights . patents. • • G G 
IX. Cost o freg i s ln i l iDn oi lnlelleci.ual IVopeny Kighis. patents. 71 • • G G 
19. Nui i iber ul S e i e n e e and '! eehnii ioyy graduâtes . • • • G G 
20. f ransters betwcei î iiniversities-'pnblie lahs and iiidnsirics. 71 • • G G 
21 . Tec[inok>Lîy ineubalors . • • G G 
22 . N e t w o r k s ariionu industries. • • • G G 
2.'î. .Appiied researeh at îhe liigher edueaiion institiites. n • G G 
24. Researeh & D e v e l o p m e n t al induslry le\ el . 71 • • G G 

3 .3 . 1 coii.sidvi" thm my c o n i p a n y is a hiuh tceh firiii a n d : 

1. I p e r e e i \ e n i y s c l f l i a v i n g entrepresieurial abil i t ies . • • • Cl G 

2. \'f)' niasn motî^ ation ttt ereate my o u n etjmpatiy is lo deveSop an idea. LJ .—1 

7>. My main mot ivat ion to ereale tny ovvii eompany is to be my l ' u n hoss . -3 • • G G 
4 . My main mot iva l ion to ereate niy own eonipatty is lo eam more tiioney. D G G 
5. My m a i n moi iva l ion to ereate niy ovvn compiiny is lo lînd a proiess iona! aeti \ i iy LJ CI Cl 
<). My main mot ivat ion to ereaie my o u n eoinpai iy is Ihe attraetioti for ihe risk. • • • G G 

7. Startinu up a stew establisl imeii! is a lîiee e x p c r i e n e e and !'m ready to do il again. 71 • • G G 

3 .4 . M v o b j e c t i v e s at Karlv D e v c l i i n m e n t Staue « f m v iiijih tccli firm arc: 

!. Iniprtivo otir existit ig produets/ser\ ites. • • • G G 
2. I n i p m v e o u r e x i s i i n g proee.s.scs. • • • G G 
3. D e v e l o p addiiiontil ne^v producirs. • • G G 
4. D e v e i o p additional n e w proee.sses 71 71 G G 
5. D e v e i o p additional nc\v sei"\ ices. • • • G G 
(y. Chani ie . ' i inpnne ori;;inisalional slruetiire. • • • G G 
7. (. h a n g e . ' i m p n n e iriaruii^ement intoniiatioii .Systems. • G G 
8. Train.'ediicate worki'oree. 71 a G G 
9. 1.-liminate brain drain irom oiir woi-kliiree. • • G G 

THANK YOUî 

ï'itîf tïruiuï VAX l*(>n i:L.S9l^kGJir: 

Stilvav (" iuiir uï" Uimiv.jiion 

Astnd ROMAIN ;vi^<-^d nvi-:!u> S'<-
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C h a p t e r 9 - Append ices 

Survey questionnaire in French 

< O M II)I:NTII:I. 

K.NQDETE: T E C H N O L O G V - B A S E P S \ I A L L F I R M S Q B S F S ) EN BELGIQUE 

Nous voiidridns loiil d'iihorii siiistr iVUc occiLsion yiom vous rciMorcii.T d';iffcpli.T de prendre purl i\ tvitt.' 
t;nt|iiêic iialionalc sur les jx-iites emreprises de huuie iecIin(ili>yiL' menée piir i'I:ei)le de Coriimerce Soh ;iv. I Ll.V 

l.es objeel,srs priiieipaux de celle étude soin tie comprendre les déienniiiiiiUs siieKi-éeoiKmiiques de riiclivjié 
emrcpreiîeuri:ile ainsi 1.511e les di!'licii!té-s de récolte de fonds iiuxtiiielles sont fordromées les 'I BSTs eti Bel'fiique. 
l.cs reeo!iim;indiitii>iis issues de ecUc élude >erimr employées pour améliorer IKIS (lavmsN eonsuiuiiii's aemels pour 
le youvcriiemem l?eli;e el diverses aiieuecs iiilernatioiuiles. diml Ui (..ummissiou lluropéenne et l'OC. Dli. 

A lompléUT S \ P: 

Nom: i:iitreprise: roiielioii: 

lel: f:.-iii:iil: |-a\: 

l'AR TIL 1 - P R O I U. m. I . ' L M Kl ' I 'k lS i ; 

1.1. Votre entreprise : 
1. Adresse: Viiic; ( o d e P(<sîal: 
2. Annév de eréalioii; | | ] [_ | Numéro de 1 VA:LJ_ J__l U _ L 
.î. Sialiit léua! de votre 1 BSI' à sa crOaiioii : • ,S/w i' L3 .S'. I a Autre ipri'ciSL'Zi: 
1. ( apitui soeial (auliirisé) ù la création de l'entreprise (N()(K) riiroi: 

0 /'/ 149 g 150 24<i a 2. ïr) iîn • •is de 3!<0 
5. l'rineipal >etleiir d'acli\ isc 'HÙiClioil .'Vice' 

1. .Aérospatial • 
2. Ordiiialeur et matéric! de biireaii • 
3. Iileciro!iii.|ue el téléeominuniealion • 
-1. Industrie phanuaceutique • 
5. Instiiimenl.s scienliliques • 
6. Matériel électrique • 
7. Indusirie eliitnique • 
X. Matériel n>i!(-éleetrit|ue • 
9. Véliiciile miHorisé et autre éqiiipem eut de transport • 
10. Autre (pré-cise/): • 

6. Noiishre de persoiiues eisiplovées: 201)11 2lll!l 201)2 
Moins de 5 •3 a 
5 - 10 • • 
1 1 - 25 • • 
26 " 5-1) • G • 
l'ius de 50 • • 

7. ReveiHi u«lu! des \enies.'Cliit'lVe d'alTaircs (l.itiro) 21111" 2011! 2002 
Moins de I.OOD.OtlO • • • 
1.000.1)01) - 2 . ' W . > ) W • • 
. l O O O . D O i ) - • 4 . 9 9 9 . ' ) ' » • ~} a 
5 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 - 7 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 • a 
P l u s d e 7 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 • • 

X. Toiai du BiUm li.ùsro) 21.1011 21)111 21102 
M o i n s d e 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 a 3 • 
1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 - 2 . < ) ' W . ' W Cl • 
.-.OOO.OOO • 5.0(K).000 a a 
P l u s d e 5 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 ( 1 • Cl • 

''). Nombre d iLSSDciè.s-Tondaleure à lu création de reuii éprise: 

r j / • 2 a j -4 a 5-6 3 . ' - .S' 0 rni ï de S 

1 8 5 
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Chapter 9 - Appendices 

( OM II)I:MH.I. 

5. Sc le i i ionm.' / \ ( )s Soi irt i -s de tonds pour chaque él i ipc: Sectl Slart-»i> Karlv l'vnaiiNiiin 
l o n d s personnels • • O O 
1-otiJs lamiliaiix cl d ' a m i s "1 Cl O O 
IJanqiies 3 • O O 
Suhvei i l ions • d O O 
Programmes publies de Liaranlies baneaires 3 • O O 
Busiitess AngeLs D • O O 
Vcnture Capital 1 • O O 
l;ntreprises non inianeiéres 3 • O O 
Muist>n Mère (l'arenl C o m p a n y ) • • O O 
Bourse (l 'ublie Issue) Ti Ci O O 
Autres ( spoo i l i e / ) : I O O O 

2.2. -le n e n s c (luc le l ï i iu iKcnien l ha i i ea i i e IKMII' une s l a r t - u n hiL'Ii-teeh c o n n a î t 
I- •p 
£ S 

( (ue iques tlil'lleultcs il e u u s e i lu: ? » 

I- •p 
£ S 

hMir chiiciini.' Jt's aljîymutujm ci-ticxsoK.':. iiuliqihz \nin' AL Ciinl ou Dàm curiJ t'» plu<;iml un s ^ § 
"V" iliiii.s iii i-ohnuK' i!!';!ropri(k: 

K ?.. 1 
i . Muuqiie d'iiîl'ormaiioi! du marcbO cotiternam les proJuits'proeessus technologiques . • O • 1 • 
2. Manque de nos atlili-; taniiibles pour les garanties. • • n 3 3 
3. Manque d'tm historique de crédit de notre entreprise a \ e e une banque. • • • 3 3 
-4. Manque d ' cxpé i i e iKc manaiiérialc ou entrepreneuriale de notre entreprise. • • • 3 3 
5. Taible qualité de notre dentaisde et business plan. • • • 3 3 
6. l'aible é \ idetice de notre capacité à renthoiirser. • • 3 3 
7. t 'oiis du l inanecnicnt bancaire. • • • 3 3 
S. C ondi l ions de crédits bancaires. • • • 3 3 

l.entein' des proeessu.s de déc i s ions el de Tadministraiion dans les banques. • • n 3 3 
m . Manque de pei-soiinei et d 'uni tés spécialisées pour les entreprises. • • • 3 3 
1 1. Polit iques publiques l imitées pour promouvoir le l inancemcnt bancaire des ilrmes. • • • 3 3 
12. Administration et biireaticraiie des programmes publics. • • • 3 3 

1.'5. .Ave/.-vous empnin ié à ime banque pour votre entreprise hiiih-lech',' • Oui 3 Non 
."̂ i Oui . indiquez l 'année; | | j | | et le moiuant total (l iuro); 

I I. A \ e / . - v o u s pris part il des programmes publics de liaranties bancaires ? • Oui 3 Non 
Si Oui . i n d i q t i e / r a n i i é e : | j { | | et le uunitam total (lùiro): _ _ 

N o n i ( s ) de ces pro.;j;raninies de garanties d'emprunts: 

2.3. .le n e n s e uue le Imi ineen ien i niir Venturc ( iinititl ( V ( ) n o u r u n e s t a r t - u n hi'jh-
—• ? 

l e c h c o n n a î t q u e l q u e s d i n i e u l t é s il c a u s e du: c ^ * "? 

/•"•.mr ciwciirK -.ks iil';h-iiii!!;t.iiKs CI-LU'.'SSOKS. uicluiin- ronv Acciiril ou Dèsucainl e.'J pkii^tmi un 5 S 
i l u 

"V" Jan.'i kl ciîknwc apiirLiprii/f. ô z t ï « 

ai; '-0 

1 Manque d'intérêt d e s V C dans les étapes initiales de développement d 'une TBS1-. 3 • o 3 • 
2. Re lus des VC d' invest ir de faibles montants de eapilauN. 3 • • 3 3 

Manque de compréheiisii»» des technologies par les \ 'C. 3 • • 3 3 
4. Manque d'aetil's intangibles enregistré-s par notre entreprise (i .e. bre\ eis déptisés). 3 • • 3 3 
5. l'aible qualité du bus iness plan et de notre présentation pour le\ er des l'onds Je VC" . 3 • 3 3 3 
6. Manque d'historique des cunipé lenees entrepreneuriales eî nianaiiériales. 3 • • 3 3 
7. Notre inquiétude concernant l;i « p e n e de contrôle ». 3 • • 3 3 
K. 1.'espérance par les V C d ' u n e haute retitabilité. 3 • • 3 3 

Dil l leu l tés de ' D u e Dii i i iencc' rencontrées par les VC. 3 • • 3 3 
10. L'espérance des V C d 'une pivssibilité de s o n i e rapide. 3 • • 3 3 
11. Manque d'inUirmation de notre part sur les V C . 3 • • 3 3 
12. Manque de connai.ssanees spéc i f iques el capacités des gestioniuiires des V C b e l g e s . • 3 3 3 a 
13. l 'oi i l iques publiques d 'encouragemeiu de participalioii en capital l imitées. 3 3 3 3 3 
14. .Administration et bureaucratie des programmes publics. 3 3 a 3 3 
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Chêipter 9 - Appendices 

( ( ) \ F i i ) r : \ T i i a . 

l ' A R r i K J ~ K.VI'kl i . rRKM'.rR ICcllo p;iitiy Juit iiw coiiipicicc par un d o l'<iiutiili-iiis/i:iilicprcnciir>| 

3.1 Les principaux fondateurs/entrepreneurs: 
t.Auv:: i j 
2. Sexe: • l-'émiiiin • Masculin 
H. I ja t civil: G C(^iibauiire Ci Marii- D Scparè 
•4. RcsUciiec peniuinoiitc: • l'kiadrc • Vi\iUimk 
5, Dclinition do la nouvel!',.' eniité 

!!) Shiri-iip' • Sp!n-i>iïii\'miVf?n.w Ci S/'in-o!/' univeniuiire • Aunv (Frécisczi: 
6, Oriiiine de l ' idée résiillaiU en la limJulioii Je la iU'iiveik' eniiié 

"3 hidcpenuaiii RechcrclK pcyxomicià' ~i I iiiv^rsiié Rcc/ieixlie piihlkiiii.' 
!!] ILxpihieiiiX' iks ciJUiin's "1 Heciiercke iviviv 
n 7'w/>(i<.(/oj{.'i- l'xploiici' ù ! \'!iansscr • Aiiire (l'n'cssc: j: 

7, îei i îps enlre ki naissante de l'idée et la l'cindation de );i nouv elle eiitiié: ; ; woix 
S. l .ieri unissanL les l'ondateiirs de la nom elle eniiîé les uns aux autre.-;: 

• IdHiilk' • Amis n ('<>/!i'i;iii'.i • i-ijiiniissL-nr • Autre. //'/ éc/.Vi.'r i: 
9. IMii.s haut diplôme obtenu : 

n Ijuik's iiipèneims Je moins de 3 ans 
"3 l.ici'iiiv i<rn\\:rxit(iii\: 
3 MiiifriM' 

10. Nom de l'in.stiiutioii du plu.>; haisl diplôme uhtenii: 
! I. l ype d'élude:S : 

G l'iirsiiiitc ('isimii' Bii}logi<: 
~\ liijiJnii'iir 
3 Mciiiagc'nieiri ( 'oiumcne f .conoit/ie 
• Ai'.riaiinin' 

• 
Autre H'rceiMez 

~1 liiiiénieiir en cJ.ccn-iciiê i'îcciroiiiqiu' icciinoioiiic 
• MdlliL'nmiiijiii' Inforniaiiiiiie 
• Mi'dcdne Scii'nces Vi}li:ri.i!iiîn's l'/mriiuiL ic 
n Aiiliv IPrécise: , 

\vo/.-vou.s suivi Je.s viiiirs spéeilîques d eiUrepieneiirship'.' • Oui • \on 
Si Oui. veuil lez-en indii.|uer l'année: | \ | | S Nom: 

\3. Votre père a-t-il un diplôme d'étude:-; .-^upérieisre.-iAiniversitaires 
I I. frofess ion du père; 

T\ Eiilre-pn^iiear 
G Empl<)\\: 
n Service Pui^/ic (ianwrni'iiiciil 

15. Votie tiière a-t-elle un diplôme d'étude: 
16. l'roléssi»»! de la irière: 

!1 Hiiireprcnciir Ci liiti^i'p-iHiii.intc 
• EmpitiyC'L' • Ei!Si'i;>nciiuc 
3 Service l'nfyiic (iouvcrnciiieiil • XL'mifier 

17. Nombre total d'années dans tavplusieurs emplois avant d'être enU'eprvneiir: 

• hidâparukuii 

• Muna\ier 
iipérieuie.snmix ersitaires • (hii 

• San 

Ci Aftricuiietir-Eleveur 
• Cûmn'lani 
O Aiiire: 
• Xo/i 

O A^ricidlricc Einve.use 

• Attire: 

T\ Pcis de précédcni einp/oi îl ! S • 4 
IS. IVéeéJem emploi ; 3 Employé lemiK-piein 
!*). r>pe d'aclivîiéts) du précédent emploi: 

U Prodiiaion • liecliercÎK a déveioppenu'/ii 
3 CoiiMiikiiice 3 Finance A Corr,pkihili!é 
3 Miinaiiemcnt f'énéral 

20, Dernière t'oneiion dans ie préeédei^t emploi: 
3 .\lemi>re du conseil 3 Aaionimire Purmcr 
3 Clierciieur dans une univerxihrceiure de rec/icrciie 
3 AnuiyMe Cunsiduiiif 3 Einpiuyé 

21. Nombre de subordonnés Jans ie précédent emploi: 
3 Moins-de 10 3 II }i) • ii HHi 

6 3 l'Iiis de (> ans 
3 Eiii/\'i)yé mi-!eiii/}s 

3 Markain}^ <<• i 'en/es 
3 Reiûdons puî^/itpwx 
3 Autre (Précisez): 

3 Indcpcndiini 

3 /Mstri/iution 
3 Eiiseii;nanl 

O Senior Monnger • Personne! iiaidèniique 
.G i'Jicrcitaitr dans !c dépuriement de R<'iD 
• Autre: 

a 10! Kl 3 Pitis de 250 

' l/nc Start-up viefuiic connue iiiît noïivcUe cnînn5ii.>e uiî̂ iîemL-isî ii!(l*-ï;i.-isd;i;i;e 
t-.ViL- S|Mn-()IT t'îil unt* <-i\ùw coininerciaie doiiî uru: |H!il:ii;iii wnifiartivc <k- iictiviîéi, ci>inîïifielr>i<.-s pco\{c;il de ralîfiltcaîioH <™ iîe t'i!îih.>iil:i>ii 

lecl^ni)ltiyie elî'Mi ii^mi .•iavuif -I';i:!(; dt'VL-k'ppt- oiv Jitf;iilî yil piiîtî^ïmïiïc Je ft.f!lei'C-̂ L' ;t riniéîit'm d'une eiurqxisc i)n J'iïsle uni\i;rMli; 
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{ ( ) M " I I ) I ; M 

3.2. Je Dense aue la Belaiaue offre des oooortunitès entreoreneuriales oour une 
start-up high-tech à cause du (des): 
Pour cluii ii/n' iL'.s ujjiniiuliijiis ci-Je.s.si/iis. iiidkiiK': vurrc Accoiil tji: Dcsucc ortl <.'.<; pkH 'jni un 
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L.J 

r\ —1 
:..J 

9. 1"nviri.îiiiicmciit l'îiiilîilnïiîiic et muhicuhurcL -1 ,...1 —1 
...J 

10. Sysit'inc (iscui sur les revenus pcrst>nnii.'îs. u _J 
r j 
LJ :—1 

12. Sysl'cmc de s c c u n l c sociulc et de Siinlc. —1 
LJ 

.—1 ri 

i.i. Adïïîintslt'iiîioris cl ni icnces publiques. • • • • 
14. ro l i t iques publiques. • G • • 
15. DisponibiliLé d e fonds publics pour la R&D. • • • • • 
(6. Pares sc ie iui l i t iues / Pô les lechnoiogigues. • • • • 
(7. .AUminisIriilion de VA propriélé imclleeUielle (brevels). • • • • • 
IK. t\>iit de la prnpiiè lé inlellecliielle, du dép<H de hreveis. • • • • • 
19. Numhre de d ip lômes en sc iences et teehni>i<itrie. • • • • 
20. Transli-Tl cn l i e iiniversilés- lalx)r;iliiircs publies el le secteur pri^è. • • • • 
21. hicubatei i fs teelmoU)i;i<.jues. • • • "1 

22. Networking d'entreprises appartenant à tin niênie secteur d aelivité. • • • • 
23. Recherche appliquée dans les instilulions d 'ense ignement supérieur. • • • • 
21. R & D au niveau secuirici . • • • • 

3.3 . J e considère que mon entreprise est une petite entreprise de haute technologie (TBSF) et: 
1. Je pense a\ i)ir des capuci lés entrepreneuriales. • • • • 
2. Ma principale mol iva i ion à créer ma propre entreprise est de déve lopper iHie idée. • • • • 

Ma principale nifitivation à créer ma propre entreprise est d'être mon propre patron. • • • • • 
4. Ma principale motivat ion à créer ma propre enlrepri.se est de gagner plus d'arsieiil. • • • 
5. Ma principale mol iva i ion à créer ma propre entreprise est de trouver une activité 

profess ionnel le . • • • • • 
(), Ma principale înotivation à créer ma propre entreprise est l'aHrail du risi.|ue. • • • • • 
7. Créer une nouve l l e eiureprise est une bonne e,\ |)érience el j e suis préi(e) à le refaire. • • • • • 

3.4 Mes obiectîfs au début du déveloooement de mon entreprise hiah-tech sont: 
1. ..Xniéliorer nos prodiiils/serv iees e.vislants. • • • • 
2. .Améliorer no.s processus e.visiaîUs. • • O • • 
3. Développe)' d e nouveaux produits. o n O • 
4. Déve lopper de nouveaii.x processus. • • • • 
5. Déve lopper de nouveaux' services. o 
6. Changer.'aniéliorer la siriicfurc oryanisationnelle. • • • • 
7. (.'hariger-'iiniéliorcr les .sysiémes de gestion intégrée. • • • • • 
X. l-<!rîiier la nuiin-d'a'uvre. • a • • 
V. l ïndiguer la fuite des cerveau.x ai! sein de noire mai!i-d'(euvre. • n • • 
MERCI DE VOTRE COLLABORATION ! 

i>iME. Buiio VAN mynt 'XSÏJEKOî i l i A^u-,d ROMAIN asu'id iixi:;in:f̂ ;:u!h-.c î c 

.Ŝ Îv:iv Chair ut'hi(ki'viï;ii.>iî Re.s*;aich Sofs iiy Business Sclvot̂ i 
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Survey questionnaire in Flemish 

M ' R T R O I A M I . M K 

O N D E R Z O E K : T E C H N O L O G Y - B A S E D S M A L L F I R M S ( ' ! B S F S ) JN B E L G I ë 

V'oorLvrst wil ik van tk- mcigclijkhcid jicbmik niakcn oui V le bcdankcTi iim dccl le nî -mcn Mm tlil luniniiani 
omlor/.tick iwar 1'i.-i;hnt"loiiy-Ba.so-J Smal! I irais i VBSi-s). uturyaniscoril Juor de SoK av Uiisiiiess Sdiool. l il.15. 

Ucî liioriKKiin.slc docl \aii iW/c sUiiiic is iii/ichl le krijtjcii in ilc lx'îaiis:rijk>li," snuio-cuinoniisciic latlcivn 
die hcl oiidcniemerssciiap bepalcn en <>m inziclu le krijgeii iii welke nuite Ti,ÎS|"s nuieilijkheden keiinen hij hel 
zoekeii naar kapitaul iii Belgi-ë. fX- resiillaicn vaiî de/.e siiiJie /iilleu i;ehniik wnrden om im/e DpJraeiueii vdur de 
verschillende Bclgisclie legeringcn en voor inîemallt>iuile oriiaiu'saiies /oals Je (-.urdpesc CiMiiniissie eii de OH( D 
ie (iptiiiiaiiscren. 

(«vlicvo in Iv vullen: 
Naam: 

Tel: 

nedrijf: 

[•-mail: 

i iineue: 

l a \ : 

r)i;i:i i B K D R I . I I S P R O I IKI . 

f Gelieve de volgende vragen over uw bedrijf in te vullen: 
Adres: (iemeente: l'oslcode; | _ _ | „ | _ _ i _ l 

. Jaur v;in «ipricluiiig; | | | | | IVVW 
- C'rider v.eike reelusvonti opereert iiw hedrijf: 3 Brbo 3 
. IkJri jlskapilaal l>ii de npriehlinîi (\OiK) i aii»), 

3 m !49 ~i litt 24V 3 2>'i i^n 

. Wal is JuUie \ ociituiamsle uclivileiteiiseetof 
1. Riiimlevaart 
2. (..'onipiilers eu kaiUiH>niiaehities 
3. lAleklronica en leleeoinimii>iea(ie 
4. l'urmaeeuliscbe nijverheid 
5. VVeienschappelijke inslniniemen 
6. i:lek!riselie macliiiies en apparaien 
7. C'iiemisehe nijveilieiJ 
8. N'iel-ckkirisehe niaciiiiie.s en appaïaieii 
V. Vldiorvoetliiigei! en ander (lansportnuHeriaal 
10. Andere (glv te speeiliei'eu): 

numîiier: r | | i | | j__ 
Y) ~\ Aiitterej 

3 XU-cr iiciil .^."iO 
Fuiiricurii.-

3 
• 
• 
3 
3 
3 
3 
• 
• 
3 

Diciisien 
O 
O 
O 
O 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

(>. Aamai uerkneniers: 21101 

Vliiiderdan 5 3 • 
5 •• 10 3 • 
11 • 25 3 • 
2(,.... ?() 3 • 
Meer ilan 50 3 • 

7. l'olaic ( )iii/:el,'Verko<!p (I:!iin)) 2/inii 21)11! 

Minderdan 1.000.000 3 3 
1.000.000 • 2 . W . W 3 3 
.j.OOO.OOO • 4.'m.W 3 • 
5,000.000 •-7,000,000 3 • 
Meer dan 7.(J00.00O 3 • 

iS. Baiaiisii.Haal .'"l'olaal v;in de .'\eti\a (l.iiro) 20011 20ill 

.Minderdan 1.000.000 3 • 
1.000.000 -2.'Wy.W9 3 • 
.3.000.000 o.OOO.OOO 3 3 
Meer dan 1000.000 3 3 

0. 1 liieveel (.>prielilci-.s.'partnen> waren er bij de opriehtiiii; \an hel bedrijl'i 
3 / •• 2 3 J 4 a S - r, 0 

2 0 / J 2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

21102 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

21102 

3 
3 
3 
3 

O :\/^U'r diin S 
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M;RIR()I;WI;I.I.IK 

10. I ioovi-vl <)|iridiicrs,partners bc/aiL'îi 25""n ol'nicor v.in hc! kapiiaal bij do opi ichiing: 

I I. Is i iw bodrijf doflilt-TOiidcmciniiisi orcL-u fdiaal van ccii aiidcr bodrij!'; 

Indien ja. wclk bedriji': 

12. In wc lkc landfn/ ieg i i i ' s hciu u autict'; 

D B^'l^ii</ D Frmiiiriik H F.K. O Aihicrv El.^ Ci USA 
1 >. V o c n nw iTcdrijr R & D activik-iton ait 

14. Wcrkl uu- Ix'drîjl'samen mol Ik-ltiiMchc lKjyo.sciu)lcn.îinivi.'rsits:i(cn i\-m RiV:D 

1.̂ . Wcrkl iiw bc'driJI sanK'n incL Bolg i schc piibliokc rcscardi centra ivni Ricl) 
16. Ont\ai!.g,! u w bcdrijI ovt'riK'iJs.'publieke R&U siibsidics 

17. Oiuvanii l uw bcdr!jrb>;lustiiiuskrcdis;lcn voor R & D 

!S. Wclk (IxMiadcrcnil) pcae i i la i i e van iiw bnJuci wordl aan K&D bcsiccd 

1'). Wcik pcrcciîlauf van K<tD projccleii wordi 0)mmcrtii.'cl bcniit via c igcn prixl ial ic: 

3 XMI! 

• 
• 
• , / ( / 

• Ja 
• Ja 

Viiii de wcrt 

• 
• 
• 

M 

i.2. VVii parcntcrf n i>»/e uitvindin^cn nict systeiii:t(iscli omUat: 
Dniii Ji,in-msdtk'i' van aen "V' uun loi of> Stella.' h!>i>\;lz- îvj/jvf'tfc tiiif.pr'jken •.•un .W;;:î.Vï(>!^ 

1. I.)c kdslci! v(ii!r hol dcponoicn te hooi; / i jn. 
2. IX- bcschfri i i ingskostcn te liaoti zijn. 

\'.v inefficiëiHc bese l icmi ing en yebrck aan vertnitiwen in licl sys l cem i.s. 
A. Geheimhdiiding erik-ienter i.s. 
5. V'oorsproniiL op de iiiarkl el'l leiëmer i.s. 
(>. Oii.s prodiict een le kurle icvcnsev ehis hcelL 
7. I iel vrijgevcn \ an onxe uilviiidiiiy te riskanl i.-;. 
8, I (et oi î inoueiijk i.s te vourkomcn dat aiitlercii tie leelinolosiic kopieren. 

W'c geeri siil'oniiaîic ni gcen know-i iow >i\or hei paleiUerinaisprotcs hebbcn. 
10. l ) c administralie te Sfaasî is. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
n 
• 

• 
• 
• 

• 
o 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

-1 

• Ja 11.1 Icell uu bodrij f ooit ooîi patent gedcpi^toerd siiiJ.s iiaar i)priehiiiii;? 

Indien l ; ja aistwoorddo, go l i cve de voli ionde v ragen in te vislleif. 

W olk poroeiuaiic van jiiliio paio!itpuritoii>> worJt aeiieriicbrnikl iloor jnl l ie bodrijiV 

\> rUK'Vtfcl paîciHcii iiit j i i l l ie pini!'olii> werdcn gebrtiikl gediiiende bel ccrste jaar van j i i l l ie hedriji": 

i l irovcel patenten i i l i j i i l l ie portli'lio w e a l e n gehraikt i i ijull ie bodrijrunno 2001 : 

<,•> Welk perceiUugc v;in do toci ickcndo ptitonten uï i idt tiunmercioel in ticenlie g o u e v c n ? 

P A R I 2 - J 1 N \ N ( I K R I N T ; 

2.1 Gelieve de volgende vragen in te vullen betreffende uw bedrijf: 

1. ( l i i idige l-ASl.', (l.evenseyeln.'i); 

• SeeJ' • Suin-iii/ • fiariy .Staiic' 
2. 'rijd.sdmsr (iiituednikî in iiiaanden j liisscn do htiidtgo ia.se en de vorisic liiso 

.5, Investeerde U e igcn kapii:ial gedurende de Soed id Sian-tip I;LSC'.' 

Indien ja. in wclk jaar; | | | i | Totaal Bedrai! (linro): _ _ _ _ _ 

• \kai 

Ey/viii.sioii Dcvc'iopiiu'iii'' 
\ j \ muandon 

4. l .ocnde V kapitaat van \ riendoii on 'iiC t'LUiiilio geilurende de Sood tiFStart-tip lase? 

Indien ja. in welk: jaar; ; [ J_„J„„J ï o t a u l Ijialrau (lûiro): 

• Ja 

' S w i Slugtf umvai ân uniwikkeflïJL viui hi:i htisiiîess C-.7î1CC|îI, hc! tnaken vaii S^KT.î buSîneSS pian. pt'Liimypes CJI bijkiMîîeml orvJeriiitek^ alvureiss ccn pri'dukî op 
« a i Kisîiïiiiîki li: laiiceiviï. 
* Slari<up )":t5i uinvai de otitsviUciiïtg VJîI îicdrijl'îLpïfnjiikieii en de iniîiele îP.arU*l!ftii. BOiiiLjvcïi /.ijîi n-it>ticlijk ia de ttpïichuiiisiMiicetlitre ai îiehben nicisicfijk 
sii)ii^< fiOïl eîikfîc î ûïistlCîics ̂ cdisaii /kiildci ̂ ĉ!1̂  i-'iMiiiilÉS'cifi-'l iictie! !e i'.îii». 
' k'xfkansùia/Uev^ùpm^iit .St»ee om\:i:. de iiioei. en eïi(wi!iiie vcm Iw-vesiî idi; bciliîjvtfiL Biikoni>.'î de middL'Ien (persoiiwfl, rmimcitMir̂ i, ruimîi!! :̂ ijt! 
i3i!t>cUaki'hjk om de pr^ïduetiecapiiciieir isiarkeiinu, vefkmïp es) LrfiXîi le vet hoiien. 
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15. Vcrkrï.cg uv\ ln\;ii-it;cli bi.'tlrijriiiiiiiK iv.-iiii!j 
IrsLlicïi A), uc l i cvc iian le vui lcn: 

van ccn vcnuirc capiiaîi.sl V 

V | : R T R 0 1 AMII.I .IK 

• .la n Nccn 

Jciur l 'C l.iiiul van Ovrsoron'j Fuse iS^cd Suiri-nty Eariv /-..yminsia/i} 

16. I k ' f l l II (.lei.'!gcnnnicn aan V C garantiL'pmurainma's van de Dvcrlicld? 

Indien / o . in jaar; î | | \ j ï o t u a î bedrag ( l 'uin); _ 

Naain v rin hci VC' Liai-anhcpronranuiKi; 

• Ja • Ncen 

17. Was cr é e » li i l l- î inie iîiuiiicieel inaïuiucivdircctciir in dicnsi l ijdcns de VC ondcrhande i ingen? • .la • N e e n 

18. Was er e c n li i l l- i inie markei ing maiiageivdirecteur in dicnsi tijdens de VC ondcrhande l ingen? !!] .la Cl Neen 

19. l l e c l i u sa i i ieni icwerkl niei een incuhalor voiir oTtijdens de V C ondcrl iandel ingcn? • .la • Neen 

20. I l ce l i u s a m c n g e w c r k î me! een nuinagenicni consultant voor or i i jdens de V C onderhandc l ingen? • Ja O Neen 

21. l'iezii een van iiw ventin'c kapiSalistcn nieer dan 2 5 % \ an n w bedi iif.' "1 .la 1 Neen 

22. O v e n v c e g t Ii o m noi i deel le nenien aan een Vlanagcnient Buv-(.)ui (MBC))'.' .la • Neen 

2?\ Verwachi i' oah nw bcdriji'Dp de beurs te laten noicrcn ( IFO)? • Ja • .Neen 

1.4. Ik vinti iliit nnanciL-rin<; dot ir IJnsini'ss .Vii'jcls (B \ ) v o o r t c n hii:h-li-ch . s la i l -

u p h c k m m c r d is tlotir: 

l.):iiiiJo(>r middel rt.'jj een " v'' atni ioi np \t\'ik(: hontUc de roli^ei'.ih' ui!.-\/-rai<ei! '•un ioepa.s.'.iii}!' 

Zll». 
s % 1 

ï ï 

SI'. 

y 

1. 1 jet leit dal d e roi van een B A siccht bcyrepen v\ordl • • • • 3 
2. Cîcbrck aan kennis van de l.î.-\ over onze ieclinoÎDgie en industrie • • 3 3 
.1, l îcperkle belrouwbare in ionnat ie o v e r de aeivitciteii van de BA :n • • 3 3 
-1. De kic ine .sehaal van de i n f o n n e l c niarkt in Be lg i ë • • 3 3 
5, Cicbrek aan B.A netwerken in Be lg i ë • • 3 3 
6. I ca ig l ioudendi i e id van B A onivvillc van de l ioge r is ico's • • 3 3 
7. IViiblemcn voor ccn BA om hnn due di l igence uit te \ o e r e n 3 • • 3 3 
S. Bcperkte e.xit mogeSijkedcn voor Bus iness A n g e l s 3 • • 3 3 
0. Cicbiek aan pnile .ss ionalisnic bij Bus iness .Angels 3 • 3 3 
10, Ciebrckkigc kwaliteit van o n z e aanvraag en ons business plan 3 • • 3 3 
11. D e toegang.skosien voor ons bcdrijl'loi coniniercic le en proles ionelc inl'ra.structiiur 3 3 3 
12. l l i s i or i sche mispercepi ie in Be lg i ë over privé- investeringen 3 O • 3 3 
1.". T e vx c ining overheid.sprogranmurs onî p i ivé- invcster ingen le promolen 3 • • 3 3 
14. Adrninisi.raiie en biireaueratie viui dcrgclijke ovcrbeids iac i l i te i ien 3 O 3 3 
15. Verkreeg u\v high-tech bedrijl' Ibndseï! van e e n Business .Angel ? 3 la • > s'ecn 

Indien zo . g e l i c v e aan le vuilcn: 
.faar Bedni'j. itimo! HA l.iimi van Ooisnnm" Fuse 'Seea' Sl(irl-iii' Fiii'h" F.xnunsu/ni 

-H. 

16. 1 lee l l u dee lgc iutmen aan B.A garantieprogranima's van d e ovcrheid? 

Indien zu. in we lk jaar: \ | | | | Totaal bcdrau (l 'urol: 

Nuam van hcî B , \ gaianl ieprograinnurs: 

• Ja • Neen 

17. 

18. 

19. 

2 0 . 
71 

Was cr ccn l'ull-tiinc ni iancicci n!aiîaucr..'d!rcctct!r in dicnsi lijdcns de B . \ onderharRlel ingen? ~J Ja 3 Neen 

Was cr ccn rnll-tinie marketing nKinager'dirccIcur in dicnsi tiidcns d e BA o i iderhandol ingcn? 3 Ja 3 Neen 

1 leel'l u san iengewerkt iiiel e e n incubaUir vuor ol' t i idcns ilc B \ oiiderhanileiingen'.' • la 3 \ c c i i 

1 leel l u san iengewerkt me! e e n managcnictu consultani voor o l ' i i idcns de B.A onderi tandel ingcn • Ja 3 Neen 

Be/.it eeii van u\v bus iness ange l s mccr dan 25"-i> van iiw îx-drijl".' • Ja • Neen 
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MCRI ROI W ia.l .IK 

PART 3 - 1)1'. ONDl'RNK.MKR Jyel dicnl door ccn viin de ot>richtor.s.''cntryr>rcnfiirs inijo iil<) k- worilfn.l 

3.1 Vragen betreffende de voomaamste oprichter/ondernemer: 
1, l.cetiiid: _ i 
2, (ks iachi : ~] rrouwi/lijk • Mannclijk 
3, Burgolijke si:ani!; TI .-Uii'casiiiauJ 1 Garoimd 3 OeKhaden 
-t. Pcnnancnlc vt.'riiliirplaal.s: l'.kiaiiik'rvu ~i H'aiinii/c !3 Bnixxs.'/i/on/d^kici 
5. Wal i.s de gepaste dellninc s an u\v bcdrijl' 

• Sfiirf -a/r' 13 BediijLsspbioJ] • l 'iiivérsisy spisi ojf !!] Aiukn: <'<j,h' li' .ipcciJii'rcil/J 
6. Wal wus de hitsis vais iivv Idée dat resulieerde in du <>priehiing \ ai! uw bedrijf 

• ( hhi/'kiiiA^li/k i'!\ii>ii oiidt'rjiK'k • I jiin'rstkdr piihlii'k ondcrzoeii 
3 lh(.^iîivM i.'rviir!/!i: • lhrsinL''is ncdriifi: omicrrth'k 
ïl Lcn in hvi buiicnland i'ecxploitci'rdi' ii'chiii)li><iy Cï Andcrc /,i;/v fi; spi'cilîën-tii: 

7. I foeveel tijd \crljep cr lusscn de (Hirsproug vau u\\ idée en de opritliling van iiw bcdriif: i _ J maanden 
(S. Weîke baïul heblx.'n de uprichicrs ondcriiivj:: 

n Filin il m l'ni'iuk/} '3 Mcilewa-kers- !3/.i'vvn/wf/iTS "3 .liukrc: 
IftHjgsl bereikt dipioma 

n Ilogcxciioiil ikori pro'ii.rainina } jr,(ir> • l)oc!oraat 
• l'fiivcr\i<c!t 3 Posidocluniui 
• AanvjiUcink mastcr opk'idinf.; ~i .-Indcn' fglv te spccrli&rc»): 

10. Naaiii van liel inslitiuil waar dil diplmna beliaaid uvrd: 
11. Dtinieiii viin de sindies/opleidiiit; 

• l-'ysica (.'hcndc Hioiiifîie • Idearisc/i /j'eciroiusck 'l'ecimoUitiixch iin>eiiiriir 
~) Atuler iii'ienicnr • U'iskiiudc InjijrnuiliLii 
11 ,\/<'iintgaiu'iii Biisiiu'ss /û'o/toiiiic ~l (iiUhX\SÀinidi'. I)ii'i\>i!iin.i l'ciriiiLic ii' 
3 l.iindhoiiwkui'.de L] . Uiderc iii^Jv U> .<i/>cvij!i'n'n}: 

12. I leell l, ooi[ een vak ()ver enirepreneurseliip ;ievolgd • Jti 
Indien zo. in «e lk jaar: 1_J \ J _ j Wal vvas de naain va» het vak; _ __ 

1.1. f leell uw vader een hoge sehooi/universilair diplv.mia? • Jn D .VVc'ii 
14. Wut is hel beroep vars u\v vudcr; 

• lùiirepiviK'ur • /.elpusiuU:iL' • Umdhomt<.'r 
• Werkmmicr • Aaidcmiciis l.i'i\iar • (.'niixiduiu 
"1 Overîidii/sdiL'ns.'L'i! • ( io-ponde }-tai!ii;^t'iiii'iri • Andciv: 

IleeH mv snoedcr t'en hoge seh(x>l,-universiuiir diploma? • ,A/ I l Scx'ii 
16. Wal is het beinep \ aiî inv rnocder: 

• EiUifprc'irenr • X^i/^ldiidiiic • Liindhaimcr 
3 lyerkncincr • Acadciniciix Lcraar • Consudani 

Ovi/rliL'idsdiensft'i! • Comora.'e Miina;j:ymci!! • Aiidi^re: 
17. 1 l œ v e e l jaren « u s u ai prut'essioncel aeisel'aivoren.s entrepreneur ie \vx)rden; 

D C/tVi» • / -3 • â • Mcer don f> jtiiir 
!S. In mv vorig werk \MIS ii; 3 l'uiujds verkn,:iiwr • Deeliijds \<\'iki!^:mer 3 Zoijsuinilk^ 
I'), In vvclk doniein vvas ii aetiefaKorctis entrepreneur te vvurden; 

O l'indiiciie n Research i<- Dervhpmeni O .Uarkcimg <Ç .Vf/w D Dlstrihuiie <ï Loidsiick 
~\ C o u s u ! ! ! . " 1 nnuna; iK- Accouming • /'nh/ic l-ieh/nons d ('onunnnicatsc 
~i (ïe/h'mi Miiiuiiîi'/ncM 3 l.cs\iCYi'ii • Aiidcre: 

20. Wat was iivv iaaislc heta'kkinp alvorens entrepreneur te wordeii: 
~l Aaihiiwlh<)i!der l'aniicr Ci Rudd voii hesliiisr • Senior Mtintiijcr 
• Oiiderzodwr iicm de iinivcrsireil ondcr^oek miiriiii} • AcadA'dscti pcrsonimci 

Dcel \\m arn /W /,> di'p<n tcmi'iii iii aen h<::di iif • AIM/VXI. (. onsuitani 
LÎ l!'crk>ieii!cr • Andcrv: 

21. Voor lux."veel uerkneîiiers VV;LS U vernlwiinrdelijk alvoren.s eiilrepreneur te worden: 
3 Mimkr dan It) 3!! 50 à 51 iOO 3 !</! 250 3 Meer dcm 250 

'• t « i SfMa-i»fT is iicJcrtîi-etrd ;(î> tcn bcJnjf wiias" cen iîïîtti dec; iwiii coniïiîcfcjcle rrcîiSitciieîi vwit̂ îi'n;;*.'» sili do toe5>;issù»jj i>r ïiet iielMiijk yua icn 
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3.2. Ik vind dat Belqië moejeliikheden biedt aan hicih-tech entrepreneurs omwille 
van^ 

zijn. 

•p 

Je 

i ï 

ï 'i i 
i* C 

1. Ouwikkckk- trans)iortn^'îM erkcii. • n G G 
2. O n i u i k k e k l e ilut.-îviior/.ioningcii (uîil i i ies). Cl • • G G 
3. D e ki)s!en vyn mussoorz icn ins ien (uii l i i icst . 3 G • G G 
•4. OîUwikkclJv: i.'oinmuiiit.iilici!i.'l\vt.'rkcn. —1 

_ ] • n G • 
5. D e kosteii X an con in iuni ta l i c . • O G G 
(t. Aai iwc/ i i ihc i i l van e o m n i c f c i c i c Jt prurcssioniclc nchvcrkcn. • • • G G 
7, D e kiisien \ m coiiiî iKTciëlc & prolossiii i i icle nclucrkci i . • • • G G 
S. .Auiiue/iiihcii.l v j i i uiuilislc;!! uespcckiHseord iii 1 linh-'l e d i ̂ ||lt^vikk .̂•li!l•^CM. • • G G 
9. l'.tn inecrtyiiEe en uuillieuiLLirek' hcvolking. G • G G 
10, De inkiMPStenbekisiing viior persimeii. • • • G G 
11. De iiikoiiisteiibcI;istinsi v o o r beiirijven. • G G G 
12. D e soe iu le zekerheid en wel/.iiiis/.ori;. • î—1 : 1 

n . D e acliiiinisliiilic in ovci i ie idsi iepcinemenlei i . • • G G 
14. Ilei in erheidsbele iJ . • • G G 
15. De :wii\vez!tthcid van overheiJs /pi ihl iekc iondsen vvior R & D . • • G G 
16. i 'ethiifjlogiepoleii /Wciciischap.spurken. 3 • G G 
17. .Adiiiini.slrjiie van i iue l lce îuele eigeiKlomsreelueii en patetiien. 3 • G G G 
IS. D e kosl iHU intelleeUiele eigeiulidnsreehtcii se beseheriiieii en oni le palen!eren. .n G G G 
1'̂ . Ilet ciantal aî'jiesUidcerden in w e l e n s t h a p p c n en techuDlonie. 3 • G G G 
20 . t.Mtwis.-ielingcn lu.ssen nniversiiaire/imJer/tîek.shibo's en de niJustrie. 3 • G G G 
21 . r c d u n i i o g i e ineiibatoren. 3 • G G G 
22 . Nelvvci ken binnen de industi ieën. 3 G G G 
2.>. I oeeepas t ondcr/ .oek aan ho!Zcr ondenvi i s in.sîeilingen. 3 • G G G 
24. Seeuirië le R&D. 3 • G G G 

3 .3 . Ik bechouw mijn bedrijfals een TBSF en: 
1. Ik 'v ind van rnijzell dat ik ondenie iners la lenlen lieb. 3 • G G G 
D e \ ooniuani.ste nuUivulie o m een eiuen bedriJIHp le richlen is 

'i> 2. hcLontu ikkelen van cen idée. 3 • G G G 
% .>. o m e i i i cn baas l e / i jn . 3 • G G G 

4. OIT) i i icer geid le verdienen. 3 G G G 
% .5. iim pi^ofes-sioneel a e t i e f l e zijn. 3 n G G G 
% 6. de aiunrekkiiiii voor ri.sieo. 3 • G G G 

7. Een e iuen bedri i i 'opriehlen is een goede e n urinu die ik wii overJoen . 3 • G G G 

3.4 Mijn doelstellingen bij het begin van de ontwikkeling van mijn TBSF waren: 
1. D e besuuuulc produciea'dien.sîcn verheicrcn. 3 • G G G 
2. D e bestaandc w'crkwij/.eis \ erheteren. 3 • G G G 

N i e n u e produeteii o n l u i k k e l e n . 3 • G G G 
4. N i e u u e werkw ij/.en onlwikkele i i . 3 G G G 
5. N i e i i u e diens ien o m u ikkelen. 3 • G G G 
6. D e uraanisalttrisehe s l m e n m r x'eraiideren.'verbeteren. 3 • G G G 
7. 1 lei .sysieeni \ a n ge'i'nlciireerd beheer verandcrenAerbeteren. 3 • G G G 
X. l le t personeei ople iden . 3 • G G G 

Ilei per.^tineei.sverloop legengaan. 3 G G G G 

BEDANKT VOOR UW SAMENWERKING ! 

fmî' nrtino V,\N KM'I Et.S»KKGHt A.sinu ROM.-MN 
V!CL-I*rc.sidL'n{ of St)Kay liuHitïcss Sciiooi 
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9.3. Appendix - The contribution of universities to employment growth 

Table A.6.1: Employment growth estimation results (with test of robustness) 

Dépenden t variable: Absolute growtln of employ l ient ( A E M P L ) 

R é g r e s s i o n r e s u l t s 1 2 3 4 

C o n s t a n t C 
-12.621 

(-1.41) 

-19.026** 

(-1.98) 

-8.876 

(-0.86) 

-19.877* 

(-1.74) 
Company-specifîc characteristics 

IViimnpr nf pmnlnvppt^ f^hpo'innincr nf flip 

analysed p e n o d ) 

0.732*** 

(3.05) 

0.746*** 

(3.15) 

0.635*** 

(2.69) 

0.702*** 

(2.91) 

Age of t he conipany A G E C 
a 170 
/n "TOI 
(U.JJj 

U.oy i 

[0.1 î j 

U.4 lu 

(0.70) 

U.o4o 

(0.59) 
Industry 

Aerospace and I n s t r u m e n t s A E R O I N S T 
lu. ll.J 

{I.IUJ [u.Uoj • 

Q 1 00 
y. lyy 

(l.UJ) 

lu.1^0 . 
// in) (1.10) 

Computer C O M P 
8.015 

( U. UOJ 

11.065 

(I.JIJ 

9.992 8.044 

(0.94) 

Electronic E L E C T R O 
(LOS) (1.2S) 

1 n 1 nn 
lu . tuu 
(1.26) 

0.443 

Pharmaceu t i ca l P H A R M A 
20.693*** 

(2.55) 

18.735** 

(2.31) 

18.915** 91 Olfi*** 

F^înanrial rharîirt'prîsîfîrs 

Author ized Capi ta l (xlO"'') AUTHOCAPM 
-4 .36*** 
/ - i 55) 

-4.38*** -4 .02*** -4 .29*** 

(-4.40^ 
Type of compîiny 

Universi ty spin-off UNIFSPIN 
8.987* 

(1.72) 
Origin of the innovative idea 

Personal idea INDEP 
-8.839 

(-i-m 

Idea f rom business expérience BUS!EX 
-6.384 

(-0.95) 

Idea from business research BUSJR 
20.915** 

(2.35) 

Idea f rom académie research UNIVR 
-2.905 

(-0.34) 

Founder-specifïc characteristics 

Universi ty or Mcuster UNIFMASTER 
8.393 

Ph.D. or P o s t - P h . D . PHDPOSTPHD 4.401 
(0.55) 

Test of robustness 

Survey by mail or in terview SURVEYTYPE 
-1.797 

(-0.32) 

-0.243 -1.910 

(-0.34) 

-1.419 

(-0.25) 

Rr' 0.359 0.383 0.432 0.375 

Note: D a t a on 87 high-tech companies . * Indicates t he pa rame te r s t h a t are significant at a 10% probabi l i ty threshold, 
** 5% p r o b a b i h t y threshold and *** 1% probabil i ty threshold. Econonietr ic method: OLS T-Sta t i s t i cs in parenthèses . 
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